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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
It is the purpose of this study to investigate the relation 
of sentence structure to reading comprehension, and in so doing, 
to expand the present knowledge of the elements influencing the 
readability of children's reading materials. 
Source of the Problem 
The reading program in the elementat•y school has been the 
-t-G~.,"Cj e \ 
recipient of extensive research during the past three decades. 
This research may be classified into three areas: the psycho-
logical factors within the child which help determine reading 
readiness and reading ability, the methods and techniques of 
reading instruction, and the nature of the materials to be read. 
The research in the first two areas mentioned above has 
considerably advanced the reading program as McKeel has indi-
cated in the preface to a recent text: 
The writer's Reading and Literature in the 
Elementary School, published by Houghton~ifflin 
Company in 1934~ suggested a program in reading 
for the elementary school. During recent years, 
however, the formulation of new concepts of the 
nature of the process of reading and the dis-
covery of much information relative to effective 
instruction in reading have made that program 
obsolete. 
lpaul McKee. The Teaching of Reading. Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1948. p. vii. .! 1 
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Investigation in the third area ;o 1 which may be called by 
the mqre popular term, readability, while making significant 
contributions, cannot boast comparable achievement. Gray1 
suggests the status of the research in this area of readability 
in a recent review: 
The demand for readable books was never greater 
than today ••• somehow this demand must be met more 
efficiently and more fully than it has been thus 
far. 
In one of the early reviews of the investigations completed 
in the area of readability, Lorge2 presented the following 
values of further research: 
If readability of a passage could be evaluated 
adequately, the estimate would have two major values: 
one, placing the book on some scale of comprehensi-
bility, the other, indication to writers of books 
for specified populations, the nature of the diffi-
culty of their product. 
Betts3 directs attention to the implications of research 
in readability for the elementary school: 
In general, seven year-olds range from zero 
level reading ability to substantial "third-reader" 
level, averaging about "primer" level. Ten year-
olds range in reading ability from ''beginning pre-
primer" level to twelfth grade level. One of the 
1\'Ulliam S. Gray. "Progress in the Study of Readability." 
Elementary School Journal 47: 491-499; May 1947. 
2 Irving D. Lorge. "Predicting Reading Difficulties of 
Selections for Children." Elementary English Review 16: 229-
233; October 1939. 
3Ernmett A. Betts. ttReadability: Its Application to the 
Elementary School." Journal of Educational Research 42: 488-
495; February 1949. 
principle causes of corrective reading problems is 
regimentation through the use of the same or like 
instructional materials for all children at the 
same grade level. This results in frustration for 
about 25 to 40 per cent of the class because the 
material is too difficult, and for about 10 to 25 
per cent because the rna terial is "too easy" and 
not sufficiently challenging. Hence, educators 
have been confronted with the problem of evaluat-
ing the readability of instructional materials in 
terms of the reading levels of the pupils. 
In the same article, Betts1 presents further justification 
for research in readability, by stating that differences have 
been reported between grade scores achieved on standardized 
tests b y pupils and their ability to read instructional ma-
terials prepared for corresponding grade levels. He also re-
ports that discrepancies have been found in the readability of 
book s with the same grade level designation. 
In a more comprehensive stand, Dale and Chall2 propose 
that research in readability would aid in providing proper 
reading materials (1) for the beginner in reading, (2) for 
fitting the variation in reading ability in higher grades, 
(3) for all levels of adult education, and (4) for widening 
the range of books to compete with comics, movies, and tele-
vision. 
In her review of known factors affecting reading compre-
hension, Johnson3 classified readability as one of the important 
lLoc. cit. 
2Ed§ar Dale and Jeanne s. Chall. "The Concept of Read-
ability.' Elementary English 26: 19-26; January 1949. 
3Mar jorie Johnson. "Factors in Reading Comprehension." ~ 
Education~l Administrati on and Supervision 35: 385-406; Nov.l94S 
3 
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extrinsic factors: 
Readability of the particular material is a 
potent factor in reading success. Length and 
complexity of sentences, vocabulary level, quan-
tity of personal references, etc., all combine 
to determine how readable the material is from 
the viewpoint of style. 
In the latest review of readability, Dale and Cha111 pre-
sent the most concise view of the status of research in this 
area : 
One more caution: the last wor·d has not yet 
been said about readability. We have objectively 
analyzed only a few of the factors influencing 
readability. The other factors should be con-
sidered, if only for the purpose of subjective 
evaluati on. 
Along with unanimously expressing the need for further 
research in the area of readability, the above writers dis-
cussed the various elements wh i ch have been investigated as to 
their relation to the ease or difficulty of reading materials. 
The elements which have been investigated thus far may be 
grouped into three general. classifications: vocabulary, sen-
tence structure, and interest or content. 
Although there exists much disagreement as to which ele-
ments should represent the classifications above, there is 
widespread agreement that some element from each of the three 
classifications should be used. 
1Edgar Dale and Jeanne s. Chall. 
ing and Writing Readable Materials." 
250·258; May 1949. 
"Techniques for Select-
Elementary English 26: 
In the early studies in readability, all elements that 
seemed connected with reading diff'iculty were examined. But, 
in the later investigations, the emphasis shif'ted from an 
evaluation of' many elements to the selection of' a very few 
elements which could be used in regression formulas to predict 
the grade placement of reading materials. For example, the 
classification, sentence structure, is now represented in read-
ability formulas by the single mechanical element, sentence 
length in words. Naturally this . shift of emphasis has left 
unfollowed many promising implications presented by the early 
investigators. -
Definition of Terms 
At this point, the nature of' the terms, readability, 
reading dif'ficulty, and reading comprehension will be clarified 
Readability may be defined as "ease of reading plus in-
terest".1 Thus, the readability of a story is the ease or 
difficulty of' reading that story influenced by the interest 
that the content has for the reader. Furthermore, the read-
ability of a story or other piece of reading material may be 
considered as a constant factor fixed on a continuum of ease 
or diff'iculty when it is produced. 
1Rudolph Flesch. The Art of Readable Writin£. New York: 
Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1949. p. 145. 
On the other hand, reading comprehension is a complex, 
variable factor. For the purposes of this study, this complex 
factor will be considered dependent upon the constant factor, 
readability, and upon the variable factors, reading ability 
of the reader, and conditions under which the reading is being 
done. 
Readability cannot be measured directly. It can be mea-
sured only by having children or adults read materials and ex-
press their comprehension. This is true even when readability 
formulas are applied, since they were derived through this 
method. This method of measurement demands that the variable 
fa.ctor·s in reading comprehension be contr·olled so that there 
will be a direct relationship between reading comprehension 
and readability. This is a fUndamental premise of all studies 
in this area. 
In this research study, variables, other than that of 
sentence structure, which might have some effect on reading 
cornprehension,are controlled as fully as possible through the 
design of the test materials. This design calls for the selec-
tion of a group of stories,·· of approximately 500 words, the 
adaptation of each of these stories to forms each heavily 
loaded with a single sentence structure, and the building of a 
single comprehension check for all the forms of a single story. 
Thus, the above design makes possible rigorous control of 
these major variables known to affect reading comprehension: 
6 
~~) 
I 
vocabulary, the identical words, with the exception of 
connectives such as "buttt, "and", "when" are used in the forms 
of each story; and (2) story content, the ideas and actions are 
identical throughout the forms of each story. 
The arrangements of sentence structure investigated as to 
I their relation to reading comprehension in this study are 
stated and defined as follows: 
are: 
r 
1. Simple sentence-
2. Simple sentence including 
a verbal element-
3. Compound sentence-
4. Complex sentence-
5. Inverted simple sentence-
a sentence which contains 
one simple subject and 
one simple predicate. 
a simple sentence with a 
verbal element, a group 
of words which includes a 
participle, gerund, or 
infinitive. 
a sentence which contains 
two or more independent 
clauses. 
a sentence which contains 
at least one independent 
and one dependent clause. 
a sentence in which the 
principle predicate verb 
precedes the subject. 
Premises of Study 
The premises upon which this research project is founded 
1. A quantitative approach can be made to the study 
of the relation of selected elements of sentence 
structure to reading comprehension. 
2. Children's comprehension can be adequately measured 
by the use of objective type testa. 
3. The variable factors within reading comprehension 
can be controlled so that the readability of 
materials is directly related to children's 
reading comprehension of these materials. 
4. Selected elements of sentence structure can be 
arranged so that variation in comprehension test 
scores of random groups may be attributed to 
variations in the readability of the sentence 
structure arrangements. 
a 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF INVESTIGATIONS OF THE RELATION 
OF SENTENCE STRUCTURE TO READING COMPREHENSION 
The investigations of the relation of sentence structure 
to reading comprehension fall into two categories. In the 
first group are those studies in the area of readability which 
include elements of sentence structure among the elements in-
vestigated as to their effect on the difficulty of reading 
materials. The second category includes those studies directly 
concerned with elements of sentence structure as factors af-
fecting the diffimtlty of reading materials. 
Investigations in Readability 
The first published investigation of the first group 
described above was that of Vogel and Washburne.l The purpose 
of their research was to discover "an objective method of 
determining what reading material is appropriate for children 
of given reading ability". They directed the work of 20 tea-
chers in examining 152 children's books for all elements of 
difficulty which might influence the reading difficulty of 
these books. The books were graded as to reading level by ob-
taining the average reading grade level from the Stanford 
lMabel Vogel and Carleton Washburne. "An Objective Method 
of Determining Grade Placement of Children's Reading Material." 
Elementary School Journal 28: 373-381; January, 1928. 
Achievement Test, Paragraph Meaning, of the group of children 
who stated that they had read and liked each book. Then those 
elements showing most definite rise or fall from grade to grade 
were chosen for further study, and the others were discarded. 
were 
ture: 
Among the elements selected for the first investigation 
the 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
following which have some bearing on sentence struc-
sentence use - declarative, interrogative, 
imperative, exclamatory. 
sentence form - simple, compound, complex, 
compound-complex. 
Dependent clauses - noun, adjective, adverbial. 
Phrases - adjective, adverbial, infinitive, 
participial. 
or the elements of sentence structure listed above, the 
frequency of simple sentences and of prepositions were found 
to have the most significant relation to the grade placement 
of the children's boOks. These two factors were placed in a 
regression formula with two measures of vocabulary load and 
used to determine the difficulty of children's reading mater-
ials. 
Later, Washburne and Morphett1 (Vogel) revised this re-
gression formula and eliminated the preposition count, leaving 
only the frequency of simple sentences as a measure of the 
lMabel V. Morphett and Carleton Washburne. ''Grade Place-
ment of Children's Books." Elementary School Journal 38: 354-
364; January 1938. 
1. ' ' --
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relation of sentence structure to readability. 
In 1934, Ojemannl directed a similar investigation using 
adult reading materials. He selected sixteen 500-word samples 
and adapted them ·into test form. Then, these selections were 
graded in difficulty from the average scores on each by the 
group of subjects tested. The selections were examined for 
the frequency of appearance of fourteen elements which were 
believed to contribute to difficulty, and then the correlation 
between frequency of appearance of each element and difficulty 
level of the selections were determined. Three elements of 
sentence structure were examined. The elements and their cor-
relations with the level of difficulty are as follows: 
Number of simple sentences, -.61 
Number of complex sentences, .13 
Number of compound sentences had inadequate 
range for computing correlation. 
Dale and Tyler2 conducted a study of the comprehension 
difficulties of reading material with adults of limited edu-
cation. Two elements related to sentence structure, number of 
~~epositional phrases and length of sentence in words were re-
ported as significantly related to difficulty. 
lRalph H. Ojemann. ttThe Reading Ability of Parents and 
Factors Associated with Reading Difficulty of Parent Education 
Materials." Researches in Parent Education II, University of 
Iowa Studies, Studies In Child Welfare 7: ll-32; March 1934. 
2Edgar Dale and Ralph W. Tyler. "A Study of the Factors 
Influencing the Difficulty of Reading Materials for Adults of 
Limited Reading Ability." Library Quarterlz 4: 384-412; July 
1934. 
12 
McCluskey1 selected passages from six subject matter areas 
of a college curriculum. He measured the rate of reading and 
level of comprehension of thirty college students on these 
passages. The passages were graded in difficulty by using as 
a criterion the average rate of reading of the group on each 
passage. Then the passages were examined for elements of dif-
ficulty. Among the four elements selected as contributing to 
the difficulty of the passages was that of average sentence 
length. His conclusions were that easy reading materials are 
composed of short', simple sentences and easy, familiar vocabu-
, 
lary, and that difficult reading material is made up of complex 
sentence structure and technical, unfamiliar vocabulary. 
The most extensive study yet conducted in the area of 
readability was made by Gray and Leary2 in 1935. They pro-
posed to attack the question: "What makes a book readable for 
a particular reader?"3 Reducing this general question to its 
components, they stated these two problems: 
One is to ascertain what elements in reading 
material make it ~asy or difficult for adults, 
when the purpose of reading is defined somewhat 
narrowly; and the other, to discover how these 
elements may be used in a more accurate estimate 
of the difficulty of reading material of a simi-
lar sort .4 
!Howard Y. McCluskey. "A Quantitative Analysis of the Dif-
ficulty of Reading Materials." Journal of Educational Research 
28: 2?6-282; December 1934. 
2william s. Gray and Bernice E. Leary. What Makes A Book 
Readable. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1935. 
3Ibid. , p. 1. 
4Loe. cit. 
/ . 
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The procedure followed by Gray and Leary was not unlike 
that followed by Vogel and Washburne. 1 From a survey of the 
current literature on readability and from letters of inquiry 
to librarians, publishers, and teachers, they compiled a total 
of 289 suggested factors related to readability. Then 
one aspect of readability proposed by the findings 
of this survey was isolated for intensive study. 
This relates to ease or difficulty of reading ma-
terials, as determined by the presence of certain 
structural elements of the wrrfer't-5--exp-ress:ion· that 
a:r·e r E.n:a:-e-ea-·-c o- a-1fl'i cult y. 2 
Following this limiting of the scope of the study, two 
series of tests were devised from adult reading materials and 
administered to a large diversified group of adults. Each test 
passage was graded in difficulty according to the average score 
made by the group. The test passages were then searched for 
elements influencing their difficulty. Forty-four elements, 
which were capable of quantitative measurement, were discovered 
and each was correlated with the difficulty of the test passage 
in which it appeared. 
1vogel and Washburne, op. cit. 
2Gray and Leary, op. cit., p. 11. 
~~--
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Of these forty-four elements, those related to sentence 
structure and their correlations with the reading difficulty 
of the paragraphs in which they appeared are reported below in 
Table 1. 1 
Table 1. Correlations Between Elements of Sentence 
Structure and the Reading Difficulty 
Ratings of the Paragraphs in Which They 
Appeared 
Element 
Average sentence length in words v 
Number of explicit sentences 
Number of simple sentences 
Number of prepositional phrases v 
Number of infinitive and prepositional 
phrases ,____. 
Number of compound-complex sentences v 
Number of infinitive phrases 
Number of complex sentences 
Number of clauses introduced by 
subordinate conjunctions v 
Number of compound and compound-
complex sentences 
Number of clauses introduced by 
relative pronouns 
Number of clauses introduced by 
conjunctive adverbs 
1 Gray and Leary, op. cit., P• 115. 
r 
.... 522 
.482 
.390 
-.345 
-.283 
-.205 
.199 
.193 
-.160 
.141 
.11'7 
.054 
P.E. 
.0'708 
.0'749 
.0825 
.0858 
.0896 
.0933 
.093'7 
.093'7 
.0949 
.0954 
.0960 
.09'71 
1.5 
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The next readability investigation utilizing sentence 
structure elements was directed by Lorge •1 The main purpose 1
1 
was to determine the relation of previously discovered elements : 
of difficulty, notably those of Gray and Leary,2 to a more re- 1 
fined criterion of difficulty, the McCall-Crabbs Standard~ 
Lessons in Reading.3 These are a series of 3~6 passages of 
children's readings, graded in difficulty. The criterion was 
the grade-level scare equivalent for a group of readers who 
answered correctly half the questions over each passage. 
ltrving D. Lorge. "Predicting Reading Difficulties of 
Selections for Children." Elementary English Review 16: 229-
233; October 1939. 
2aray and Leary, op. cit. 
3william A. McCall and Lelah Crabbs. Standard Test Les-
ons in Reading. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1926. 
4Rudolph Flesch. Marks of Readable Style. New York: 11 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1943. (Teachers Colleg~ 
1& 
v 
Columbia University, Contributions to Education, No. 897. I 
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ately variation in the readability of materials at higher 
levels of difficulty. 
t 
Flesch gave credit to the importance of sentence structure 
as a factor influencing readability stating: "A measure of 
sentence structure appears to be a good index of readability 
both at the children's level and at the adult level. Above 
all, it is well established in language theory that we read 
sentence by sentence."1 
However, in his finished formula in his recent revision,2 
the element of sentence structure is that of sentence length 
in words. 
The most recent published report of an investigation in 
the field .of readability is that of Dale and Chall3 in 1948. 
This study had as its purpose to find a more efficient means 
of predicting readability. In a fashion somewhat similar to 
that of Lorge4 and Flesch, 5 the ,authors used previously identi-
fied elements related to reading difficulty and attempted to 
produce a more efficient predictive formula. 
lrbid., p. 1 '7 
2Rudolph Flesch. The Art of Readable Writing. New York: 
Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1949. 
3Edgar Dale and Jeanne s. Chall. "A Formula for Pre-
dicting Readability." Educational Research Bulletin 27: 11-20; 
January 1948. 
4Lorge, op. cit. 
5plesch, op. cit. 
1 
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I The criterion established was identical with that used by 
I Lorge and Flesch, the grade-level score equivalent for a group 
of readers who would get half the questions correct on each of 
the test pass~ges of the Standard Test Lessons 1£ Reading.l 
The 376 passages in Books II to V of the test lessons were 
examined for two elements: number of words outside the Dale 
list of 3,000 words, and average sentence length. Average sen-
tence length was found to correlate .468 with the criterion of 
difficulty. 
Summary 
From this review of the investigations over a twenty-year 
span of the relation of various elements of sentence structure 
to reading difficulty, certain conclusions are apparent, Firs~ 
the type of sentence structure elements studied from investiga-
tion to investigation changed markedly. Second, the purposes 
of the researches changed from that of identifying all elements 
of structure related to reading difficulty to that of combining 
previously identified elements in the most efficient predictive 
formula. Third, the criteria used to evaluate the degree of 
relation of the elements of structure to readability were 
greatly refined. 
lMcCall and Crabbs, op. cit. 
The limitations of these investigations, as a group, are 
these: (1) lack of adequate reliability of the criteria of 
reading difficulty, (2) variables other than those studied were 
not controlled, and (3) emphasis was placed on the mechanical 
aspects of reading materials. 
Investigations in Reading Comprehension 
The first study that was concerned directly with the re-
lation of sentence structure to reading comprehension was made 
by Orndoff1 in 1925. She experimented with two groups of 
sixth grade pupils, administering a selection written in long 
sentences to one group and the same selection written in short 
sentences to the other. The comprehension of each group was 
tested but no significant differences were found. 
In 1926, Ayer2 found that simplifying difficult history 
passages increased comprehension. The specific method used to 
simplify the materials was not reported. 
Thompson3 did a study in 1929 simi lar to that by Orndoff. 
Bernice A. Orndoff. "An Experiment to Show the Effect of 
sentence Length Upon Comprehension." Unpublished Master 's 
Thesis, Department of Education, University of Iowa, 1925. 
2 Adelaide M. Ayer. Some Difficulties in Elementart School 
History. New York: Teachers College, Columbia Univers ty, 
1926. (Teachers College, Columbia University, Contributions 
to Education, No. 212). · 
3Ruth c. Thompson. "The Effect of Length of Sentence 
Upon comprehension." Unpublished Master 's Thesis, University 
of Pittsburg, 1929. 
)) 
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She rewrote the sentences of an exercise from the Standard Test J 
-----------...- - ' 
Lessons ~ Readingl in all short sentences in one test form and 
in all long sentences for the other form. These two forms and 
the original were administrated to 1,400 intermediate ·grade 
pupils. No significant differences in comprehension for the 
three forms were found. 
In that same year, Weekes2 investigated the extent to 
which figurative language and involved sentence structure 
affect children's choices of poetry. It was found that both 
factors tended to obscure the meaning of the poetry and that 
the figurative language had a greater effect than · the involved .. / 
sentence structure. The form af the sentence structure was 
not reported. 
Holland3 attacked this general problem from a different 
angle through an experiment using reading selections of con-
trolled sentence structure and photographed eye movements. 
Ten selections of geographical prose were written in complex 
and compound sentences and in simple sentences. The number of 
=~======· - --= 
No significant results were reported. 
In 1935, Bur~l investigated the effect upon reading com-
prehension,_ interest, and speed of reading of several different 
elements of style of writing at the fourth grade level. Among 
the elements of style investigated were short, simple sentences 
and long, complex and compound sentences. Three stories, each 
requiring about ten minutes to read, were adapted to the sevenU. 
elements of style and sentence structure to be studied. The 
comprehension of groups of pupils, totalling 1,800, was tested 
by two ten-item tests. The conclusion was "the type of sen-
tence in which a story is written appears to have no influence 
on the comprehension of fourth grade pupils as measured in 
this study." 
The remaining three investigations of the relation of 
sentence structure to reading comprehension were done by grad-
uate students at Boston University over a span of five years. 
Henley2 and Mullen3 followed identical procedures, at 
different grade levels, and Halpin4 used a slight variation in 
lcassie Burk. · ''A Study of the Influence of Some Factors 
of style Of Composition on the Interest, Comprehension, and 
Rate of Reading of Fourth Grade Pupils." Journal of Experi-
mental Education 4: 303-352; June 1936. 
2Ruth E. Henley. "Comprehension Difficulties of Various 
Sentence Structures." Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University School of Education, 1938. 
3Helen R. Mullen. "Comprehension Difficulties of Various 
Sentence Structures at Upper Grade Levels •" Unpublished Mas-
ter's Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1943. 
4Frances Halpin. ''Comprehension Difficulties of Various 
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procedure in presenting and testing the comprehension of the 
structures chosen. The remarkable characteristic common to 
these three studies is the large number of structures tested. 
This was possible by presenting each structure only once or 
twice in sentences which had "chiefly as subject matter either 
elementary history, ~ography, natural science, or topics of 
current interest which any pupil would be expected to be fami-
liar with in reading" •1 The criteria of reading difficulty 
for each element tested was the number of errors made by a 
group of pupils on the item or items covering the content of 
each sentence in which the element appeared. Conclusions as 
to the effect of the various structures upon reading compre-
hension were based upon one and two test items per structure. \
{ 
The results were not subjected to statistical tests of signi-
ficance. 
Henley2 reported conclusions regarding the relation of the 
seventy-four constructions investigated to comprehension diffi-
culty. Those conclusions which are considered pertinent to 
this study are as follows: 
Elements bearing ~ relationship 1£ comprehension diffi-
culties .!£ sentence structure 
1. Sentence use - declarative, exclamatory, imperative, 
and interrogative. 
2. Order of subject and predicate. (Inverted sentence). 
Mullen, op. cit., p. 18. 
2Henley, op. cit., P• 63-65. 
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Elements easy to comprehend 
1. Short sentences 
2. Simple sentences 
3. Compound predicate 
Elements tendinE to cause dirficu~ty, but not 12 ~great 
extent 
1. Complex sentence 
2. Compound sentence 
3. Elliptical statement 
4. Infinitive used as an adjective 
5. Infinitive at the end of sentence 
Elements bearing greatest relation to comprehension \ 
difriculties ----------
1. Long sentences 
2. Compound-complex sentence 
3 . Compound subject , 
4. Infinitive used as a noun ) 
5. Use of participle 
Halpin1 investigated forty constructions as to their rela-
tion to reading comprehension. Conclusions from the Halpin 
study pertinent to this investigation rollow: 
Elements having g£ relationship to comprehension difficul-
ties 
1. Kind of sentence as to use - declarative, exclamatory 
or imperative 
Elements easy in comprehension 
1. Simple sentence 
2. Short sentence 
3. Elliptical statement 
4. Compound sBntence 
Elements causin~ ~ average amount of difficulty 
1. Complex sentence 
2. Compound subject 
3. Compound predicate 
4. Infinitive 
!Halpin, op. cit., P• 64-65. 
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Elements £! greatest difficul~y in com£rehension 
1. Long sentence 
2. sentence with inverted order of subject and predicate 
3. Participle 
Eighty-five constructions were studied by Mullen1 as to 
their relation to reading comprehension. Of the conclusions 
reported, those considered to be pertinent to this investigatiorl 
are presented below: 
Factors 1£ sentence structure aEparently bearing E£ 
definite relationship to £Qm£re~nsion difficulties 
1. Kind, position, and number of subordinate clauses 
2. Numbe r of clauses in compound sentence 
Factors in sentence structure bearing noticeable relation-
ship to comprehension difficulties 
1. Length of sentence 
2. Number of phrases 
3. Compounding of subject or pred i cate, or both 
4. Inversion of verb and subject or object 
5. Elliptical statement or question 
6. Particular use of infinitive 
Summary 
A study of the research directly concerned with the rela-
tion of sentence st:ru cture to reading comprehension :.s<Ug:ge·sts 
these conclusions: First, there were no statistically signi-
ficant results reported in any study. Second, there was a 
general lack o~ control of extraneous variables in the experi-
mental designs of the studies. Third, inadequate measures of 
reading comprehension were the rule and not the exception. 
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Recapitulation 
The combined results of the research of both categories, 
t hose studies in readability and those in reading comprehen-
sion, which are considered pertinent for the guidance of further 
research in the area of the relation of sentence structure to 
reading comprehension, are summarized in Table 2 above. 
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Table 2. Summary of the Elements of Sente 
Studied by Investigators and the 
I 
nee Structure I 
Significance l 
of the Results 
Investi12:at ors 
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Average sentence length 
* * 
... ..r 
** ** ** ** ** Number of explicit I 
sentences 
* * Number of simple 
sentences 
** * ** 
I 
** * Number of prepositional 
phrases 
** ** ** Number of infinitive and 
prepositional phrases 
* Number of compound-
complex sentences 
* * * I Number of inf'initive 
phrases 
* * Number of complex 
sentences 
* * * * 
Number of clauses intro- I 
' duced by a subordinate 
con.1unction 
* Number of compound and 
compound-complex 
sentences 
* Number of clauses intro- I 
duced by a relative 
pronoun 
* Number of clauses intro-
-· 
duced by conjunctive 
adverbs 
* Number of compound 
sentences 
* * * 
* results not statistically significant 
~~ results statistically significant 
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CHAPTER III 
PREPARATION OF TEST MATERIALS 
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CHAPTER III 
PREPARATION OF TEST MATERIALS 
Outline of Procedure 
Briefly, the procedure followed in this study includes 
the adaptation of selected stories to forms, each heavily 
weighted with a single sentence structure, the construction of' 
comprehension tests , the administration of the test materials, 
and the analysis -of the test results. 
Selection of Elements of Sentence Structure 
As a result of the review of the research summarized 
above , the decision was m~de to investigate the relation of 
I sentence structure t 0 reading comprehension. Immediately the 
problem arose as to which elements or arrangements of sentence 
structure should be investigated. 
An analysis of three sources was made in determining the 
final list of five arrangements of sentence structure chosen 
to be used in this study. These sources were: (1) Table 21 
of this study which presents the summary of the results of pre-
vious research dealing with sentence structure, (2) the Thorn-
dike, et. al., 2 list of 438 English constructions, and (3) 
1 Supra., P• 25. 
2Edward L. Thorndike, Annie L. Evans, and Laura H. v. 
Kennon. "An Inventory of English Constructions with Measures 
of Their Importance." Teachers College Record 28: 580-610; 
February 192'7. 
_.._____ 
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Jesperson 1 s 1 text on English grammar. 
A preliminary list of sentence structure elements to be 
investigated was made by selecting those elements from the 
list in Table 2 upon whiCh there was considerable agreement as 
to their importance but little agreement as to th~ nature of 
their relation to reading comprehension. This preliminary list 1 
included these structures: 
1. Simple sentence 
2. Compound-complex sentence 
3. Complex sentence 
4. Infinitive phrase 
5. Compound sentence 
One element, the simple sentence, upon which there was 
marked agreement as to the nature of its relation to reading 
difficulty, was retained for possible use as a basis of com-
pari son for the other elements chosen. 
This preliminary list of elements of sentence structure 
was then compared with the extensive list of English construc-
tions2 prepared and awarded frequency ratings under Thorndike's 1 
direction. 
The elements of the above preliminary list were found to 
have frequency ratings of eight or nine on the Thorndike scale 
lotto Jesperson. Essentials of English Grammar. New 
York: Henry Holt and Company, 1933. 
2Thorndike, et. al., QJ. cit. 
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of frequency. This scale of frequency was established with 
numerical ratings of one to nine, one being assigned to con-
structions of low frequency and nine to those of high fre-
quency. 
One other element, the inverted sentence, with a fre-
quency rating of eight, was selected from the Thorndike list 
to be added to the list of elements of sentence structure to 
be considered for investigation. 
The text, Essentials .2f English Grammar by Jesperson,! 
added two valuable contributions to the final selection of the 
structure elements to be investigated. One, it presented 
opportunity for evaluating the elements of the preliminary 
list from the grammarian's viewpoint, allowing them to be sub-
jected to syntactical analysis rather than quantitative analy-
sis. Two, by showing likenesses and differences of the various 
elements, the text offered aid in classifying the structures 
of the preliminary list. As a result of these contributions, 
the following five elements or arrangements of sentence struc-
ture2 were chosen for investigation: 
1. Simple sentence 
2. Simple sentence with verbal element 
3. Compound sentence 
4. Complex sentence 
5. Inverted sentence 
lJesperson, op. cit. 
2supra., P• 6. 
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This final list of elements of sentence structure includes 
three elements from the preliminary list: simple sentence, 
compound sentence, and complex sentence. A fourth, inverted 
sentence, was taken from the list of constructions gathered by 
Thorndike,l and the fifth arrangement of sentence structure, 
simple sentence containing a verbal element, was chosen to re-
present the infinitive phrase on the preliminary list and the 
numerous infinitive, participial, and gerund constructions 
presented in the Thorndike2 list. The analysis of sentence 
type and function -presented by Jesperson3 helped greatly to 
justify the inclusion of this last mentioned structure arrange-
ment because from the analysis, the basic relationship of this 
structure to the other structures was made clear. The results 
of this analysis of each of the selected arrangements of sen-
tence structure are these: (1) the simple sentence was se-
lected as the base structure from which the other structures 
would be derived, (2) it was established that the compound 
sentence could be formed by combining certain simple sentences 
with a coordinating conjunction, (3) it was possible to produce 
complex sentences by choosing related simple sentences and 
subordinating one to the other, (4) the inverted sentence could 
be formed by placing the principal verbs -of certain simple 
lThorndike, et. al., op. cit., p. 580-610. 
2Ibid., P• 580-610. 
3Jesperson, op. cit., p. 61-63. 
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1: sentences before the simple subjects of those sentences, and 
I ( 5) the simple sentence with verbal element could be derived 
I by selecting appropriate simple sentences and dropping the 
1 simpl·e subject of one while altering the form of the verb to 
the participial, infinitive, or gerund form. 
Selection of Stories 
In order to control all variables contributing to reading 
difficulty other than the experimental variable , it was ne-
cessary to use common vehicles to carry each of the arrange-
ments of sentence structure. Narrative prose was selected to 
be used as the common vehicle. The selection of the prose 
stories was governed by these criteria: (1) the content of 
the stories must be appropriate and interesting for children 
ten years old, (2) the complete action sequence should be pre-
sent in a limited number of words, (3) the content must be far , 
removed from the experiential background of the children tested 11 
in the study, (4) the content must be such that the action 1 
sequence can be presented in each of the five arrangements of 
sentence structure. 
The first criterion was met by selecting stories which 
librarians agreed were read widely by children about ten years 
old. The second was met by selecting portions of the longer 
stories and deleting descriptive sections until the desired 
number of words was reached. The third criterion was reached 
by selecting stories about jungle creatures and jungle people. 
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J The fourth criterion was met in the actual revising of the 
original selected stories to the five arrangements of sentence 
structure. 
Revision of Stories 
The five selections l chosen in the light of the above 
criteria were adapted to the five arrangements of sentence 
structure through the following procedure. First, the original 
selection was rewritten in the first arrangement, simple sen-
tences. To do this, each action and description of the selec-
tion were written in separate sentences. Second, these simple 
sentences were revised to form the second, third, fourth, and 
1 fifth arrangements of the stories. This procedure, using the 
first form as a base form, insured that the same vocabulary, 
phrasing, actions, and descriptions appear in each of the five 
forms of each selection, thus, affording the needed control of 
extraneous variables. 
Coding of Story-Forms 
The revision of the five stories produced twenty-five 
story-forms2 which made necessary the use of an identifying 
code. Numbers from 1 to 5 were assigned the five stories and 
the five arrangements of sentence structure. Thus, any com-
bination of story and arrangement, called a story-form, could 
be represented by a two-place number. These numbers varied 
from 11 to 15, 21 to 25, 31 to 35, 41 to 45, and 51 to 55. 
The specific numbers assigned the stories and forms are: 
lsee Appendix A· 2see Appendix B. 
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Story 
Trapped 
A Narrow Escape 
The Wicked Bankivas 
The \l!Volf Pups 
Seven Spears 
Form of Sentence Structure 
Simple Sentence 
Simple Sentence with 
Verbal Element 
Compound Sentence 
Complex Sentence 
Inverted Sentence 
Code Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Code Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
A quantitative analysis of the composition of each of the 
story-forms is presented in Table 3. In this table, the code 
numbers are used to represent the story-forms. For example, 
the story, Trapped, is represented by the number 1; therefore, 
its five forms are, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15. 
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Table 3. A Quantitative Analysis of the Story-Forms 
Used in the Experimental Testing 
Code No. of Number of No. of Words per Per Cent of Sentences 
Story-Form Sentences Words Sentence Containing Structure 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
51x 
52x 
53x 
54x 
55x 
71 
54 
46 
45 
71 
78 
55 
55 
52 
78 
60 
46 
39 
39 
60 
60 
46 
42 
45 
60 
104 
73 
68 
75 
104 
460 
454 
487 
471 
466 
536 
521 
565 
555 
546 
466 
456 
488 
475 
478 
474 
465 
494 
490 
477 
742 
704 
779 
761 
759 
6.5 
8.4 
10.6 
10.5 
6.5 
6.9 
9.5 
10.4 
10.9 
7.0 
7.8 
9.9 
12.5 
12.2 
8.2 
7.9 
10.1 
11.7 
10.9 
'7.9 
7.1 
9.6 
11.4 
10.1 
7.3 
100 
30 
52 
56 
41 
100 
45 
46 
50 
44 
100 
44 
56 
56 
41 
100 
33 
50 
38 
32 
100 
44 
53 
39 
36 
x These story-forms were not used in the final testing 
program. 
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The effects of the variations of sentence structure in 
each of the story-forms shows up clearly and consistently in 
the quantitative analysis of each of the forms within each 
story presented in Table 3. For any one story, the number of 
sentences in the first and fifth structure arrangements re-
mains constant, but for each of the other three arrangements, 
the number increases or decreases. This increase or decrease 
was caused by the combining of appropriate sentences to pro-
duce the desired arrangements. 
The number of words in the story-forms also shows some 
variation. Considering the first form, simple sentences, as 
the criterion, the second form shows a slight decrease in 
number of words and the remaining forms show increases. In 
the second form, the loss of words was due to the deleting of 
some of the simple subjects. In the third form, compound sen-
tences, the increase was caused by the addition of the co-
ordinating conjunctions. The increase in the fourth form, 
' complex sentences, was due to the inclusion of subordinate 
conjunctions, relative pronouns, and conjunctive adverbs to 
produce the desired structures. The slight increase in the 
number of words in the fifth form, the inverted sentences, was 
caused by the Changing of the simple subject to reduce the 
awkwardness of the structure. An example of this would be the 
changing of the word "Alug" to "The Moro boy". 
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The number of words per sentence was forced to increase 
with the decrease in the number of sentences in the second# 
third, and fourth forms. Yet, in all forms of all stories, 
the word per sentence load was kept low when compared to the 
Flesch1 table of average sentence lengt·h and difficulty. In 
this table, sentences of eight words or less are called "very 
easy", sentences of eleven words are called "easy", and those 
of fourteen words are called "fairly easy". 
The per cent of sentences, in the forms other than the 
fi-rst form, containing the sentence structures peculiar to 
each form, showed some variation within stories and between 
stories. This variation was caused by the strict adherence 
to the policy of allowing the content of the specific simple 
sentences involved to govern the combining of the sentences 
to produce the desired arrangements. This policy, while al-
lowing some quantitative variation, kept ·the awkwardness of 
the structures at a minimum. 
Preparation of Comprehension Checks 
Comprehension checks were constructed to measure the 
pupils' comprehension of the story-forms. Since the scores 
on these tests were to be the criterion of reading difficulty 
lRudolf Flesch. The Art of Plain Talk. New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1946. p. 38. 
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/ of the story-rorms, considerable care was taken in their pre-
1 
1 paration. A statement by Flesch1 to the effect that many of 
the existing reading comprehension tests measured retention of 
facts rather than understanding of the content, led the writer 
to the study of Davis 12 and Cavin 1s3 investigations in the 
measurement of reading comprehension. 
Davis attempted to identify the mental abilities involved 
in reading comprehension by a factor analysis. He concluded 
that reading comprehension is comprised of nine mental abili-
ties, and stated further that few reading tests measured abili-
ties other than the memory for isolated word meaning» The 
abilities identified are: 
1. The memory for isolated word meanings. 
2. The ability to manipulate concepts and ideas 
in relation to one another. 
3. The ability to understand the writer's ex-
plicit statements without recognizing their 
implications. 
4. The ability to infer the writer's intent, 
purpose, or point of view. 
lRudolph Flesch. Marks of Readable Style. New York: 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1943. Teachers College, 
j Columbia University, Contributions to Education, No. 897. 
'I 2Frederick B. Davis. "Fundamental Factors of Comprehen-
I 
II 
sion in Reading." Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, Harvard 
University Graduate School of Education, 1941. 
3Grace Cavin. 0 An Analysis of Intermediate-Grade Reading 
Tests." Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School 
of Education, 1940. 
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5. The ability to select the appropriate meanings 
o~ words in the light o~ their particular 
contextual settings. 
6. The ability to grasp the detailed statements of 
a passage. 
~. The ability to ~ollow the organization of a 
passage. 
8. The ability to interpret literary devices and 
techniques. 
9. The ability to synthesize the main ideas of a 
passage. 
Cavinl made an analysis of the manuals o~ several standar 
ized reading tests and concluded that the following list o~ 
"abilities" were measured most frequently according to state-
ments in the manuals: 
1. The ability to comprehend a single sentence. 
2. The ability to comprehend a group of sentences. 
3. The ability to comprehend the total meaning or 
central theme of a story. 
4. The ability to .detect implied details. 
5. The ability to discriminate between true and 
false details of the story. 
6. The ability to determine whether or not given 
ideas or details were mentioned in the story. 
It is interesting to note that, despite the different 
approaches to this problem of isolating the abilities repre-
sented in reading comprehension, there is considerable over-
lapping among the abilities. 
The abilities listed below to be used as guides in the 
construction of the test items for the comprehension checks 
were derived from a study of these two lists. It was hoped 
that by following these guides, items would be avoided which 
lcavin, op. cit., p. 2~. 
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measure word meanings and retention of facts in isolation. 
1. The ability to manipulate the content of several 
sentences. 
2. The ability to grasp the total meaning of the story. 
3. The ability to detect implied details. 
4. The ability to grasp detailed statements. 
5. The ability to restructure the main ideas of a story. 
6. The ability to determine whether or not given details 
or ideas were mentioned in the story. 
In the actual writing of the test items, the outline of 
techniques, rules, and procedures prepared by Durostl proved 
to be of inestimable value. Additional guidance was obtained 
from Ross2 and the Cooperative Reading Comprehension Tests.3 
Comprehension checks4 were built for each story used in 
the study. Each test was designed to be used to measure the 
pupils' comprehension of any form of that story. Thus, five 
separate tests would provide for the twenty-five story forms. 
Each of the comprehension checks was comprised of eighteen 
multiple-choice, four alternative, test items. The test items 
were arranged in a rough order of difficulty according to the 
lwalter N. Durost. The Measurement Notebook. Published 
by the author, 1949. 
2c. c. Ross. Measurement in Today's Schools. New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1947. 
3cooperative Test Service of the American Council on 
Education. The Cooperative Reading Comprehension Tests. New 
York, 1940. 
4see Appendix C. 
II 
writer's judgment. They were not placed in the sequence fol-
lowed by the story because it was thought that such an arrange-
ment might furnish clues to some of the items. 
Administration of Test Materials 
The administration of the test materials, presented in de-
tail in Chapter IV of this study, included two phases. The 
first, the preliminary testing, was done with a small popula-
tion to secure data for determining the difficulty and validity 
of the test materials. The second phase, the final testing, 
used a large population to secure data upon which to base the 
conclusions of the investigation. 
Analysis of Data 
The analysis of variance was chosen as the statistical 
tool to be used to examine the differences between the means 
of the comprehension test scores of the groups of children 
reading the various forms of each of the stories. The conclu-
sions of the investigation were based upon the results of this 
analysis. certain descriptive data were determined through 
minor analyses of the data; reliabilities of comprehension 
tests used, intercorrelations of test scores, and distributions 
of test scores. The analysis of the data is presented in 
detail in Chapter v. 
I' 
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CHAPTER IV 
ADMINISTRATION AND REVISION OF TEST MATERIALS 
Preliminary Testing 
Since the pupils' scores on the comprehension checks were 
to be employed as the criterion of reading difficulty of the 
story-forms and, consequently, as the criterion of difficulty 
for the sentence structures, the decision was made to conduct 
' a preliminary testing program to determine the difficulty of 
the stories and the difficulty and reliability of the test 
items. The data obtained from this program would be used to 
select the final test population and to analyze and revise the 
test items. 
The original selections from which the story-forms were 
I written were chosen from reading materials written for children 
of about ten years of age. It was thought that the reading 
difficulty level of the stories had been altered in their 
adaptation to the sentence structures, probably to lower levels 
of difficulty; therefore, the preliminary test population was 
selected to be fifth grade pupils. 
Individual test booklets1 were farmed by combining the 
story-forms, appropriate comprehension checks, and cover pages 
designed to secure certain pupil data. This produced twenty-
1see Appendix D. 
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five different test booklets of four pages each. These book-
' lets were coded with the number of the story-form used in the 
1 booklet and were placed in a repeating random sequence through 
the use of a table or random numbers.l 
In the distribution of the test booklets to the pupils, 
a random procedure was also followed. This consisted of dis-
tributing the booklets up one row of pupils and down the next. 
These procedures made certain that the groups of pupils that 
received identical booklets would be true chance samples of the 
total population tested. 
Since the purpose of this testing program was to determine 
the approximate difficulty levels of the five stories and the 
difficulty and reliability indices of the test items of the com 
1 prehension checks, the decision was made to group the results 
i 
i of the story-forms to get over-all results for each story. By 
I 
I 
. using these composite results as the basis of the item analysis, 
I any possibility of loading the test items toward a certain 
sentence structure was avoided. 
Analysis of Results 
The tests were scored without using a correction-for-
guessing formula because the tests were · administered as power 
tests; thus making the assumption possible that the correlation 
1John G. Peatman. Descriptive and Sampling Statistics. 
New York: Harper and Brothers, 1947. P• 545. 
I 
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between the number-right scores and the corrected-for-guessing 
scores would be high enough to make the computation unwarranted 
The preliminary testing program produced a total of 257 
test booklets. The distributions of the scores from these 
booklets are presented below in Table 4. 
Table 4. Distributionsof Scores by Story from 
the Preliminary Testing Program 
Story 
score 1 2 3 4 
18 5 1 3 1 
17 9 3 7 14 
16 6 6 10 14 
15 10 7 8 10 
14 2 10 5 6 
13 3 6 5 5 
12 1 1 1 3 
11 4 6 2 1 
10 7 2 2 1 
9 3 2 2 0 
8 1 2 0 0 
7 1 2 2 1 
6 0 1 1 0 
5 0 0 2 0 
4 1 0 0 0 
Totals 53 49 50 56 
5 
0 
5 
9 
7 
7 
7 
3 
5 
2 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
49 
From an inspection of the distributions of scores in 
Table 4, it was apparent that the test materials were not of 
sufficient difficulty for many of the pupils in the groups 
tested. The question then faced was: At which grade level 
should the final testing program be administered? 
~=====-==-=---=-========~=====-=--=-=-~-~~-=-==~~-~=-~-~=============*== 
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It was known that the socio-economic level of the commun-
ity in which the preliminary testing was done was very high, 
which meant that the groups of pupils from which the above re-
sults came, were not representative samples of the normal fifth 
grade population of this section of the state. It was also 
known that the final testing population would be large and very 
nearly representative of the pupils of the chosen grade level 
of this area. In view of these two facts, the decision was 
made to use fourth grade pupils in the final testing program. 
The reliabilities of the five tests used in the prelimin-
ary testing program, based on approximately fifty cases each, 
were determined by computing the correlations of chance-halves 
of the tests and correcting for length with the Spearman-Brownl 
formula. The reliability coefficients are reported in Table 5 
below. 
Table 5. Split-Half Reliability Coefficients 
Corrected by the Spearman-Brown Formula 
for the Tests Used in the Preliminary 
Testing Program 
Code Number 
stor of Test 
Trapped 1 .842 
A Narrow Escape 2 .70'7 
The Wicked Bankivas 3 .905 
The Wolf Pups 4 .609 
Seven S ears 5 .848 
lHarry A. Greene and John R. Crawford. Workbook in Educa-
tional Measurements and Evaluation. New York: Longmans, Green 
, and Company, 1945. P• 139. 
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An item analysis was conducted for each test to determine 
r the indices of discrimination and difficulty for the items. 
i The results of these analyses are reported in Table 6 below. 
I In Table 6, the column headed "Ohi" contains the indices 
of discrimination for the test items and the column headed "Pt" 
contains the indices of difficulty. 
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I Table 6. Indices of Discrimination and Difficulty of Items 
of Tests Used in Prelimi nary Testing Program 
-
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 
I t em Chi Pt I t em Chi Pt Item Chi p t No. No. No. 
......-.:;.:: 
1 1.24 83 1 .74 88 1 2.35 66 
2 2.53 50 2 1.00 72 2 2.35 66 
3 2.01 72 3 3.37 50 3 3.03 55 
4 2.'70 61 4 2•70 61 4 2.35 66 
5x .oo 72 I 5 4.09 39 5 2.35 66 
6 1.64 7'7 6 1.24 83 6 1.64 '77 
7 1.24 83 7 2.01 72 7 2.01 72 
8 2.'70 61 ax .oo 61 8 1.64 77 
9 3.03 55 9 2.01 '?2 9 2.01 72 
10 3.03 55 10 1.29 55 10 .74 88 
11 2.01 72 11 2.45 28 11 2.16 55 
12 2.07 44 12 1.29 55 12 1.80 61 
13 3.67 33 13 1.41 66 13 2.07 44 
14 3.03 55 14 2.35 66 14 2.35 66 
15 .74 88 15 2.01 72 15 3.73 22 
- - -
-
16 3.'73 44 16 1.68 50 16x 1.24 44 
17 1.-80 61 17 2.45 39 17 2.90 44 
18 1.64 77 18x .oo 39 18 2.01 72 
- ---
x Items revised for use in final testing program. 
xx This test was not used in final testing program. 
- - --- - - -- -
Test 4 
Item Chi p t No. 
1 .54 77 
2 .oo 94 
3 2.45 28 
4 .oo 94 
5 2.53 50 
6 .74 88 
7 .oo 94 
8 .oo 94 
9 .oo 94 
10 .oo 94 
11 .74 88 
12 1.80 61 
13 .74 88 
14 .oo 94 
15 2.45 39 
-
16 1.41 66 
17 3.{)3 55 
18 1.68 17 
--
Te s t 5xx 
Item Chi pt 
No. 
1 .oo 94 
2x .41 22 
3 2.53 50 
4 2.85 33 
5 2.01 '72 
6 1.24 83 
7 2.90 44 
8 3.03 55 
9 2.16 55 
10 1.63 28 
11 1.64 77 
12 1.63 39 
13 2.90 50 
14 2.70 61 
15 3.37 50 
-
16 2.'70 61 
17 1.24 B3 
18 2.'70 61 
~ 
00 
In Table 6 above, the column headed "Chi" contains the 
indices of discrimination for the test items of the several 
tests. These indices were computed from the chi test suggested 
by Cureton and reported by Davis. 1 Of this test, Davis says~ 
The chi test proposed for use by Cureton is 
designed to determine, as designated levels of 
confidence, whether a sample drawn at random from 
the population in which the correct answer is 
marked by equal pro port ions of the two crit·erion 
groups will have the proportion of the high-
scoring criterion group marking the correct 
answer as large as or larger than the proportion 
of the low-scoring criteri on group marking the 
correct answer. 
Chi was computed as follows: 
Chi -
Rh-R1-1 
fRt ( l- Rt } Nt 
where .Rh = the number .of examinees in the high-scoring 
group who marked the item correctly, 
R1 = the number of examinees in the low-scoring group who marked the item correctly, 
Rt = Rh plus R1 , 
Nt = the number of examinees in the high-scoring 
and low-scoring groups. 
The values of chi at the .05 level of confidence for the 
items u~ed in the tests varied from 1.90 to 1.9?. From in-
spection of Table 6, it is seen that many test items, part icu-
larly in Test 1, do not have chi values above this level. Also, 
it may be seen that only a fraction of these failing items were 
lFrederick B. Davis. "Item Selection Techniques." Educa-
tional Measurement, Editor, E. F. Lindquist. Washington: 
American Council on Education, 1951. p. 288-89. 
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I' II ~ ~ I selected :for revision. There are two reasons why the majority 1 
o:f these items were not discarded or revised: ( 1) the chi test,, 
I 
like all similar tests, is designed to predict item performance I 
on a group of examinees similar to that on which the tes't is 
conducted, and is not rigidly applicable to groups not similar, 
which was the case in this study, and (2) these items received 
high indices of difficulty, which means that so many pupils of 
both the high-scoring and low-scoring groups got the items 
correct that the items did not have a chance to discriminate. 
For example, an item which none of the high-scoring group 
failed and which two of the low-scoring group failed, would re-
I 
ceive a chi of .?4, considerably below the 1.90 value for the I 
.05 confidence level. The assumption was made that this item, I 
and other similar items in the tests, would receive acceptable 
chi values if they were used with a normal group of fourth 
grade pupils. 
The items which were rewritten were selected on the basis 
of the chi value and the Pt value for each item. The computa-
tion of Pt, the index of difficulty, is explained below. For I 
example, item number eight of Test 2 received a chi of .oo and jl 
a Pt of 61. Three pupils of the high-scoring group failed the 
item and four of the low-scoring group did likewise. It is 
obvious that the item was not too easy for the group as a 
whole, because the Pt value is only a few points above 50, the 
value of a hypothetical item which half the total group would 
! 
answer correctly and half would fail. All items of this sort, 
five in all, were revised for use in the final testing program. 
The difficulty indices for the test items are presented in 
the columns of Table 6 headed Pt, where Pt means per cent of 
correct responses in the total criterion sample adjusted for 
chance success. The sample for each test was the twenty-four 
pupils comprising the high-scoring and low-scoring groups. The 
indices were determined as follows: 1 
Pt = 100 Nt 
where Rt - the number of pupils in the entire sample who - answe 
the item correctly, 
Wt - the number of pupils in the entire sample who - answer 
the item incorrectly, 
k 
-
the number of choices in the item, 
-Nt - the number of pupils in the entire sample. -
An inspection of the difficulty indices reported in Table 
6 reinforces the conclusion drawn from an examination of the 
distributions of test scores presented in Table 4, that the 
test materials were too easy for the select population used in 
the preliminary testing program. 
1navis, op. cit., P• 280. 
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Revision of Test Booklets for Final Testing 
The test booklets were revised considerably for the final 
testing.l The greater portion of the revision lay in format 
changes. Since the purposes of the final testing were more 
complex than those of the preliminary testing, in that compari-
sons of intra-pupil performance as well as inter-pupil perfor-
mance were desired, the number of story-forms used by each pupil 
had to be increased. Considering the average-pupil-time-per-
story-form of twelve minutes, determined from the preliminary 
testing, the decision was made to include four story-forms and 
their comprehension checks in each test booklet. These would 
be administered in two sittings with two story-forms being 
completed in each sitting. The decision to i nclude four story-
forms in a single booklet made necessary the elimination of one 
complete set of story-forms. Since the forms of the story, 
seven Spears, were considerably longer than the other story-
forms,2 these forms were selected as those to be dropped. 
The elimination of five story-forms reduced the total 
number to twenty. Since each test booklet was to contain four 
of the story-forms, the use of a design pattern was necessary. 
After some experimentation, the design presented in Table ? 
below was adapted. 
lsee Appendix D· 
2see Table 3, P• 35 • 
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Booklet 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Table ~. The Design of the Test Booklets Used 
in the Final Testing Program 
--
Code Numbers Code Numbers Code Numbers 
of Booklet of Booklet of 
Story-Forms Number Story-Forms Number Story-Forms 
in Booklet in Booklet in Booklet 
11 6 12 11 13 
21 22 23 
32 33 34 
42 43 44 
11 7 12 12 13 
21 22 23 
33 34 35 
43 44 45 
11 8 12 13 14 
21 22 24 
34 35 31 
44 45 41 
11 9 13 14 14 
21 23 24 
35 31 32 
45 41 42 
12 10 13 15 14 
22 23 24 
31 32 33 
41 . 42 43 
~----
--
Booklet 
Number 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Code Numbers 
of 
Story-Forms 
in Booklet 
14 
24 
35 
45 
15 
25 
31 
41 
15 
25 
32 
42 
15 
25 
33 
43 
15 
25 
34 
44 
CJ1 
~ 
The use of the design presented in Table 7 made possible 
the inclusion of each of the twenty different story-forms four 
times in the twenty different test booklets. Furthermore, this 
design made possible the pairing of story-forms so that two 
sentence stn1ctures would appear twice each in a single test 
booklet. For example, in booklet 9, the compound sentence 
structure appears in the first two stories, and the simple 
sentence structu~e appears in the last pair of stories; and, 
in booklet 10, the same initial structure, compound sentence, 
is paired with the second type of sentence structure, the simp~ 
sentence with verbal element. 
Besides the obvious advantage, the quadrupling of the num-
ber of test scores, this design made possible the comparison 
of pupil performance on two stories, each written in the same 
structure, as well as pupil performance on stories written in 
different structures. 
Final Testing Population 
The final testing population consisted of the entire 
fourth grades of four eastern Massachusetts communities. One 
of these communities, a small seacoast, residential town con-
tributed 165 cases. The second, a small industrial city pro-
duced mare than half of the total number of cases used in the 
study, 811. The third community, a combination residential and 
J rural 
found 
I 
town, gave 152 cases to the study; and 272 cases were 
in the last community, a combination residential and 
T 
I 
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industrial town. These four communities, when regarded as a 
total group, were considered as very nearly representative of 
the entire eastern Massachusetts populat i on. 
Final Testing Program 
The final testing program extended over a period of two 
weeks, in FebRlary 1951. This extended period was caused by 
the problems of distribution and collection of the test book-
lets in the different communities. As in the preliminary test-
ing, all tests were administered by the classroom teachers. 
Two sittings of about thirty minutes each were used, occurring 
on consecutive mornings. The tests were not timed and the 
children were allowed to work at their own rate. 
A total of 1,750 booklets were distributed to the schools 
but pupil absences and incomplete booklets reduced the number 
of usable test booklets to 1,400. 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS Oli' DATA 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the procedures 
and statistical techniques used in the analysis of the data 
secured from the final testing program. 
The analysis of variance technique was the principal 
statistical tool used in the analysis of the data. Through 
il 
the use of this te cbnique, the fundamental question raised in 
this study nnoes the structure of a sentence affect the compre- 1 
hension of that sentence by the reader?" was answered, insofar 1: 
as this investigation is concerned. 
The following data were determined from a further analysis 
of the data and are reported in this chapter: (1) reliabili-
ties of the tests used with the stories, (2) correlations of 
test scores, and (3) distributions of test scores. 
Analysis of Test Results 
The procedures followed in the design, construction, and 
revision of the experimental materials used in this study pro-
duced four storieA, each written in five types of sentence 
structure, and a reading comprehension test to accompany each 
story. Thus, with the completion of the administration of 
~~~ 
'I 
these materials, there were available data for four independent ! 
estimates of the effect of sentence structure upon reading 
comprehension. 
The four scores from each of the 1,400 test booklets were 
grouped to obtain two half-total scores, the sum of the first 
and second tests and the sum of the third and fourth tests. 
These scores and sums for each pupil were punched in Hollerith 
cards, along with identifying data. The four test scores were 
transferred into another deck of cards and all squares and 
cross-products of the scores were determined and punched in 
the deck in a machine operation. The two half-total scores, 
or sums, were treated in the same manner. Thus, for each pupil, 
the following data was available in Hollerith cards: (1} four 
test scores, one for each story used in the study, the squares 
and cross-products of these scores, and (2) two half-total 
scores, one for each half of the test booklet, the squares and 
cross-products of these two scores. 
These decks of cards were sorted into groups with respect 
to story, sentence structure, booklet number and the data re-
corded in them were counted and summed in machine operation. 
These operations produced the number of pupils in the various 
groups, the sum of the scores, the sum of the squares of these 
scores, and the sum of the cross-products of these scores for 
the various groups, all the necessary data for the analysis of 
variance and the intercorrelations of the test scores. 
From the above data, the distributions of scores and 
totals by story-form; and the means, standard errors of the 
I• -
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means, and standard deviations of the scores for each story-
form were determined and are presented in Tables 8 through 11. 
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I Table 8. Distributions by Story-Forms of Scores from the Final Testing Program 
Story-Form 
Score 11 12 13 14 15 21 22 23 24 25 31 32 33 34 35 41 42 43 44 45 
18 0 1 2 1 4 2 1 2 1 3 4 3 5 5 1 3 4 9 3 5 
1'7 5 5 4 4 3 1 3 6 5 2 10 16 10 8 15 19 11 19 21 13 
16 18 15 14 12 12 '7 10 13 6 16 21 33 24 2'7 1'7 25 26 24 2'7 2'7 
15 25 16 21 25 29 9 1'7 13 14 19 39 32 40 36 2'7 38 34 41 33 31 
14 28 28 26 26 18 24 18 15 20 20 41 44 24 44 39 42 42 3'7 45 32 
13 29 27 38 31 24 26 24 30 21 23 29 3'7 36 36 41 33 35 28 38 41 
12 34 32 28 2'7 26 38 25 38 30 29 35 25 34 27 . 29 26 2'7 23 26 32 
11 31 25 31 23 24 27 32 24 27 30 16 22 22 31 23 22 21 22 21 1'7 
10 20 30 21 23 28 27 23 32 2'7 20 23 16 18 19 23 14 19 1'7 1'7 18 
9 22 34 20 23 25 23 30 20 2'7 15 11 13 10 12 1'7 11 11 10 12 12 
8 21 18 21 24 20 23 20 16 18 20 21 11 11 11 12 9 13 4 9 13 
'7 11 16 24 20 22 20 19 18 1'7 25 '7 7 10 9 12 10 7 '7 10 9 
6 13 15 13 10 1'7 16 16 ' 20 23 13 12 '7 10 4 8 9 8 8 5 12 
5 12 9 6 12 9 15 15 16 11 13 6 4 6 6 13 6 '7 6 11 11 
4 3 7 4 4 . 12 '7 16 7 12 11 4 5 4 '7 4 8 6 9 '7 '7 
3 2 4 4 5 4 9 9 7 2 12 2 1 1 4 1 5 2 4 2 3 
2 3 2 · '7 0 3 4 6 4 '7 7 3 0 0 2 1 2 2 1 1 0 
I 1 1 3 0 1 0 0 3 2 3 2 0 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I Total 2'78 28'7 284 271 280 2'78 28'7 284 2'71 280 284 2'7'7 269 288 282 284 277 269 288 282 
I 
! 
I 
I 
' 
' 
I 8 l1 
:J 
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I From inspection of Table 8 above, it is apparent that the 
I difficulty of the stories varied somewhat. Stories 1 and 2, 
Trapped and ~ Narrow EscaEe, produced nearly normal distri-
butions,1 whereas Stories 3 and 4, ~Wicked Bankivas and~ 
Wolf Pups, were not sufficiently difficult for all the pupils 
of the groups concerned and produced negatively skewed distri-
butions. On the whole, the tests had sufficient ceiling as 
less than one per cent of the groups received perfect scores 
on the first two tests and about two per cent on the last two. 
It was not surprising that there should be scores below 
four correct because the groups included a cross section of 
fourth grade pupils and some pupils included were so lacking 
in reading ability that their test scores were chance scores. 
The total number of the scores for each story-form, story, 
and form are summarized in Table 9 below. 
!Appendix E contains Normal Percentile Charts on which 
selected distributions of scores are presented. 
6:[ 
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Table 9. Numbers and Totals of Pupils Reading 
Story-Forms 
Sentence Story 
Structure l 2 3 4 
1 278 278 284 284 
2 287 28'7 27'7 27t'f 
3 284 284 269 269 
4 2'71 271 288 288 
5 280 280 282 282 
Totals 1400 1400 1400 1400 
Totals 
1124 
1128 
1106 
1118 
1124 
5600 
The number of pupils reading the various story-forms 
varies slightly, from 269 to 288. Since all pupils read all 
stories, the totals for the stories are the same, 1,400. An-
other effect of the experimental design which is evidenced in 
this table is the identical totals for corresponding forms of 
the pairs of stories, Stories 1 and 2, and Stories 3 and 4. 
Also, it may be seen that, when the scores by form, or sentence 
structure, are grouped for all the stories, there are over 
1,100 scores for each form. 
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Table 10. Means and Standard Errors of Means of 
Story-Forms and Weighted Averages 
Sentence Story 
structure I ~ 3 4 
1 11.05,!.206 9.93+.207 11.96+.205 12.15+.222 
- -
2 10.90t.207 9.65+.222 12 .53,! .197 12 .07+.216 
- -
3 10.75t.247 10.11+.221 12.18+.205 12.46+.208 
- -
4 10.76+.209 9.81+.221 12.13+.201 12.31+.221 
- - - -
5 10.43+.217 9.98t.239 11.74,!.207 11.92..± .221 
-
Weighted 
Average 
11.28 
11.18 
11.35 
11.28 
11.02 
From an inspection of the means presented in Table 10, it 
may be seen that the magnitudes of the differences between 
pairs of means within columns, or within stories, vary from 
.01 to .79 raw score points. The column headed weighted 
average includes the average scores, for the four stories com-
bined, of the forms of sentence structure. These means and 
averages are based on the corresponding numbers of cases pre-
sented in Table 9. 
The standard errors of the means of the story-forms pre-
sented above in Table 10 were computed and are presented to 
give partial meaning to the differences among the pairs of 
means within the columns of Table 10. 
From an inspection of Table 10, it may be observed that 
1 
many of the differences among the specified means do not exceed I 
the standard error of either mean. For example, in Story 1, __ l __ ~ 
Trapped, the difference between the means for forms 1 and 2, 
- - -- := =- - ----=---==:::::- ----- -::;:: - =- -=- - --=--
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simple sentence and simple sentence with verbal element, is 
.15 raw score points and the smaller standard error, that for 
for l, is .20Q• From this comparison, it is obvious that no 
statistical technique would reveal a significant difference 
between these two means. However, differences do exist among 
the column means which require accurate statistical considera-
tion. 
Table 11. Standard Deviations of Scores on Story-
Forms 
Sentence story 
Structure 1 2 3 4 
1 3.43 3.45 3.45 3.73 
2 3.51 3.80 3.28 3.60 
3 4.17 3.74 3.35 3.69 
4 3.44 3.66 3.42 3.52 
5 3.62 3.99 3.37 3.60 
The standard deviations of the distributions of scores for 
, the story-forms, presented above in Table 11, vary from 3.43 
to 4.17 raw score units, the greatest amount of variation oc-
curring in Story 1, Trapped. From an inspection of these 
1 standard deviations, it would appear that the variabilities 
II 
~-
j/ of the several groups of scores are within the limits of chance. 
The amount of variation of these standard deviations was 
very important because the primary restriction of the analysis 
of variance technique was that the variability of the test 
scores for each story-form must be the same, or within the 
limits of chance variation. If this restriction had not been 
met, that is, if the variability of the test scores for the 
various forms of each story were not within chance limits, 
then no further legitimate testing of statistical hypotheses 
could have been made. 
The hypothesis, then, that the standard deviation of the 
scores for each form of Story 1, Trapped, was equal to the 
standard deviation of the normal parent population, was tested 
by an application of the L1 test. Story 1, Trapped, was 
selected to be tested in this manner because its forms had the 
greatest range of standard deviations and it was assumed that, 
if this story verified the hypothesis tested by the L1 test, 
all other stories would do the same. 
The numbers and sums used in the computation of the L1 
test are presented in Table 12. 
=t-
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Nf 
2'78 
28'7 
284 
2'71 
280 
N : 
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Table 12. Calculation of L1 for Story 1, Trapped 
log Nf NrlogNf' ef' log ef Nflogef' 
2.44404 6'79.44312 3,279.30 3.515'7'7 9'77 .38406 
2.45'788 705.41156 3,538.92 3.54888 1018.51756 
2.45332 696 . '74288 4,938.75 3.69360 1048.98240 
2.4329'7 659.33487 3,212.36 3.50682 950.34822 
2.44'716 685.20480 3,6'7'7.85 3.56559 998.36520 
II 66 
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log N = 3426.13'723 te • log e:r= 4993.59'744 
3.14613 18,64~.18 4.2'7061 
II The value of Ll was determined by computing the value of 
Nr = the number of test scores for each story form, and 
ef = the "within" forms sum of squares for each story-
form, taken from column five of Table 12, 
and then L1 was found from a table of antilogarithms as follows: 
log L1 = 3.14613 2.44'724 t 3.56685 - 4.2'7061 
= 9.99613 10 
L1 : .988 
I 
I! 
I 
The next step in the L1 test was to determine the harmonic 
mean of the number of cases for each form of the story, which 
was 
s 
-'1;"'1- -'""1:1:---.-...;-1- -...,1:o----.c1--, or- 279.892 
278 t 287 + 284 .. 2'71 + 2'80 
Referring to Nayer's tablesl with k = 5 and with 280 de-
grees of freedom, it was found that P> .05. Thus, the hypo-
thesis was accepted and it was concluded that the scores on the 
various forms of Story 1, Trapped, were of equal variability. 
The analysis of variance was then applied to test the 
' significance of the variation of the form means for each story, 
presented in Table 10 above. Of the analysis of variance 
Johnson2 says, 
The efficiency of its (analysis of variance) use 
in testing if a group of samples may be regarded as 
having come from the same homogeneous population, is 
clearly illustrated by comparison with the tradition-
al biometric method used for such purposes. In the 
latter, it is customary to calculate independently a 
standard error for each of the possible comparisons 
of the means of the several samples. The labor in-
volved in this procedure is not its only objection. 
The chief objection is that in many cases, the ob-
tained estimates of standard errors may not differ 
beyond merely sampling errors. In such cases, it may 
be concluded that the larger part of the observed 
differences is attributable to random sampling errors, 
and that a more accurate as well as much less com-
plicated analysis would result by pooling the sums of 
.. 
lpalm.er o. Johnson. Statistical Methods in Research. 
New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1949. Appendix. 
2 Ibid., P• 216-217. 
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squares of deviations from the different means and 11 
by applying the combined estimate in the test of 
significance. This change introduced by the analy- · \ 
sis-of-variance-method serves to provide an exact 
test of the null hypothesis and hence is used ha-
bitually by the modern research worker. 
The analysis of variance technique will be presented in 
detail for Story 1, Trapped; for the other three stories, the 
analysis will be presented in summary form. 
The null hypothesis was established that there were no 
differences in the form means for Story 1, presented in Table 
10 above, other than could be attributed to chance fluctua-
tions. Put more precisely, the hypothesis stated that the 
five groups of test scores for the story-forms were drawn from 
the same normal parent population, and that the groups of 
scores do not differ from one another except through chance 
variations from sampling. 
All sums and sums of squares necessary for the analysis 
of variance were available from the machine operations des-
cribed above. These sums were manipulated according to the 
following notation: 
where 
(y - y) : (yt - y) i (y - Yt) (1) 
y = the sum of squares of the scares for all forms 
of Story 1, 
y = the squared sum of the scores for all forms of 
Story 1 divided by the number of scores, 
Yt: the sum of the squared sum of scores for each form 
of Story 1 each divided by the number of scores 
I 
! 
I 
I 
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Notation 1 may be read as stating that the total sum of I 
squares, that is, the sum of squares of the deviations of the 
1,400 scores from their grand mean, is equal to the "between'' 
forms sum of squares, the sum of squares of the form means 
around the grand mean, plus the "within" forms sum of squares, 
I 
the sum of squares of the deviations of the scores of each form l 
around the form means. Table 13 below presents the sums and 1 
sums of squares necessary to test the significance of the 
variation of the form means of the story, Trapped, through the 
I analysis of variance method. 
Table 13. Sums and Sums of Squares of Scores for 
the Forms of Trapped 
Form Number of Sum of Sum of Squares Sum of Squares 
Code Number Pupils Scores of Scores About Means 
Nf ~X J:. x2 tx2 - (.tx)2 Nf 
1 2'78 3,0'72 37.,226 3,2'79.30 
2 28'7 3,029 35,50'7 3,538.92 
3 284 3,054 3?' '780 4,938.75 
4 2'71 2,918 34,632 3,212.36 
5 280 2,922 34,171 3,67'7.85 
Totals 1400 14,995 1'79,316 18,64'7.18 
From Table 13, the following values may be given the parts 
1 of notation 1, 
i 
I 
_Jf= 
I 
II 
-~~=-----==~ 
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(y - y) = 1?9,316 - (14,995)2 1400 = 18, ?08. 80 
<Yt - y}: 160,668.82 - 16o,6o?.2o = 61.62 
(y - Yt): 1?9,316 - 160,668.82 = 18,64?.18 
I 
I 
The sums of squares above are presented in Table 14 below I 
in the standard analysis of variance form. 
Table 14. Analysis of Variance of Scores on Different 
Forms of Story 1, Trapped 
Sum of Mean F Hypothesis I 
Squares Square 
Variance d.f. 
Between forms 4 61.62 15.40 1.15 Accepted 
Within forms 1395 18,64?.18 13.36 
Total 1399 18,?08.80 
The values under the heading uMean Square" were obtained 
by dividing the value for the sum of squares by the corres-
ponding degrees of freedom. The value for F was found from 
the ratio of the two mean squares, between forms divided 
within forms. The Table of F was entered with 4 and 1935 de-
grees of freedom and the value of F at the .05 level of signi-
ficance was found to be 2.37. Since the computed value of F 
for this story was 1.15, the null hypothesis was accepted. 
Then, for the first. story considered in detail above, 
Trapped, the effect of the different sentence structures upon 
the reading comprehension of the five groups of pupils 
~--===~ 
I 
I 
li 
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produce significant differences in the test scores of those 
groups. 
The analyses of variance for the remaining three stories 
are presented in standard analysis of variance form in Tables 
15 through 1? below. 
Table 15. Analysis of Variance of Scores on Different 
Forms of Story 2, A Narrow Escape 
Variance d.f. Sum of Mean F Hypothesis 
Squares Square 
Between forms 4 35.41 8.85 .63 Accepted 
'11'/ithin forms 1395 19,56?.62 14.03 
Total 1399 19,603.03 
Table 16. Analysis of Variance of Scores on Different 
Forms of Story 3, ~ Wicked Bankivas 
Variance d.f. Sum of Mean F Hypothesis 
Squares Square 
Between forms 4 96.11 24.03 2.09 Accepted 
Within forms 1395 15,996.03 11.4? 
Total 1399 16,092.14 
I 
I 
I 
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I Table 17. Analysis of Variance of Scores on Different Forms of Story 4, The molf Pups 
-
Variance d.f. Sum of Mean F Hypothesis 
Squares Square 
Between forms 4 48.39 12.09 .91 Accepted 
Within forms 1395 18,469.51 13.24 
-
Total 1399 18,517.90 
From inspection of Tables 15 through 17, it may be seen 
that, for each of the stories, the null hypothesis, that there 
were no significant differences among the form means of each of 
the stories, was accepted. Thus, the results of the four in-
dependent parts of this investigation are in agreement that 
the sentence structures used in the several forms of the 
stories did not affect the reading comprehension of the groups 
of pupils reading those forms to the extent that significant 
differences among the means of these groups were produced. 
Following suggestions from McNemar,l the means of the 
forms of each story2 are presented in graph form in Figure 1 
in order to afford a comparison of the effects of the various 
sentence structures on the reading comprehension of the four 
stories. In addition, the weighted averages of the form means 
are presented. 
lQuinn McNemar. Pslcholo~ical Statistics. New York: 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 194 • Chapter 5. 
2see Table 7, p. 53. 
===I--ll==---

The lines of means ~esented in Figure 1 above reveal in 
general high similarity among the effects of the several sen-
tence structures on the reading comprehension of the forms of 
the four stories. The average trend of these effects for the 
stories together is best reflected in the composite line, or 
line of weighted averages. 
Although no statistically significant conclusions may be 
drawn from these lines portrayed in Figure 1, there are de-
finite trends presented as to the general effect of the struc-
tures on the comprehension of the forms of the stories. 
These trends are: (1) the compound sentence produced the ~ 
easiest reading, (2) the simple sentence and the complex sen-
tence were tied for producing the next easiest reading, (3) the 
simple sentence with verbal element produced the next to 
hardest reading, and {4) the inverted sentence produced the 
' 
hardest reading. Again it is stated that these are trends and 
are not statistically significant results. 
-~--= 
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Reliability of Te sts 
The rel iability of the tests used in the final testing 
program was determined in the fol l owing manner . A random 
sample of 140 test booklets, or one-tenth of the total number 
of test booklets, was selected, and the correlations of the 
chance-halves of each of the four tests contained in these 
booklets were computed . The results, corrected by the Spear -
man-Brown Formula,l are reported in Table 18 . 
Table 18 . Split - Half Reliability Coefficients 
Corrected by the Spearman- Brown Formula 
for the Tests Used in the Final Testing 
Program 
Code Number Reliabilit y 
story of Test Coefficient 
Trapped 1 . 670 
A Narrow Escape 2 . 857 
The Wicked Bankivas 3 .788 
The v• olf Pups 4 . 741 
Correlations of Test Scores 
The correlations of scores on the tests used with pairs 
of stories in the final testing were computed . For exampl e, 
Test 1, used with all forms of Story 1 , Trapped , and Test 2, 
used with all forms of Story 2, A Narrow Escape, were taken by 
five independent groups of pupils, one group for each form of 
lareene and Crawford , op . cit., P • 139 . 
sentence structure in which the stories were written. The 
correlations of the scores on Test 1 and Test 2 for each of 
these five groups of pupils are presented in Table 19. 
Correlations of scores on Tests 3 and 4 were computed in 
the same manner and are presented in Table 19. 
The groups of pupils are identified in Table 19 below by 
the code numbers of the story forms which they read . 
Table 19. Correlations of Scores for Groups of 
Pupils on the Four Tests Used in the 
Final Testing Program 
-
Group Number of Pupils Correlation 
11 
- 21 2?8 .617 
12 - 22 287 .611 
13 - 23 284 .631 
14 - 24 271 . 618 
15 
- 25 280 .63'7 
31 - 41 284 . 714 
32 
- 42 27'7 .'718 
33 - 43 269 .'749 
34 - 44 288 .'703 
35 - 45 282 . '763 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Restatement of Purpose and Procedures 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relation 
of sentence structure to reading comprehension. A review of 
the research completed in this area revealed certain sentence 
structure arrangements which warranted further investigation. 
These arrangements of sentence structure were: (1) simple 
sentence, (2) simple sentence with verbal element, (3) compound 
sentence, (4) complex sentence, and (5) inverted sentence. 
Five stories were selected for preliminary experimenta-
tion. Each story was adapted to the five arrangements of sen-
tence structure. In other words, each of the five forms of 
each story was loaded with a single sentence structure, the 
amount of loading being governed by the adaptability of the 
story content to the specific structure involved. 
Five reading comprehension tests, of eighteen multiple-
choice items each, were constructed, one for each story. Thus, 
a single test was used with the five forms of each story. 
The preliminary experimentation took place with fifth 
grade pupils. As a result of this trial testing, the decision 
was made to use fourth grade pupils in the final testing. A 
further result was the dropping of one story, Seven Spears 
from the study. 
I 
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From the final testing program, data was secured from 
1,400 pupils. These data were manipulated through punched 
card methods and the variations of pupils' scores on the 
various forms of each story were determined and tested for 
significance. 
Conclusions 
The differences among the means of the pupils' scores on 
the forms of each story were small, ranging from .01 to .79 
raw score points. For example, for the story Trapped, the mean 
score of 278 pupils on form one, written in simple sentences, 
was 11.05 + .206. The mean score of 287 pupils on form two of 
Trap£ed, loaded with simple sentences containing verbal ele-
ments, was 10.90 + .207. The difference between these means 
was .15 raw score points. 
The means presented above are representative of the means 
for the other forms of Trapped and for the other three stories 
used in this study. In many cases, as in the example presented 
above, the difference between pairs of means did not exceed the 
standard error of the means. 
In view of these small differences among the form means, 
the logical conclusion seemed to be that there were no real 
differences in pupils' comprehension of the various sentence 
structures. 
An exact test of significance, the analysis of variance, 
was applied to the results on each of the stories to determine 
79 
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if there were statistically significant differences among the 
form means. The results of the analysis of variance for each 
story agreed with the surmised conclusion; that there were no 
variations in the pupils' scores on the various forms of the 
stories which could not be attributed to chance fluctuations. 
However, when the effects of the sentence structures on 
the pupils ' comprehension of the stories were averaged definite 
trends were noted. These trends were: (1) the compound sen-
tence produced the highest comprehension scores, (2) the simple 
sentence and the complex sentence were equal in producing the 
next highest scores, (3} the simple sentence with verbal ele-
ment produced the next to lowest comprehension scores, and 
(4) the inverted sentence produced the lowest scores. The I 
reader is reminded that these were trends and not statistically 
significant results. 
Limit at ions 
The findings of this investigation were surprising but not 
entirely unexpected. They were surprising because they were 
contrary to logical thinking in that the simpler structures 
we,re not found to be easier to comprehend than the more complex 
structures. The findings were not unexpected because no signi-
ficant results were reported in any of the previous investiga-
tions devoted entirely to the relation of sentence structure 
to reading comprehension. 1 
In the paragraphs following, those factors are discussed 
which seem to have contributed to the lack of significant var-
iation among the pupils' scores on the forms of the stories. 
First, the reliabilities of the tests used to measure the 
reading comprehension of the story-forms varied from .67 to 
.85. It is possible that the magnitude of these reliabilities 
was such as to obscure possible differences in the test scores. 
Second, it is possible that the content of the stories was 
such that the pupils were able to grasp it without relying upon 
the structure of the sentences. 
Third, it is possible that some of the items in the com-
prehension checks did not measure pupils' comprehension of 
broad concepts and relations within the story content. 
Fourth, it was not possible to adapt all sentences of a 
single story to the various arrangement of sentence structure, 
except in the case of the first form of each story, that in-
cluding the simple sentence. In the other forms of the stories 
1 
those sentences which were not suited to the specific arrange-
ment of sentence structure were left as simple sentences. 
Thus, a substantial portion of each form was written in the 
same form of sentence structure, the simple sentence. 
1The group of studies to which reference is made are those 
listed under the heading Investigations of Sentence Structure 
and Reading Comprehension in Chapter II of this study. 
=#======== ~ =-. 
Fifth, although this study involved only fourth grade 
pupils, there were a few pupils for whom the test materials 
were too easy and a larger group for whom the test materials 
were too difficult. The test scores of the latter group tended 
to be chance scores, the presence of which possibly contributed 
to the obscuring of any real differences among the groups of 
scores. 
Limitations of the study in terms of the representative- . 
ness of the findings include: (1) the use of a single grade 
level on which to secure the test data, (2) the limited use 
of arrangements of sentence structure, and {3) the restricted 
range of content of the stories used. 
82 
Suggestions for Further Research 
Suggestions for further research in this field lie in two 
areas: (1) suggestions for those interested in further study 
of the relation of the sentence structure used in this study 
to reading comprehension, and (2) for those interested in 
studying the relation of other elements of sentence structure 
to reading comprehension. 
In the first area, the use of stories of varied content 
and varied form of presentation might produce useful results. 
Also, experimentation with different grade levels could be 
valuable. The use of longer stories and longer tests would 
increase reliability of the tests and make possible the detec-
tion of more minute differences in levels of reading comprehen.-
sion. The selection of different arrangements of sentence 
structure for experimentation could well produce needed infor-
mation. 
In the second area, further investigation of the relation 
of sentence length to comprehension seems warranted at the 
elementary grade level. Also, investigation in the relation 
of story content to comprehension should produce valuable re-
sults; or investigation of various combinations of content, 
sentence length, and sentence structure and comprehension may 
be worthwhile . 
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APPENDIX A 
ORIGIN.AL SELECTIONS 
1 Jamba The Elephant ·-
~~ead of them loomed a heavy forest of verdant breadfruit 
and mimosa. Into it the leader plunged, with the herd follow-
ing close in his wake. To either side the forest was dark and 
almost impenetrable, but directly to the f"ront there v1 as a 
broad and well-worn trail that seemed to lead far ahead. 
Along this trail the elephants pounded. The frightening 
call of the native hunters still echoed far behind them. And 
Jamba , though he was filled with grave misgivings, could do 
nothing but go with them. The trees blotted out the waning 
sunli ght, leaving all in semi-darkness which added to his trepi-
dation. Then too, there was something about this forest wh ich 
was unlike all other forests he had ever seen. 
The trail wa s too straight. It was cleft through t he tall 
trees as though a giant bolt of li ghtning had cut it clear in 
a single swath. And how could the trail be so free and clear 
of obstacles when the trees on both sides were so close together 
that an elephant could not pass between them? 
9 0 
Then th e trail, which at first had been so broad and invit-
ing, began to dwindle. Narrower and narrower it grew. ~he 
elephants, which at first had been traveling four and five abreast, 
had to slow do wn and form a line t wo abreast. 
Shoulder to shoulder with his nei ghbor, Jamba was more 
suspicious than ever. Then he saw something ahead which gave 
him a vest sense of relief. 
The trail, he could see, came to its narrowest point; 
then it broadened into a wide clearing which seemed to go on 
for a long distance. 
The leader pounded through the narrow gap and out into 
the open. Jamba, not far behind, took his turn through the 
opening, glad to be rid of the tightening trail which gave 
him an unpleesent sense of confinement and seemed even to press 
against his breath. 
Though it was dusk and the gloom was thickening, Jamba 
coul d see that he had entered a broad clearing surrounded on 
all sides by closely-spaced trees. He follo wed the leader now 
in blind faith, trusting him to find a trail out. Behind him 
one elephant after another came th r ough the narrow gateway 
1. Theodore J. · r aldeck, Jamba The Eleuhant. New York: 
The Vikin g Press, 1949 . pp. 91-93. 
until at last every one of them had entered. 
Boom! 
A sudden tremendous thumping sound made Jamba plunge in 
wild fear. It seemed to come from the rear, back where he had 
entered the clearing. Trying ' to check his panic which threatened 
to engulf him, Jamba craned his neck to look h~ckward and see 
what had made the noise. And it was then that his worst fears 
were realized. 
A moment before there had been a narro w gateway there, 
whe r e Jamba and h is fello~ elephants had entered the clearing. 
Now t hs entrance TI BS gone! It was closed. In its place 
were solid trees, side by side. 
1 Mora Boy 
The trail led across a wide, sluggish river. The water 
was murky with mud; the banks were high and sloping. There 
was one place where the mudbank was worn to a smooth slant as 
if something had slid down it meny times. Alug sat on the smooth 
place,and h e skidded do wn it into the warm water with a shout. 
He waded slowly, in order to enjoy the water and the feel of the 
soft mud on his feet. In the middle of the stream the water was 
deeper; it came just under his arms. He pushed steadily toward 
the opposite side, feeling ahead of him with his foot so that he 
woul d not step unexpectedly into a hole. 
The water was still fairly deep when he reached the other 
bank and a rough brown log l ay across t he path he wanted to climb 
out. He put his hands on the log to pull himself up on ti p of it. 
The log gave a jerk. One of the rough places on it fle w open. 
It was an angry red eye. The front end of the log swung around 
and Alug saw an ugly, pointed head and sharp white teeth shining 
in the bi g mouth. 
He screame d and sprang back into the deeper water, his 
h eart pounding wildly. He was too frightened to move any farther. 
The big head s wung around and the short scaly legs began to dig 
into t he soft mud. The long body began to s l ide slowly for ward 
1. Lys le Carveth, Mora Bov. New York: Longmans, Green, and 
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into the water . 
nWhy it' s a crocodile--it must be a crocodile, " Alug gasped . 
~f course , it's a crocodile. It couldn 't be anything else. " 
He stood staring at the great body as it glided over the 
smooth bank. The front legs and half the body were in t h e water 
before h e even thought to reach for his barong. Then he snatched 
it from it s sheath and swung it with all h is mi ght at t h e moving 
animal. There was a crunching sound and the last t welve inches 
of t h e crocodile's tail stayed behind; the rest of him disappeared 
with a s wirl into the muddy water • 
.Alug scrambled out onto the grass and pulled the tail along 
after him. His knees knocked so with excitement t h at he had to 
sit down. He watch ed the river for a long time to see if t h e 
crocodile would come back; but after the ripples cleared away, 
there wer e no si gns of life at el l. He began t o wonder if t he 
cr ocodile would die, or if it mi ght already be dead. Now that he 
thought about it, he didn't really w~nt the crocodile to die. 
Perhaps with such a long tail, losing just a small piece of it 
would not hurt too much. 
He had forgotten to put his barong b_ack in its sheath end 
i t lay on the ground bes i de him. The shining blade was splotched 
with dark blood. .A strange feelin g sang inside h im as he looked 
at it, a feeling as strange as the jungle itself, and as wild. 
"My blade is blooded, " he shouted. "My blade is blooded. " 
He did not know where the old belief had arise~ but every Mora 
thought that blood on his barong made the blade cut better. Alug 
sc rubbed his weapon clean with a handful of grass, thrust it dee~ 
in the gr ound and polished it on his trousers. It sparkled and 
f lashed in the sunli ght as he put it back in its sheath. 
Hi s tesk was done nou . He could think of nothing more that 
needed h is attention. He could think of going back to his home 
now, if he coul d find it, and of telling the story of his adven-
tures. 
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The Wicked Bankiva1 
The be st known of all the birds of the Phil i ppines is the 
jungle fo wl, or bankiva. But i f the mothers of children have 
hatred in their hearts for this bird it is not strange. They 
tell the st ory of the bankiva to t h e little ones to warn them 
to shun t hi s evil bird. 
Once in the first times the gods and godesses were under 
obligation to the bankiva. To pay their indebtedness to him, he 
demanded that they give him power to bewitch little children. In 
tha t way he coul d be able to have revenge upon man for his constant 
killing of the ~ungle fowl. The god s gave t he ir grudging consent, 
but decreed that t h e bankiva should have this supernatural power 
but one day out of the year. 
On t hat day the mothers soon learned to guard their children 
and warn them not to leave the house. In fe a r and trembling they 
would listen and try to hear the strange s weet music of the ban-
kiva's song . But alas, the danger was still there for it is not 
within th e power of older persons to hear the fo wlts voice. Only 
the chil dren hear that song , and when parents are unaware of the 
bird's presence, the little ones, if not watched, will answer 
that call. 
The bankivas always selected the largest and most handsome 
of their flock as their leader. Hundre d5 of birds assembled for 
t he strangest dance i n all the jungle. With heads held high, the 
bankivas strutted about until each had found its place in the 
formation. Then when all was ready and the si gnal was given by 
the leader, out of the jungle they came, half march ing , half 
dancing . 
When the s trange procession neared the ed ge of the village, 
t hei r weird wild call was heard by the children. Unable to re-
sist, all t he boys and girls who could, answered th at s ong , and 
r an from their houses t oward th e sound . First they could see the 
leader s trutting toward t hem , singing his strange s weet song. 
Behind the leader came hundr eds of others, all dancing and sing-
ing. The ch ildren watched, fascinated, first from a distance and 
t hen drawing closer. And as they listened to the enchanting 
music of t h e birds and watched the rhytr®ic steps of their dance, 
a strange power seemed to draw t hem closer to the bankivas. At 
last all had joined the birds and, like t hem , were dancing and 
sing i ng . 
1. Elizabeth Hough Sechr ist, Once in t h e First Times Folk 
Tales from the Ph ilippines. PhiladelphiST Macrae Smith Co~pany, 
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When all t h e chi l dren h ad jo ine d t he dancers , the leader of 
t he bankivas turne d away from the vi ll age and began making his 
way back i n to t h e jungle. The other birds turned also, follo wing 
their le ader. Then the children fo ll owed too, bewitched by the 
birds. Joyf ully they went al ong , al l the boys and girls, bi g and 
little; and even babies, toddling after brothers and sisters, 
tried to keep up with the others. On and on they dance~, going 
dee per and deeper into the darkness of t h e forest . 
But wh en n i ght fe ll, the spell of the bankivas vas broken. 
1ith harsh cruel cri es the jungle fowls flew awa y , leavi ng t h e 
ch ildr en a lone in the jungle. And when they had gone the chil-
dren seemed to awake as from a s weet dream. Finding themselves 
in abmost total darlme ss in a strange place, they huddled t ogether 
fe arfully. Older one s t ried in vain to comfort the cr ies of the 
little ones, telling t hem that when mo rning came they would find 
t heir w&y home again . 
But some of t he children never reach ed home again. And no 1 
when that day of the year comes round when the bankivas i ill 
again possess t heir evil power, the mo t hers gather their ch i ldren 
close and tel l them, as a warning, of t h e lit t le ones who never 
came back because t h ey listened to t h e birds' evil song. 
1 Bo the Cave Boy 
One day Ja, my f ather , came early to the caves. As I ran t o 
t h e camnf ire to me et h im I s a w that fastened to his shoulders v1as 
t he fr e~h s k in of a wolf . ifh en he sli pped t h e wolfskin to the 
ground it mo ved as if it were al i ve. 
1JJ i t h my eyes almost j umping ou t of my head , I st epped be. ck 
unti l I saw t h e furr y little crea tures s haken out on t h e gr ound. 
They; my fath er said, were the young pups of the wolf he h ad 
k ill ed . 
"That is ho we get our dogs, Lit t le Bo. Some of the dogs 
t hat no v live with us were once wolves. Some times we f eed them 
but when our food does not s at i sfy thei r hunge r, they go out into 
the woods a nd find small animals for t hei r meat. 
" 'rhe wolf has only t ee th v~ i t h which he can fight . He must 
1. 1'/ . W. Fi s ke , Bo the Cave Boy. Boston: Gi nn and Company , 
19 41 . pp. 20 - 2 3 . 
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slash and te ar , s o that h e can k ill quic kly, -before h is prey can 
es cape . He i s a f i er c e fi ght e r. I f h e were not a goo d f i ghte r, 
many time s he ~auld go hungry. 
"Th ese baby wo lves wi ll be your friends. When t hey are 
older t hey will hunt wi th you; and if you ar e attacked, they will 
fight li~e wolves to protect you. " 
The~ Ja rolled the wolf cubs up a gain in th e skin of t he ir 
mother and carr ie d t h em to our cave. 
11 They have had much milk from their mo th €r , tt .Ta tol d me, as 
he pl a ce d t hem on the wolfskin , 11 but no w t hey cannot ge t that , 
and not yet have t hey s trong t eeth to tear the kind of f ood we 
can give th em . 
"I vill scrape off s~ae bit s of raw me at for t hem, but not 
V6ry c~ch to~&y . ~h en t h ey hav e eaten, they will sleep on the 
wolf sk i n . They ·ill sme ll their mother and thi nk she is ne ar 
them . As they get used to me at, and as t he i r tee t h gr ow stronger, 
ea ch day t hey shall have more to eat." 
When t he baby ~ olves had e a~en , my father pla ce ~ t~em dotn 
on t he skin, i th th e soft si"'e to·,vG.rd them . Then he took th e 
moc cc.sins I had \Jorn on my f eet that day and lai C one be~=' ~_ c: s e a ch 
puppy . 
" T~1e;y ,, il l play with thes e , Lit t le Bo,n h e told me , "and 
they wi 11 sme 11 you vvhi le they play. Soon the sn1e 11 of their 
mother wil l grow less, but your smell will be big, for you will 
al ri ays be wi t h t hem . Then t hey will fo rge t t heir n~the r and 
be l on~ only to you. 
11They will come to you when yo u cal l, and to no one else will 
they go , fo r y.Ju =, :c ~; th e one tl1ey will o.Lvuys remember . :'.'1:en you 
are older , hey wi ll hunt with you and guard you from danger . 
They ~ ill not be like those lazy dogs that have lived too long 
a r ound t h e men's campf ir es . " 
The next dey my l it t le f riends did not leave our cave. Many 
times I scra9ed off a little meat for th~m, s i nce Ja had sai d 
t ha t mi ne must be t he hand t o feed them. The11 I would faste n t wo 
gourds around my neck and bring t hem water f rom a shallow place 
i n t he river whe re we all drank . At t h e first, they did not seem 
t o know ho w t o drink, but as I pushed t he ir h eads cl os e to t he 
wa t er, they reached out with their lit tl e red tongue s and, after 
a taste or t wo , lapped t he water until t hey had taken enough . 
Then t hey pushed t h eir wet nose s agains t my hand , and I was very 
hap py . 
I was not l onely no w, and I sat and watched them as they 
tucked their l ittle noses under t he ir ta il s and went to s l eep . 
On t he f ur t hat stil l smelled strongly of t heir mothe r, t hey 
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they slept comfortably . Ea ch day they ate more of the meat, 
then tri ed their little t eeth on the moccasins I no longer wore. 
When they were older, Ja helped me carry them to the foot 
of our cave cli f f, and t here we played together until it was 
time f or me to return to th e cave. Not yet could they live down 
on t he ground wi th the camp dogs. 
Seven Spears * 1 
Tiki stood a t the edge of the jungle listening . He shaded 
hi s eyes. His thr ee feet ei ght inches of height made it hard to 
see over the bush, and the sunsh ine hurt hi s eyes, for Ti k i lived 
in t h e gloom of the great Ituri jungle. 
Silently Tikt faded into the jungle. The green dusk s ~al­
lowed h is ba re, br·own body completely. High above his heact 
flowers rioted in the sunshine, clinging to the topmost br an ches 
of t h e gian t trees. But in s pite of the flo we rs, Ti k i could 
smell the pungent taint of wild elephants. 
He, Ti ki , who had yet to win hi s place among t he men of the 
~lan, had located t he elephants . He had done better than any of 
t he men I gwa had sent out. Through h im the pygmy clan would be 
ab l e to hunt t h e rougue elephant, the old female who had des-
troyed thei r village. 
Ti k i raised his small bow and tested t h e creeper whi ch 
se rved as a bowstring. He l aughed, but in l aughing he made no 
sound. 1[lhen he was a baby, he had be en able to cry with out mak-
ing a sound. The little people of t h e Ituri jungle nere a silent 
people, ex cept, of course, when safe in a village. Tiki l aughe d 
because he was happy . He had located the elephants. I gwa would 
let h im ·go with t he hunters. 
Wrinkling h is no se, he listened . The sounds he heard we r e 
faint, t h e rustling of leaves as t he elephants mo ved their huge 
ears. 'rh er there was a rumbling sound, a loud s ound vh ich r olled 
t hrough t he jungle . The rumbling came from the stomach of t h e 
huge elephant. Ti k i laughed a gain , h is s i lent laugh . The ol d 
1. Rut herford l'.Iontgome ry , 11Seven Spears" , ~t o.IT Pa_rad~. 15, 
No . 7 : 16- 20 (September, 1950) 
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one coul d wa lk through t he thickest bush without mak i ng a sound, 
but she coul d no t k eep her s t oma ch from t elling the worl d where 
she '{as h i ding . 
Mov i ng si lently as a l eopard , Tiki ran t h rough t he green 
t wi li ght . Once he halted to l isten to sounds coming from beyond 
the gre en ':;al l to h i s ri gh t. Tr e sound was a l oud drurumin g , 
wh ich beat on his ears l ike h eavy blows . Tiki usua lly r an away 
as fast as h e coul d when he heard a gor illc::.. drumming and bel l ow-
ing but today h e ha~ worK to do . 
Maki ng sure that ther e wes no chance of meeting the ol d 
s ilver - ba ck on t he di m trs il, Tiki r~n on . Before hs saw any of 
the elephants , he ame ll e~ them , and th en heard t he l oud s t oma ch 
ruwblings . He counted t he separat e sounds . Five elephants , t wo 
ol d and t hree sm~lle r . Tik i paused bes i de a giant t ree . 
~ huge fo r m loomed above h i m. He was ctanding within ten 
- pa ces of t h e old fema l e e l ephant. Her s avag e disposition had 
caused t he other eleph ants to l e t her stand a lone. Tiki peered 
past her and saw a big bull and three smaller anima ls standing 
clo se t oge t he r. The bull had a fine set of t usks. Ti k i J.o ok ed 
up a t the cow. Her t usks we re not so FOOd and vould buy less 
s a l t and arrow po ints, but she was t he one t hey must kill, 
be cause sh e might r et urn and att ack t he vi ll age again. 
Tiki stood sil en t ly , che ck ing t he ground, planning t he kill. 
I gwa would wan t to kno w h ow-t h e beasts were standing , ~hat t he 
gr ound was l i ke, where t he tre es stood , and how much open bush 
t hey ~ould have to work with. Tiki fixed the scene in his mind 
before he turned away. When he did turn he ran s wiftly. I gwa 
and his hunting scouts had returned to the vill age . In passing 
the small street the old e lephant had torn down every hut. She 
had not gotten her trunk on a single pygmy, because they had 
darted into the j ungle when they first he a rd her savag e scre ams . 
Already the women and girls were rebuilding the huts, tying the 
bamboo canes to gether and covering the fr amework wi th leaves. 
They had been working less than an hour but most of the little 
houses were finish ed . 
I g1a and his men were seated around a fire-pit. Their 
faces were gloomy. Then Ti k i came runnin g out of the jungl e . 
No one as k ed any questions until he had s poken, but the gloom 
vanished from their f aces. 
Ti k i tried hard not to show ho w excited he was. 11 There are 
five. They sleep, 1 he s a id. 
I gwa got to his feet. He was t he tallest man in the clan. 
He stood fourfeet, five inches, and wei ghed ei ghty-seven pounds. 
"How do they sleep , " he aske d . 
Tiki descri bed the elephants, how they stood, ~here the 
t re es stood, and where t he open bush s prea d . When he had finished, 
I gwa nodded. -
nwe wi 11 t ake seven spears. 11 He smil ed a t Ti ki. "You have 
earned a choice. 1!/h a t 'N i 11 you do? " 
Tiki gri np ed his small bow. He nulled h imself up very 
stra i ght. HI -will speak to the eleph~nt, 1 he sa id. 
11Th a t you he.ve earned, " I gwa agr eed. Ti k i v'las asking for 
the t a sk which Ig-v·e. usua lly perfo r med himself bec a.us e it was the 
most dangerous art of the elephant hunt. But Ig, a was wise. 
Tiki mi gh t think better of hi s ch oice before long . 
The hunters got to their f eet. They picked up their little 
bows and examined the small metal points to make sure the noison 
was s till on the bl ades. Seven of-them picked up long s p e~rs 
ti pp ed with i ron blades. They lo ok ed at t h e bl ades to mak e sure 
t ha t they were well smeared with pois on made from the roots of 
t he ki l abo. 
Igwa l ed h is men into the jungle. There were fourt een hun-
ters, fourteen littl e brown f e llows go ing out to kill a rougue 
elephant . They moved like silent shado ws with Tiki leading the 
way. 
Tiki le d t hem in ~ circle to get the wind ri ght. He r emem-
bered t h e go r i lla and avoided tha t clearing. When he ~as near 
the elephants, he lifted one hand. The hun t e r s cr owded around 
I gwa and an excit ed tal k took place , a ll t h rough si sns. Igwa 
set t le d t he a r gument and gave a si gnal. 
The small hunt ers moved to~ard t he t hi ck folia ge whi ch hid 
t he e le p~·, ants. When the seven spearmen were ten paces from the 
s leep ing f emal e , t hey halt ed . She loomed above t h em, sway ing 
gentl y ba ck and forth, unaware of her dan ger. 
No py~ny had s tr engt h enough to dri ve a s pe a r t hrough the 
tough ol d el ephant's hi de, but t h ey had 2 p l an. They pl ant ed 
t hei r spears in the ground, with t h e bl ades sl anting towards t he 
elephant. Th ey s et t hem so clos e to geth er t he r e was barely room 
even for a pygmy to sque e ze be t ' een t he shafts. Wh en t h e s9ears 
~er e s et , th ey slipp ed back to where I gwa stood with the other 
hunt e rs. 
I gwa ~ aved a hand . He looke d a t Ti ki. Tik i smil ed a t him, 
but he wa s cold and was not sur e he would be . ble to move . I gwa 
wait ed . 
Ti k i knew t ha t if he did not move, I gwa would t ake h is place, 
and everyon e i n the clan woul d know he was afraid. He looked a t 
the sle epi n g eleDhant. Her s tomach rumble d loudly. Her gr eat 
t us ks curved out- to ward him . Tik i sta rt ed t o move t oward t he 
elephant. 
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When he rea ched the pl ent erl s nee rs, h e slinp ed between t hem . 
Slowl y h e wa l k ed towa rd t he huge beast. He was i n the o ~en n o~r ; 
the sun shone on h is br own bo dy. He hal t ed jus t beyond the r each 
of the deadly trunk . 
vri t h a l oud ye 11, Ti ki 1 eape d int o t he air. He jumpe d up 
and down as h e yell ed . The eleph ant's eyes op ened. Her trunk 
lift ed and her gre at ears flapped. Her savage scream filled the 
jungle. Then she cha r ged , her trunk reaching for t h e little fel-
lo w wh o dared to chall enge her . 
Tiki whirled and f led. He ducked between t h e spears like a 
r abb it, t h en do dged t o h is ri ght and d ived i nto a bush . The 
inst an t he landed in t he bush, he was up and away, darting and 
duck ing . Beh ind h i m the screams of t he elephant changed fr om 
angr y squea l s to the r oa r of a wounded beast. She had p lunged 
upon t he 0 lanted sp ears, and her o·Nn had do ne Hhat the pygmies 
could nev e r have managed to do. 
Ti k i circled and came ba ck t owa r d t he s cene of t he a t t a ck . 
He found th e hunters follo wing the trail of the wounded elephant. 
He r comnanions had crashed avJ ay an d were smash ing do wn trees and 
brush f~r bel ow. Ig~ a was listening. After a minute he gave a 
signal. The hunters started along t he pa t h t he r ogue elephant 
h ad made t h rough the jungl e. 
The hunters ran a long for les s t han a half - mile before 
coming upon th e e l ephant. ~ er gr eat bul k l ay a t t h e foo t of a 
tr ee . I gwa walked up to her and p l a ced a ba r e f oot aga inst he r 
side. When she di d not mo ve, a great shout went up fr om t h e 
hunters. Little ~histles were t aken from thongs a t t he bel ts of 
the hunters. The jungle r ang with the shrill p~ping. Soon the 
whis tl e si gnals we re ans we r ed from t he bush . The r es t of t h e 
pygmi es woul d soon arrive. 
Tomorrow t he r e would be a great fe ast to cel ebrat e t h e death 
of t he ir enemy, the s avage ro gue e lephant. And be cause t h e 
po i son wo uld no t ha r m the meat, the y would go r ge thems elve s on 
el eohant meat, whi ch the pygmi es consider a great delicacy. 
Tiki cl imbed up on the mount a in of meat and dance d a little 
dan ce. Fr om no~ on , h e woul d be a hunter. 
\. 
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TRAPPED 
A heavy forest of breadfruit and mahogany loomed ahead 
of the elephants. The leader plunged into it. The herd followed 
close in his weke. To either side the forest was dark. It 
was almost impenetrable. A broad, well-worn trail led directly 
to the front. It stretched far ahead. ~he elephants thought 
so, anyway. 
The elephants hurried albng this trail. They heard the 
calls of the hunters behind them. Jamba, a husky young elephant, 
was filled with doubt. But he went on with the herd. The trees 
blotted out the sunlight. Everything was left in semi-darkness. 
This added to Jamba 1 s fear. Then too, something was strange 
about this forest. Jamba had seen many other forests. This 
one was unli ke all the others. The trail was too straight. 
It ~ent on a line through the tall trees. Maybe a giant bolt 
of lightning had cut it with a single stroke. The trail was 
free of obstacles. The trees on both sides were close together. 
An elephant could not fit betwe en them. 
.. -.Of 
Now the broad trail was dwindling. It had been so inviting. 
It grew narrower and narrower. Th e e l ephants slowed down to A 
walk. They had been trav e ling four and five abreast. Now they 
formed a line of two abreast. 
Jamba was walking shoulder to shoulder with his neighbor. 
He felt very suspicious. Then he saw something ahead. This gave 
him a great feeling of relief. ~he trail came to its narrowest 
point. Then it broadened into a wide clearin~. The clearing 
would hold the entire herd of elephants. 
The leader rushed through the narrow gap. He pounded out 
into the open. Jamba, not far behind, took his turn through the 
opening. He was glad. Now he was rid of the tight trail. That 
tightness had given him an unpleasant feeling. He had felt 
confined. The trail had nressed against his breath. 
It was dusk. The gloom was thickening. Jamba looked around 
the clearing. He was in th e canter of it. Tre e s sur~ounded 
it on all sides. The tre es were very clos e tog e th e r. H ~ had 
followed the leader in blind f~ith. He still had faith in him. 
The leader would find a trAil out. Behind him one elephant after 
another came through the narrow gat eway. At last every one of 
them had ent e r ed. 
Slam! 
Jamba h eard a sudden thumping sound. Th e nois e cam€ from 
the r €ar. It came from the entrance to the cl earing. Jamba 
plunged in wild fear. He checked his panic. He craned his neck. 
He look ed backward. His worst fears were r ealized. 
A narrow gateway had be en there before. Jamba and his 
fellow elephants had entered through it into th e clearing. Now 
the entrance was gone. It was clos ed. A hug e door of trees 
was in its place. Jamba was trap~ed . 
.tloGtc; .. I.J-,. 
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TRAPPED 
A heavy forest of breadfruit and mahogan y loomed ahead of 
the e lephants. The leader plunged int o it with the herd follow-
ing close in his wake. To either side the forest wa s dark. It 
was almost impenetrable. A broad, well-worn trail; stretching 
far ahead, led directly to the front. The elephants thought so, 
anyway. 
Hurryin g along this trail, t he ~le phants heard t he calls 
of the hunters behind them. Jamba, a husky youn g e lephant, was 
filled with doubt. But he went on with the h e rd. The tr ee s 
bl otted out the sunlight, leaving everything in semi-darkness. 
This darkness added to Jamba's fear. Then, to o , something was 
strange about this f ore s t. Jamba had seen many other forests. 
This forest was unlike all the ot h ers . The tr a il~ going on a 
line through the tall trees, wa s too stra i ~ht. Maybe a giant 
bolt of li ghtning had cut it with a sin~ le stroke. The trail 
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wa s free of obstacles. The trees on both sides were close together. 
An eleph ant would not be able to fit between them . . 
Now th e nar row tra il was dwindlin g . After havin~ been so 
invitin~, it ~rew narr owe r and nPrr ower. The elephRnts slowed 
down to a wa l k . After having tr ave led f our and five a breast, 
they f ormed a line of two a breast. 
Shoulder t o sh oulder with his nei gh bo r, J amha , fe e ling very 
suspici ous, s aw s omethin g ahe ad. This ge ve hi~ a gre e t feeling 
of reli ef. After comin g to i t s na rrowest noint, the tr a il 
broa den ed int o a wide cl ea rin g . The cl ea ring would hold the entire 
herd of eleph ants. 
Rushin g t hr ough th e na rrow gep , the leade r pounded out 
int o the open. J amba , not f a r behind, t ook his turn through the 
opening . He was gl ad t o be rid of th e t ight tr a il. Th a t tight-
ness h ad giv en him en unple Ps ent feeli n~ . He had felt confined, 
the tr a il havin g presse~ a gai nst his breath. 
It was dusk. The gl oom was thickening . Jamba l ooked a round 
t he clearing . He was in the center of it. Trees surrounded it 
on .both sides. The trees were very close t ogether. Having 
f oll 0wed the leader in blind faith, Jafub a still had f a ith in 
him. The le a der would find a way out. Behi nd hi~ one elephant 
after anoth e r c ame through the narr ow ga teway . At l est every 
one of them ha d entered. 
Slam! 
J amb a he a rd a sudden thumpin g sound comin g fr om th e re a r. 
It came fr om t h e entr ance t o th e clearing . After plunging in 
wild f ear, J emba check ed his panic. Cr aning his neck, he l ooked 
ba ckwa r d . His worst f ea rs were r ea liz ed . 
A na rr ow gateway h ad be en th e r e befor P. Thr ough it J amba 
and his f e ll ow e l eoh ant s had ent e r ed th~ cl e8 ring. Now the entrance 
was gone. It was cl os ed. A hug e doo r ~ tr ees WP S in its pl a ce. 
J emb e wes trapped. 
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TRAPPED 
A he8vy forest of breadfruit and mahogany loomed ahead 
of the elephants. The leader plunged into it, and the herd 
followed close in his wake. To either side the forest was dark 
and it was almost impenetrable, but a broad, well-worn trail led 
directly t o the front. It stretched far ahead. The elephants 
thought so, anyway. 
The elephants hurried along this trail. They heard the 
calls of the hunters behind them, and Jamba, a husky young 
elephant, was filled with doubt, but he went on with the herd. 
The trees blotted out the sunlight, and everything was left in 
semi-da rkness. This added to Jamba's fear end then, too, something 
was strange about this forest. Jamha had seen many other forests, 
but this was unlike all th e oth ers. The trail was too straight. 
It went on a line through the tall trees. Maybe . a giant bo 1 t 
of lightning had cut it with a single stroke. The trail was 
free of obstacles, and the trees on both sides of the trail were 
close together. An elephant could not fit between them. 
Now the broad trail was dwindling, and it had been so 
inviting. It grew narrower and narrower, and the elephants 
· slowed down to e walk. They ha d been tr aveling four and five 
abreast, and now they formed a line of tw o abreast. 
Jamba was walking shoulder to shoulder with his neighbor. 
He felt very suspicious, and then he saw somethinp ahead . This 
.gave him a preat feeling of relief. The trail came to its 
narrowest point, and then it broa dened into a wide clParing. 
The clearing would hold the entire herd of elephants. 
The leader rushed through the narrow gap and he pounded 
out into the open . Jamba, not far behind, took his turn through 
the opening. He was glad. Now he was rid of the tight trail. 
That ti ghtness had givPn him an unpl e asant feeling. He had 
felt confinEd. The trail had pres sed against his brea th. 
It was dusk and th e gloom was thickening . Jamha lo oked 
around the broad cl e aring. He was in the cent e r of it. Trees 
surrounded it on all sides, and the trees were very cl ose together. 
He had f o llowed the leader in blind faith, and he still had faith 
in him. The l ea der would find a way out . Behind him one elephant 
aft e r another came through the narr..o.w_,( gatewey, e.nd a t ls.st e very 
one of th em had entered. ft 
Slam! 
Jamba heard a sudd en thumping s ou nd. Th e noise came from 
the r ear . It came fr om th e entrance t o th e cl ea rin g . Jamba 
plunged in wild fear. He checked his panic. He craned his neck. 
He looked backward and his worst fears were re a lized. 
A narr ow gateway had been there before. Jamba end his 
fell ow elephants had entered the clearing through it, and now 
the entrance was gone . It was cl osed and a huge door of trees 
was in its place. Jamba was trapped. 
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TRAPPED 
A heavy forest of breadfruit and ~ahogany loomed ahead of 
the elephants. After the leader had plunged into it; the herd 
f oll owed close in his wake. To either side, the forest, which 
was dark, was almost imoenetrable. A broad, well-worn trail led 
directly t o the front. It stretched far ahead. The eleohants 
thought so, anyway. 
As they hurried along this trail, the elephants heard the 
calls of the hunters behind them. Jamba, a husky young elephant, 
was filled with doubt. But he went on with the herd. As the 
trees blotted out the sunlight, everything was left in semi-
darkness. This added to Jamba 1 s fear. Then, too, something was 
strange about this forest. Although Jamba had seen many forests, 
this was unlike all the others. ·The trail, which went on a 
line through the tall trees, was too straight. 
-;. QA' 
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Maybe a giant bolt of lightning had cut it with a single 
stroke. The trail was fr e e of obstacles. The trees on both sides 
wer e so close together that an elephant could not fit between 
them. 
Now the broad trail was dwindling after it had been so 
·inviting. As it grew narrower and narrower, the elephants slowed 
down to a walk. Whereas they had been traveling four or five 
abreast, now they formed a line of two abreast. 
Jamba was walking shoulder to shoulder with his nei~hbor. 
He felt very suspicious, until he s aw so~ething ahead that gave 
him a great feeling of relief. After the trail came to its 
narrowest point, it broadened into a wide cle a ring which would 
hold th G entire herd of elephants. 
The leader rushed through the narrow gao. After the leader 
had pounded out into the open, Jambs, not far behind, took his 
turn through the opening. He was glad now that he was rid of 
the tight trail. That tightness h ad given hi~ an unpleasant 
feeling. He had felt confined. The trail had pressed against 
his breRth. 
It wa s dusk. The glo om was thickening. Jamb~ looked around 
the cle a ring. He wa s in the center of it. The trees, which 
surrounded it on a ll sides, were close together. He had followed 
the leader in blind faith. He still had faith in him. The leader 
would find a tr e il out. Behind him one elephant after another 
came through the na rrow gateway, until, at last, every one of 
them had entered. 
Slam! 
Jamba he8rd a sudden thumping sound which came from the 
rear. The noise came from the entrance to the clearing. Jamba 
plunged in wild fee.r. He checked his panic. He craned his neck. 
He looked backward. His worst fears were realized. 
A narrow gateway h~ d been there before, through which 
J amba and his fellow elephan t s h ad entered the clearing. Now the 
entrance was gone. It was closed. A huge door of trees WRS 
in its place. Jamba was trapped. 
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TRAPP ED 
AheAd of the elephAnts loomed a heavy forest of hreadfruit 
and mPhogPny. Into it plunged the leader. Clos e in his wake 
followed the herd. Dark was the forest to either side. It was 
almost impenetrable. A broad well-worn trail led directly ·to 
the front. It stretched far ahead. So thought the elephants 
anyway. 
Along this trail hurried the elephants. They heard the 
calls of the bunters behind them. Filled with doubt was Jamba, 
a husky young elephant. But on with the herd went he. The trees 
blotted out the sunlight. Everythinf was left in semi~darkness. 
This added to Jamba's fear. Then too, something was strange 
about this forest. Many other forests had Jamba seen. Unlike 
all the others was this. Too strai ght was the trail. It went 
on a line through the tall trees. Maybe B giant bolt of light-
ning had cut it with a single stroke. The trail was free of 
obstacles. Clos e tog eth er were the trees on both sides. An 
elephant could not fit betwe en th em. 
Now th e broad trail was dwindling. It had been so inviting. 
Narrow e r and narrow e r graw th e trail. Down to a walk slowed 
the e lephants. They had been trave ling four and fiv e abr east. 
Now th ey forme d a line of two abr Past. 
Jamha was wal k ing should e r to shoulder with his nei~hbor. 
Hs felt ve ry suspicious. Th En he saw something ahead. This 
gave him a gr eat fe e ling of r eli ef. To its narrow es t point 
came th e trail. Then the trail broadened into a wi dA cl earing. 
The clearing would hold th e en t ir e herd of e l ephants. 
Through the narrow gap rushed the leader. Out into the 
open pounded the leader. Jamba, not far behind, took his turn 
through the opening. He was glad. Now he was rid of the tight 
trail. That tightness had given him an unpleasant feeling , He 
had felt confined. The trail had pressed against his breath. 
It was dusk. Thickening was the glo om . Around the broad 
clearing looked Jamba . In the center of it was he. Trees sur-
rounded it on all sides. Very close together were the trees. 
He had followed the leader in blind faith. He still ha6 faith 
in him. The leader would find a trail out. Through the narrow 
gateway behind him came one elephant after another. At last 
every one of th Em had entered. 
Slam! 
Jamba heard a sudden thu~ping sound. From the rear came 
the noise. It came from the entrance to the clePring. In wild 
fear plunged Jamba. He ch e cked his panic. He craned his neck. 
He looked backward. Realized were his worst fears. 
A narrow gateway had be en th e r e before. Through it into 
the clearing had ente red Jamba and his fellow elephants. Now 
gone was th e entrance. It was cl os ed. In its place was a huge 
door of trees. Trapped wes Jamba. 
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A NARROW ESCAPE 
The trail led across a wid~ sluggish river. The water 
was murky with mud. The banks were high and sloping. In one 
place the mudbank was worn to a smooth slant. Something had 
slid down it many ti~es. Alug, a Mora boy, sat on the smooth 
place. With a shout he skidded down the bank into the warm 
water. He waded slowly. He enjoyed the water. He liked the 
feel of the soft mud on his feet. In the middle of the stream 
the water was deeper. It came just under his arms. He uushed 
steadily toward the opposite side. Alug felt ahead carefully 
with his foot. Otherwise he might have stepped unexpectedly 
into a hole. 
Now the young Mora reached the other bank. The water was 
still fairly d~ep. He crawled out. A rough brown log lay · 
across the path. He put his hand on the log. Then he ~ulled 
himself up on top of it. The log gave a jerk. One of the rough 
places on it flew open. It was an angry r ed eye. The front 
end of t~ e log swung.around. ~lug saw.an ugly, pointed head. 
He also ~§w sharp wh1te t ee th 1n the b1g mouth. 
The Mora hoy screamed . He sprang back into the deeper 
water. Alug was fright ened. His heart pounded wildly. He 
could not move any farth er. Th e big head swung around. The 
short, scaly legs dug into the soft mud. The long body slid 
slowly forward into the wate r. The n the young Mora knew. It 
was a crocodilt. It could not be anything else. 
The great body slid over the smooth bank. Alug star ed 
at the b e ast~ The fr ont l egs were in th e water. Th en half 
th e long body was in the water. Finally Alug r ea ched for his 
barong. He snatched it fr om its sheath. The Mo ra boy swung 
at the crocodile with all his might. He heard a crunching 
sound. Th e last twelv e inches of th e crocodile's tail stayed 
behind. The rest of him disappeared with a swirl into the 
muddy water. 
The Mora boy scrambl ed out onto the grass. He pulled 
the tail al · 3g after him. His kne es were knocking with excite-
ment. He sat down. He watched the rive r for a long ti me . He 
watched for the crocodile: Th en the ripples cleared away. He 
saw no signs of life. He wondered about the crocodile. He 
f e lt sorry for him. The crocodile might still be alive. He 
might be dead. Perhaps he wo uld not miss such a small piece 
of his long tail. Maybe the wound did not hurt too much. 
His ne w barong lay on the ground beside him. He had 
forgotten it in his excit ement, Now he looked at it. The 
shiny blade was splotch ed with blood. A new f ee ling sang inside 
the Mora boy. This f ee ling was very strange and wild. His 
blade was blooded. Alug had heard the hold Mora beli ef. A 
blo ode d bl~de cuts better. Alug s~rubbed his weapon cl ean 
with a handful of grass. He thrust it dee p into the ground. 
Then he polished it on his trousers ~ Th e ba rong sparkl ed and 
flashed in the sunlight. Then he ear efully put it back in its 
sheath. · 
Now he was going back to his home. His adventure ·. would 
make a fin e story. 
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A NARROW ESC.APE 
The trail led across a wide, sluggish river. The water 
was murky with mnd. The banks were high and sloping. In one 
place the mudbank was worn to a smooth slant, something having 
slid down it many times. Sitting on the smooth place, Alug, 
a Moro boy, skidded down it with a shout into the warm water. 
Wading slowly, he enjoyed the water. He liked to feel the soft 
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mud on his feet. In the middle of the stream the water was deeper, 
coming just under his arms. Pushing steadily toward the opposite 
side, Alug felt ahead carefully with his foot not wanting to step 
unexpectedly into a hole. 
Now he reached the other bank, the water being still fairly 
deep. He crawl ed out. A rough brown log lay across the path. 
Putting his hand on the log, he pulled himself up on top of it. 
The log gave a jerk, one of the rough places on it flying open. 
It was an angry red eye. The front end of the log s wung around. 
Alug saw an ugly, pointed head. He also saw sharp white teeth 
in the big mouth. 
Screaming, Alug sprang back into the deeper water. He 
was frightened. His heart pounding wildly, he could not move 
~ny farther. The bi g h ead s wung aro~nd. The short, scaly legs 
digging into the soft mud, the loog body slid slowly into the 
~ater. Then the Moro boy kn ew. It was a crocodile. It could 
not be anything e ls e . 
Alug star ed at the gr eat body sliding ove r tho smo oth bank. 
Th e front legs wer e in th e wat er. Th en half th e body was in 
th e wat e r. Finally Alug r each ed for his barong. Snatching it 
fr om its she ath, th e young Moro swung at th e crocodil e with all 
his might. He h eard a crunching sound. Th e last twe lv e inches 
of the crocodile's tail stayed behind, the rest of him disappear-
ing with a swirl into the water. 
Scrambling out onto the grass. the Moro boy pulled the 
tail along after him. His knees knocking with excitement, he 
sat do wn . He wat ched the river a long while, l ooking for the 
croc odile. Then the rippl es cl eared away. He saw no si gns of 
lif e . Wonde rin g about th e crocodil e , Alug f e lt sorry for him. 
Th e crocodil e mi ght still be alive . He might be de ad. Pe rhaps 
he woudl not miss such a small pi ece of his l ong tail. Maybe t h e 
wound did not hurt t oo much. 
His new barong lay on the gr ound beside him. Having 
f orgott en it in his excit 8mont, h o looked at it now. Th e shiny 
bl ade , spl otched with bl ood, made a new f ee ling sing inside him. 
The feeling was very strange end wild. At l ast his bl ade was 
bl oo ded. Alug had heard the old Mor o belief. A bl oo ded bl r de 
cuts be tter. After scrubbing his weapon cl ean with a handful of 
gr ass, Alug thrust it deep int o the gr ou·nd. Then, efter h P. ving 
been polished on Alug's trousers, the be rong sp a rkled end fl ashed 
in the sunli ght. He ca r efully put it ba ck in its sher th. 
Now h e wrs going bAck t o his h ome. His adventure would 
mPke a fine story. 
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l i. NARROW ESCAPE 
The tr a il l ed 8cross a wide , sluggish rive r. Th e wa ter 
was murky with mud. The banks were high 8. nd sl oping, but in 
one pl a ce the mudbank wr s worn to o smooth sl Pnt. Something 
hAd slid down it many times. Alug, a Mora ~oy, s ~ t on th e smooth 
pl ~ c e , Pnd with o shout he skidd ed do wn the bnnk into the wArm 
water. He waded slowly. He enjoyed the water and he liked the 
f ee l of the soft mud on his feet. In t h e middle of the stream 
the water was deeper. It came just und er his arns , but h e pushed 
st eadily toward th e ooposite side . Alug f e lt ah ead carefully 
with his foot. He di d not want to step unexo ectedly into a hole. 
Th e Mora boy r eached th e othe r bank, bu t th e wat e r was 
still f a irly dee c, and he had to craw l out. A rough brown log 
l ay across t he path . He put his h and on the l og, snd then h e 
pull ed hi ms e lf up on toe of it. Th o log gav e a i e r k , end on e 
of th P rough olac es on it fl ow ae on . It was an an gry red eye . 
Th e front end of the log swung ar ound, end Al ug saw an ugly, 
point ed head. HF a ls o saw sharp wh it e t ee t h in the bi g mouth. 
Th o yo ung Mora scr oamo d, and h e snr eng beck into th e deepe r 
wet e r. Alug we s fri gh t en ed . His h esrt pound r d wi ldly, and h e 
could not move eny f a rther. Th ~ big he r d s wung a round, s nd tho 
short, sc r ly 1.-og s dug into th0 soft mud. The long body slid 
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~ low ly forwa rd int o t ho wn t Pr . Th en Alug know . It wr s r crocodil e . 
It could not bo r nything e ls e . 
Th e gree t body slid over th e smoo th bank, end Al ug stAr ed 
a t th e bea st. Th o fr ont l egs we r r in th 0 wa t er, end th on h0lf 
th ~ body w~ s in th0 we t : r. Fina lly Alug r 0e ch ed f or h ~ s b2rong. 
He snc tched it fr om its sh onth, and hn s wung c t th 0 crocodile 
with r ll h is mi gh t. He hea rd a crunch ing s ound, and the l est 
t we lve inches of th e crocodil e 's t s il st ayed behind. Th e r 0st 
of hiT dis ap pea r ed with 8 swirl into th o muddy wo t e r. 
The Mora boy scrsmbl ed out onto th e g r ~ ss and he pull ed 
the t a il a long Pft or him. His kn ee s we r e knocking with 0Xcit e -
ment, r nd h e s e t down. He wa tch ed th e riv 0r for ~ . lon g time . 
Ho wa tched for th e crocodil e . Th en th e rippl es cleared away , 
but he saw no si gns of life . He wond er ed a bout the crocodile, 
and h e f e lt sorry for him. The crocodil e mi ght be still alive , 
or h e --1ight be dead. Pe rhaps he ··1Noul d not mis s such a small 
pi e ce of his long tail, and ma ybe th e wo und did not hurt to o much. 
His barong lay on th e gro und boside h im. He h ad for gott en 
it in his excit8ment. Now h 8 looke d 8t it. Th e shiny blade 
w2 s spl otched with. bl ood. · A llt)W f fl ;:, 1 in g S P.ng ins id E. t h P !v[o "Po 
boy. Tha f or ling wes vs ry st~enge and wi ld. At last his blade 
was blo oded. Alug had heard the old Mora belief. A bl oo ded 
blade cuts bett er. Alug scrubbed his weaoon cl ean with a handful 
of grass. He thrust it de ep into thP ground, and then h e polishe d 
it on his trous €rs. Th 8 barong sparkle d and flash ed in the sun-
li ght. Then h e carefully put it back in i t s sh ea th. 
Now h e ~as going back t o his home . His edv entur c would 
mak e B fin e story. 
A NARRO V! ESCAPE 
The trail led across a wide, sluggish river the water of 
which was murky with mud. The banks were high and sloping. 
In one place, where something had slid down it many times, th~ 
mudbank was worn t o a smo oth slant . Alug, a Mora boy, sat on 
the smo oth place. With a shout he skidded down the bank into 
the warm water. He wad ed slowl y because he enjoyed the water. 
He liked the feel of the soft mud on his feet. The water wa s 
d6ep e r in the middl e of the stream wher e it came just under his 
a rms. As he push e d steadily toward the opposit e side, Alug 
f e lt Ah PA d carefully with h i s foot so tha t h e would not step 
unex 0e ct edly into a h 0le. · 
As th e Mora boy r eP ched t he othe r bank, th e W8t e r was 
still f e irly dee p. He crAwl ed out towa rd a rough brown log 
which l Py a cross the pPth. He put his h and on the lo g . As h e 
pull e d hims e l f un on top of it, the log ga ve 8 j e rk. On e of the 
r ough pl Ac e s on it fl Pw op en. It wa s Rrt engry r ed eye . As the 
front end of th r l og s wung Pround , Alug s Aw r n ugly, point e d 
h ee d. He a lso S PW s he rp wh it e t eP t h in the big mouth. 
Th e Mora boy scr r pmed. Hn spr2n p bPck into th ~ de ep e r 
water. Alug 1 s heart pounded . wildly bec euse he was fri ghtened. 
He could not move any fart her. As th e bi g head swung around, the 
short, scaly le gs dug into the soft mud. The long body slid 
slowly forward into the water. Then t he Mora boy knew that it 
wa s a crocodile. It could not be anything else. 
As the great body slid ove r the smo ot h bank , Alug stared 
at the beast. The front legs were in the water. Then half the 
body was in the water. Finally Alug reached for his baron~. 
He snatched it from its sheath. As th~ young Mora swung at 
the croc odile with all his might, he h eard a crunching s ound. 
The last t we lve inches of th e crocodil e vs t a il stayed behind, 
as the r est of him disapp eare d with a swirl into t he muddy water. 
As th F Mora boy scrambl ed out onto th e grass, h e pull ed 
the t a il a long aft e r him. He sat do wn be cau s e h t s kne es we r e 
kn ocking with oxcit emFnt. He watche d th e r i ve r f or a long time. 
He watch ed f or th e crocodil e . He saw no si gns of lif e . He 
wonde r e d a bout th o crocodil e h• caus e hr. f e l t sorry for him. 
Th e croc odil e mi ght still be a live . He mi gh t be dead . Perhaps 
he would not miss such a sma ll piece of his long t ail. Ma ybe 
the wound d id not hurt t oo much. 
Alug's ne w barong lay on the gr ound bes ide him because he 
had for go tten it in his excitement. Now he l ooke d at it. 
Because the shiny bl ade was splotched with blo ~ d, e new feeling 
s ~ ng inside the Mo r a boy. The feeling was ve ry strange end wild. 
His bl e de wA s bl o ~ ded. Alug had heard the old Mor a be lief tha t 
a bl ooded bl e de cuts bett e r. Aft e r Alug h e d scruhh ed h is weapon 
cl een with e handful of gr Pss , he t hrust it de ep into t he ground. 
After he h od polished tr e hr r ong on his trousers, it sna rkl ed 
end fl r shed in the sunli ght. He cArefully nut it be ck into its 
shee th. 
Now h e wa s going bAck t o his home, ~her e his Pdv enture 
~auld meke a fin e story. 
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A' N.ARROW ESCAPE 
Across 2 wide, sluggish river led the tra il. Murky with 
mud was the water. High end sloping wer e tha banks. In one 
pl a ce worn to 8 smooth slant was the mudb?nk. Something had slid 
down it many times. Alug, a Moro boy, s8t on the smooth place. 
Do wn the bank with a shout skidded he into the warm wa ter. He 
~ B ded slowly. He enjoyed the water. He lik Fd the f eel of the 
s oft mud on his feet. Deeper was the water in the middle of 
the stre am. Just unde r his arms cAme the water. Ste edily toward 
th e opposite side pushed the Moro boy. Alug felt eheRd c r r efully 
with h1s foot. Othe rwise he might have stepp ed unexpectedly into 
a hole. 
Now Alug reeched the other bank. Still fairly deep was 
the water. He crAwled out. Across the pPth l a y a rough brown 
log. The young Moro put his h And on the log. Th en he pulled 
himself up on top of it. The log ge ve a jerk. Open flew one 
of the rough plPces on it. It was Pn an gry r ed eye. Around 
swung the front end of the log. Alug saw an ugly, pointed head. 
He also saw sharp white teeth in the big mouth. . 
He screamed. Back into the deeper water sprang the Moro 
boy. Frightened was Alug. Wildly pounded his heart. He could 
not move any farther. Around swun g the big head. Into the soft 
mud dug the short, scaly legs. Slowly forward into the water 
slid the long body. Then Alug knew " It was a crocodile. Nothing 
else could it be. 
Over the smooth bank slid the great body. At the beast 
stared Alug. In the water were the fr ont legs. Then half the 
body was in the water. Finally for his barong reached Alug. 
He snatched it from its sheath. He swung at the crocodile with 
all his might. He heard a crunching sound. Behind stayed the 
last twelve inches of the crocodile's tail. With a swirl into 
the muddy water disappeared the rest of him. 
Out onto the grass scrambled the Moro boy. He pulled the 
tail along after him. His knees were knocking with excitement. 
Down sat the Moro boy. He watched the river for a long while. 
He watched for the crocodile. Then away cleared the ripples. 
He saw no signs of life. He wondered about the crocodile. He 
felt sorry for him. The crocodile might still be alive. He 
might be dead. Perhaps he would not miss such a small piece 
of his long tail. Maybe th e wound did not hurt too much. · 
On the ground b~side him lay his new barong. He had for-
gotten it in his excitement. Now he looked at it. Splotched 
with bl ood was th e shiny bl ade. Inside the Moro boy sang a new 
feeling. Very strange and wild was this feeling. Blooded was 
his blade. Alug had heard the old Moro belief. A blooded blade 
cuts better. The Moro boy scrubbed his ,. weapon cl ean with a 
handful of grass. He thrust it de e p into the ground. Then he 
Eolish ed it on his trousers. In the sunlight sparkled and 
flashed the harong, Then Alug carefully put it back into its 
sheath. 
No w back to his home was he going. His adventure would 
make a fine story. 
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THE WICKED BANKIVAS 
Th e best known of a ll the birds of th e Philippines is 
the jung le fo wl, or bankiva. All the mothers of t t e Philippine s 
h av F in th e ir hea rts a f ear of this bird. This is not strange. 
Their childr en must sta y away from this evil bird. Th ey tell 
this story to th eir little ones. · 
One ~ l ong ~ go, the jungl e gods we r e indebt ed to the 
bankiv Rs. Th e bank ivas demand ed payment. The gods could not 
pAy th e bankiv as. So they gave th P ev i l birds a gr ea t power. 
The bankiv as could h ave the grea t powe r on only one day 
of each yea r. On tha t day the bankiva s could b ewit~h little 
children. 
Th e Fi li r: '.-.o mo t h P. rs we r e not told of th P banki vas' evi 1 
power. They did not keep t he ir children in th e hous e s on tha t 
speci a l day. They did not wa rn t hem about th e wicked bankivas' 
s ong. Th ey could not he a r th P song. Only the children could 
h ee.r it. It could ca ll to th A:n myst Prions ly. It could bewitch 
them. 
The first spe ci Pl day ceme . Hundr eds of birds gPthered 
in th e jungle. Th ey s e lect ed t he most be autiful of the ir flock 
· for the ir l ea der. Th en with th e ir h ea ds ar e ct, they s t rutted 
a bout in the jungl e . They glo At ed ov Fr the ir evil powe r. Soon 
it was t welv e o'clock , noon. Th en th ey f ol lowe d the ir le e de r 
t ow ard e s ma ll vill a ge . 
The str8ngF proc essi on of bfmkiv8s approache d the edge of 
the vill2ge cl ea ring. Th ey we r e singing the ir we ird music. 
The children h eP. rd th o music. They l ooke d 8t th e evil birds. 
They could se e t he beautiful l ea de r. He wa s strutting t owa rd 
th em. He wa s singing th e s wee t son g . Th e children wa tched 
from a distance. They liked th is music. Then they moved closer. 
They joined the long parade of bankivas . 
Soon all the chil dren had joined the birds. Then the 
leader danced off int o the jungle. The bankiva s and children 
f oll ow ed him. Soon t hey were far fr om the village. They were 
still singing joyfull y . They dance d on to the ~ il d est part 
of the f ores t. Back in the vill ag e t h e mothers were looking 
f or their children. Th ey could not find them. Ev ening was 
approaching. 
The pa r a de wen t on and on. Then it was da rk. The bankivas 
fle w off int o t he tr ee s wi t h cruel c ries. The ch ildren were 
lef t a l one in the jung le. The y aw aken ed fr om their bewitchment. 
Their cries echoe d th r ough the jung le. 
They cri ed all n i ght. Morning came. The children looked 
f or t h e ir h omes. They bec ame very tir ed . No one kne w the way 
out of the forest. On ly e fe w children wandere d ba ck t o t he 
village. Th e o th ~ rs never r eachPd t h e ir home s a gain. 
Now , each ye ar, on the special da y of the bankivas, the 
Filioino mothPrs gather the ir children cl os e to t h em. They tell 
them this sad story of the wicked bank ivas and the lost children. 
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THE WICKED BANKIVAS 
The best known of all the birds in the Philipnines is 
the jungle fo~l, or bankiva. All thE mothers of the Philipoines 
have in their hearts a fear of this bird. This is not strange. 
Their children have to stay away from this jungle bird. The~ 
t e ll this story to their little ones. 
Once, long ago, the jungle gods were indebted to the 
bankivas. The benkivas demanded payment. The gods were not 
able to pay the bankivas. So they gave the evil birds a great 
power. The bankivas were able to have this great power on only 
one day of e a ch year. On that day the bankivas were able to 
bewitch little children. 
The Filipino moth ers were not told of t h e bankivas' evil 
cower. They did not keep their children in the hous es on that 
~pecial day. They did not warn t h em ehout the ~ickect bankivas. 
The mothers did not know about the s we et rrusic of th e ban~ ivas' 
song. They were not abl e to hear the son g . Only the children 
were able to hear it. It could call to them mysteriously. It 
could bewitch them. 
The first soecial day came. Hundreds of birds gathered 
in the jungle to select the most beautiful of their fl ock for 
their leader. Holding thflir heads high, they strutt ed a hout 
in the jungle, gloating over their evil power. Soon it wps 
twelve o'clock, noon. Then they followed th eir leader t o~ard 
a small village. 
The strange procession of bankivas, sin ~ ing their weird 
music, apnroached the edge of the village cl earing. The 
children, hearing the music, looked at th e evil birds. They ~ 
could see tho beautiful leade r strutting toward t h em, singing 
the sw e at song. The children, watching from a distance, liked 
this music. Moving closer, they joined the long parade of 
bankivas. 
Then all the children having joined th8 birds, the leader 
danced off into the jungle. The bankivas and children followed 
him! Soon they wer e (ar from th P villa ge , still singing joy-
fully. They danced on to th e wildest part of th e for est. 
Back in th e villPge th e mothers, looking for the ir children, 
were n ot ebl e to find them. Even ing wr s spproaching. 
The pa r ade went on and on. Then it was dark . The ban-
kiv es fle w off into the tr ee s with cruel cri es, leaving the 
children alone in the jungle. They ewak ened from their bewitch-
ment. Their cri e s e cho ed through the jungle. 
They cried all night. Morning carne. ~he children, 
looking for their homes, became very tired. Nooe of them knowing 
the way out of the jungle, only a few ~hildren wandered hack 
to the village. The others never reached their homes again. 
Now, each year, on the special day of the bankivas, the 
Filipino mothers gather their children close to them, telling 
them this sad story of the wicked bankivas and the lost children. 
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THE VICKED BANKIVAS 
The best kno wn of all the birds of the Philippines is 
the jungle fo wl, or bankiva. All the mothers of the Philippines 
h ave in the ir hearts a fe a r of t his bird and this is not strange. 
They must keep their children away fr om this evil bird. They 
t e ll this story to their little ones. 
Once, long ago, the gods were indebted t o th e bankivas. 
The bankivas demBnded payment, but the gods c ould not pay the 
bank ivBs. So they gave the evil birds a gr eat pow er. The 
bankivas could hav e this gre a t power on only one dAy of ea ch 
ye ar, but on tha t day they could bewitch littl e children. 
The Filipino mothers we re not t o ld about th e bankives' 
evil power. They did not kee p th eir childr en in the houses 
on tha t speci a l dBy, end th ey did not wa rn them a bout the wicked 
bankivas. Th e moth ers did not know about th P swe e t music of 
the bankives' s ong. Th ey c ould not h ea r t h e song. Only the 
children could h ear it. It could cPll t o th em mysteri ously 
and it could bew it ch th em. 
Th e first sp eci e l dey came , and hund r e ds of hirds gathered 
in th e j ungle. Th ey s e l ected the most beautiful of the ir flock 
for th eir l e ad e r, end , with th e ir h eeds e r ect, th ey strutt ed 
about in th e jun gl e . ~he y glo a t e d ov e r t he ir evil power. Soon 
it was t we lv e o 'cl ock, noon, end t he n th ey f oll owe d th e ir l eader 
t owa rd P sma ll vill age . 
Th e strAng e proces si on of bank i va s approa ch Pd the edg e of 
th e vill age clea ring, and they we r e a ll singin~ th e ir we ird 
music. The children h ea rd thE music And th ey l ooked a t th e 
evil birds. Th ey could s ee th e beautiful l ea der. He was struttin~ 
t owa rd t h em and h e • a s singing th e sweet song. ~h e childr en 
w2tch ed fr om 8 dist Pnc e end th ey liked this music. Th en they 
moved cl oser and they jo ine d the l ong pa r ad e of bankivas. 
Soon a ll the childr en ha d j oined the birds. Th en the 
l eader danc e d off int o the jungle , and the bankiv as end children 
f ollowe d him. Soon th ey we r e f a r fr om th e vill age , but th ey 
we r e still singing j oyfully. Th ey danc e d on t o th P wildest 
pa rt of the f or est. 
Ba ck in th e vill a ge th e mothe rs we r e l ooking f or their 
childr en, but th ey coul d not find th em . Ev ening wa s apor oa ching. 
Th e pa r a de went on end on. Th en i t wa s dark end th e 
bankivas fl ew off into th e tr ee s with crue l cri es. Th e ch ildren 
we re l eft a l on e in th~ jun ~ l e . Th ey awak ened fr om the ir bewitch-
ment, and th e ir cries echoe d through th e jungl e . 
Th ey cri Pd a ll ni ght. Morning came and the children 
l ooked f or th eir h omes, but they bec ame very tire d . No one 
knew the way out of the f orest, and only a few children wandered 
back t o th e village. The others never reached their h omes again. 
Now, each year, on the spe ci a l day of the bankivas, the · 
Filipino mothers ~ather th e ir children cl ose t o them, and they 
tell them this sad st ory of the wicked bank ivas and the lost · 
children. 
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TH E WICK ED BANKIVAS 
The best known of a ll the birds of the Philippines is 
the jungle f owl, or bankiva. That all the mothers of the 
Philippines have in their hearts a fear of this bird is not 
stran ge, because their children must stay away fr om this evil 
bird. They tell this st ory to their little ones. 
Once, long ago, the jungle gods were indebted to the 
bankivas. The bankivas demanded payment. Because the gods 
could not pay the bankivas, they gave the evil birds a great 
power. Tha bankivas could hav e this great power on only one 
day of each year. On that day the bankivas could bewitbh 
little children. 
Since the Filipino mot hers were not t old of the ban.kivas 1 
evil power, th ey did not keep t~ e ir childr en in the h ouses on 
that special day. They did not warn th em about the wicked 
bankivas. Th ey did not kn ow about th e sweet music of the 
bankivas' s ong be cause they could not h ear the s ong. Only the 
children coul d h ear it. It could ca ll t o them mysteri ously. 
It could bewitch them. 
When the first special day c a~e , hundr eds of bank ivas 
gather ed in the jun g l e ~ Aft er th ey had s e l ect ed the most 
beautiful of th eir fl ock f or th e ir l ead er, t hey strutted a bout 
in the jungl e with the ir h eads e r ect. They gl oa t ed ove r their 
evil power. As s oon as it was t we lve o 'cl ock, n oon, th ey 
f oll owed thei r leader t oward a small village. 
As the s trange processi on of bankivas apDr oached the 
edge of t h e village clearing, they were all sin~ ing their w~ird 
music. When the children heard the music, th ey l ooked at the 
evil birds. They could see th e beautiful leader as he was 
strutting t owa rd th ~m. He was singing t h e sweet s ong. The 
children watch ed fr om a dist ance. Bec Ause they liked this 
music, they moved cl oser" Th ey j oined the l ong para de of 
bankivas. 
When all the children had j oined the birds, the leader 
danced off int o the jungle. Th e bankivas and children f oll owed 
him until they were far fr om the village. They were still 
singing j oyfully as they danc ed on t o the wildest part of the 
f orest. 
Back a t th e villa ge th e moth e rs were l ook ing f or their 
children. They could not find th em. Evenin g was approa ching. 
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The parad e ~ent on and on until it was dark. Then the 
bankivas fl ew off into th e tree s with cruel.cries. :. Th e . ch ildren 
were l eft al one in th e jungle. When they awaken ed fr om their 
be ~itchment, their cries e choed thr ough t he jungle. 
They cried a ll ni ght. When morning came, the children 
l ook ed for th e ir homes. They became very tired. Because no 
one kne w th e way out of the for est, only a few children wandered 
back t o the village. ~he ot hers never reached their h omes 
again. 
Now, each ye a r, on the speci Pl day of the bankives, the 
mothers gather their children close to them, as they tell 
them this sad story of the wicked hankivas and the lost children. 
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THE WICKED BANKIVAS 
The best known of all the birds of the Philippines is 
the jungle fowl, or bankiva. All the mothers of the Philippines 
have in their hearts a fear of this bird. Not strange is 
this. Their children must stay away from this evil bird. 
They tell this story to their little ones. 
Once, ·long ago, indebted to the bankivas were the jungle 
gods. The bankivas demanded payment. Pay the bankivas the 
gods could not. So they gave the evil hirds a great power. 
The bankivas could have the great power on only one day of each 
year. On that day the bankivas could bewit~h little children. 
The Filipino mothers were not told of the bankivas' 
evil powe r. Keep their children in the houses on that special 
day they did not. Warn them about the wicked bankivas tbey 
did n ot. 'I'he mothert:i did not know about the sweet music of the 
bankivas' song. liear the song the y could not. On1y the chil-
dren could hear it. Call to them mysteriously it could. 
Bewitch them it could. 
Came the first special day. In the jungl e gathered 
hundreds of birds. They s e l ected t he most beautiful of their 
flock f or their l Gad e r. Th~n with th e ir heads e r ect, th ey 
strutt ed about in the jungl e . The y glnat ed ove r th ~ ir evil 
power . Soon it ~as t we l ve o 'cl nck, noon. Then after their 
leader toward a sma ll villa ge f ol lowed the banki vas. 
To the ed ga of the vill a ge clearing appr oa ched the 
stran ge procession of hankivas. They were al l singing their 
weird music. The children heard thA music. They looked et 
the evil birds. See the beautiful leader they could. Strutting 
toward them was he. He was singing the s wee t song. The children 
watched fr om a distance. They liked this m~si c. Then closer 
moved the child ren . They joined the long parade of hankivas. 
Soon all the children ha d joined th e birds. Then off 
into the jungle danced the leader. Following him were the 
bankivas and children . So on they were far from the village. 
Still singing joyfully were they. On to the wildest part of 
the forest danced the children. 
Back in the village, look i ng for th e ir chi ldren were the 
mothers. Find them they could no t. Even jng was approaching. 
On and on went the parade. Th 8n it ~ as dark. Off intci 
the tr ees flew the bank iva s with cruel c ries . Alone in th e 
jungle we re left the children. They awakt-:; ned f ~·om their 
bewitchment. Through t he jungle echoed t he ir cries. 
They cried all night. Morning came. The children looked 
for their h omes " Th ey became ve ry tired. No on e kn ew the 
way out of t he fa res ":. On~y a f ew ch{ldr en wand e red back to 
the village. Ne ve r did the oth e r~ r ea ch the ir homes aga i n. 
Now, ea ch year , on th e ~p e cia l day of the bankivas, the 
Filipino mothers gath e r their cnildren cl ose to th em . Th ey 
t e ll this sad story of the wickPd bankivas and th e l ost children. 
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THE WOLF PUPS 
Bo was playing by the campfir e . He looked toward the 
dark f or est. He saw someone at the edge of the tr ee s. It 
lo oked like his father. The cav e boy scrambl ed to his f eet. 
He ran toward the for est. Yes, it was his fath e r, Ja. Je 
was carrying a fr esh wolf-skin. Th ey walked togethe r toward 
the fire. Bo asked many questions. His father said nothing. 
Now they wer e at th P fir e . Ja slipped the wolfskin to 
the ground. It mov ed. Bo was scared by this strange movement. 
With wid e -ooen eyes he watched the wolfskin. His fa t her sho ok 
it gently. Two furry little animals fell out on the ground. 
They were the young pups of the dead mother wolf. 
Then Bo understood. His father was giving him the little 
pups. They were his now. The c8ve boy jumped with joy. He 
would train the wolf pups& In a few months they would be his 
hunting dogs. With th eir large teeth they could kill real 
game for him. 
The cave boy rolled the pups up once more in the skin 
of their mother. He carried them up the cliff to the cave. 
The little wolves were ve ri hungry. They had always had plenty 
pf milk from their mother. Now their mot her could give them 
no more. Bo scraped sma ll bits fr om a large strip of dried 
deermeat for them. He gave t hem only a little. Their teeth 
were still tiny and weak . 
Soon th e pups got very sleepy. Then Bo wrapp ed them in 
the s k in of their mothe r with th e furry side next t o them. 
The cave boy put one of his worn- out moccasins in with the 
pups. Now they would lie all night with t he smell of their 
moth e r and Bo's moccasin in their nos es. This was B goo d 
thing. The smell of their moth e r wo uld ward off the ir f ear. 
The smell of Bo 's mocc asin would acquaint th em with him. In 
a f ew we ek~ the smell of the ir mother wou ld die away. Only 
the· sme ll of Bo would r em.ain. Then they wo uld belong completely 
to the cave boy. They wo uld l ove him. They would obey hi m. 
They would hunt with him. 
For th e next few we eks, Bo kept the pups in t h e cave. 
Each day he scraped off mor e meat f o r th e little wolves. 
Only Bo fed them. The y would l ove only Bo in return. 
Then t he day came. Bo carri ed th e pups down the cliff 
to his fav orite h oll ow. Here th e pups wrestl ed in the sun. 
Sometimes they would bite Bo 1 s ears playfully. The cave boy 
was very haopy. The pups were gr owing very fast. In a few 
months he would h ave two real hunting dogs. He could hunt 
many ani mals with them. Perhaps he wd·ul d bec ome a truly great 
hunter. 
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THE WOLF PUPS 
Bo, playing by the campfire, looked toward the dark forest. 
He saw someone at the edge of the trees. It looked like his 
father. Scrambling to his feet, the cave boy ran toward the 
forest. Yes, it was his father, Ja. Ja was carrying something 
over his shoulder. Bo met his father. Ja was carrying a fresh 
wolfskin. They walked together toward the fir e , Bo asking 
many questi ons, his father sayi~s nothing. 
Now they were at the fire. Ja slipped the wolfskin to 
the ground. It moved. Scared by this strange movement, Bo 
with his eyes open wide, watched the wolfskin. With his father 
shaking it gently, t wo furry little animals f e ll out on the 
ground. They we re the young pups nf th P deed mother wolf. 
Then Bo unde rst ood. His fathe r was pi ving him th e little 
pups. They were his now . The cave bo y jumped v1 i th j oy. He 
would train t he wolf pups. In a f ew months th ey wnuld be 
able to kill real game f or him. 
·Aft e r r olling th e pups up once more in th e skin of their 
mother, the cave boy carri Pd thPm up the cliff to the cave . 
The littl e wolves were ve ry hungry, having always ha d p l enty 
of milk from their mother. Now thei r mother could gi v~ them 
no more. Bo scraped small bits fr om a large strin of dri ed 
deermeat f or them. He gave them only a little, their tee t h 
being still tiny and weak. 
Soon the pups got very sleepy. After wrapping them 
in the skin of their mother with the furry si de next to them, 
Bo put one of his worn-out moccasins in with them. Now they 
would lie all night with the smell of their mother and Bo 's 
moccasin in their noses. This was a go od thing . . The smell 
of their mother would ward off their fear. The smell of 
Bo's moccasin wo uld acquaint them with him. In a few weeks 
the smell of their mother would die away, only the smell of 
Bo remaining. Then they would belong comnletely to the cave 
boy. They would love him. They would obey him. They would 
hunt with him. 
For the next few weeks, Bo kept the pups in the cave, 
each day scraping off more meat for the little wolves. With 
Bo alone feeding them, they would l ov e only Bo in return. 
Then the day came. Bo carried the pups down the cliff 
to his fav orite holl ow. Here the pups wrestled in the sun, 
s ometimes biting Bo 's ears playfully. The cave boy was very 
hapny. With the pups grnwing very fest, he would have two 
reel hunting dogs in a f ew months. He could hunt many animals 
with them . Perhaps he would b5come a truly great hunt e r. 
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THE WOLF PUPS 
Bo was playing by the campfire. He looked toward the 
dark forest and he saw soffieone at the edg8 of the trees. It 
looked like his father. He scrambled to t·is feet and he ran 
toward the forest. Yes, it was his father, Ja, and he was 
carrying something over his shoulder. Bo met his father. Ja 
was carrying a fresh wolfsk in. They walked together toward 
the campfire. Bo asked many questions, but his father said 
nothing. 
Now they were at the fire and Ja sli~ped the wolfskin 
to the ground. It moved and Bo was scared by this strange 
movement. With wide-open eyes he watched the wolfskin. His 
father shook it gently, and two furry little animals fell 
out on the ground. They were the youn g pups of the dead mother 
wolf. 
Then Bo understood. His father was giving him the 
little pups. They were his now. The cave boy jumped with 
joy. He would train the wolf pups. In a few months they would 
be his hunting dogs, and with their large t eeth, they could 
kill real game for him. 
The cave boy rolled th e pups up once more in the skin 
of their mother, and he carried them up t he cliff to the cave. 
The little wolves were very hungry. They had always had plenty 
of milk from their mother, but now their mothe r could give 
the~ no mor e . Bo scraped small bits from s large strip of 
dried dee rmeat for them. He gave them only a little. Their 
te e th werE still tiny and weak. 
Soon the pups got very sl eepy. Then Bo wrapped th em 
in the skin of th eir mother with th e furry side next to them, 
and he put on e of his worn-out moccasins in with the pups. 
Now they would lie all night with the smPll · of the ir mother 
and Bo's moccasin in the ir noses. This was a good thing . 
The smell of their mother would ward off th eir fear, and the 
smell of Bo's moccasin would acquaint th em with him. In a 
few weeks the smell of their mother would die away, and only 
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the smell of Bo would remain. Then they would belong completely 
to the cave boy and they ~ould love him. They would obey 
him and they would hunt with him. 
For the next few weeks, Bo kept the pups in the cave, 
and each day he scraped of f more meat for the little wolves. 
Only Bo fed them and they would love only Bo in return. 
Then the day came · and Bo carried the pups down the cliff 
to his favorite hollow. Here the pups played in the sun. 
Sometimes they would bite Bo's ears pl~yfully. The cave boy 
was very happy. The pups were growing very fast, and in a 
few months he would have two real hunting dogs. He could 
hunt many animals ~ith them, and pe rh aps he would become a 
truly great hunter. 
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THE WOLF PUPS 
As Bo was playing by the campfire, he looked toward the 
dark forest. He saw at the edge of the trees someone who 
looked like his father. The cave boy scrambled to his feet. 
He ran toward the forest. Yes, it was his father, Ja. Ja 
was carrying something over his shoulder. Bo met his father. 
Ja was carrying a fresh wolfskin. As they walked together 
toward the fire, Bo asked many questions. His father said 
nothing. 
When they were at the fire, Ja slipped the wolfskin to 
the ground. It mov ed. Bo . was scared by this strange movement. 
With wide-open eyes, he watched the wolfskin as his father 
shook it gently. Two furry littl e animals that we r e th e young 
pups of the dead mother wolf f e ll out on the ground. 
Then Bo underst ood that his father was giving him the 
little pups. They we r e his now. The cave boy jumped with 
joy. He would train the wolf pups. In a few months they 
would be his hunting dogs. With the ir large t ee th, they 
could kill real game for him. 
The cave boy rolled the pups up once more in the skin 
of their mother. He carried them up the cliff to the cave. 
The little wolves were ve r y hungry because they had always 
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had plenty of milk from their mother. Now, because their mother 
could give them no more, Bo scraped small bits from a large 
strip of dried deermeat for them. He gave them only a little 
because their teeth were still tiny and weak. 
Soon the pups got very sleepy. Then Bo wrapped them . 
in the s kin of their mother with the furry side next to them. 
The cave boy put one of his worn-out moccasins in with the 
pups so that they would lie all ni ght with the smell of their 
mother and Bo's moccasin in their noses. This was a good 
thing because the smell of their mother would ward off their 
fear and the smell of Eo's moccasin would acquaint them with 
him. In a few weeks the smell of their mother would die 
away. Since only the smell of Bo would remain, they would 
belong completely to the cave boy. They would love him. 
They w0uld obey him. They would hunt with him. 
For the next few weeks Bo kept the pups in the cave. 
Each day he scraped off more meat for the little wolves. 
Since only Bo fed them, they would love only Bo in return. 
Then th e day came when Bo carri ed the pups down the cliff 
to his favorite hollow. Here the pups wrestl ed in the sun. 
Sometimes they would bit e Bo's ears playfully. The cave boy 
was very hap py. Sinc e th e pups we r e ~owing ve ry fast, in 
a f ew months h e would hav e two r eal hunting dogs. He could 
hunt many animals with them. Pe rhaps pe would become a truly 
gr eat hunter. 
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THE WOLF' PUPS 
Playing by the campfire was Bo. He looked toward the 
dark forest. He saw someone at the edge of the trees. It 
looked like his father. To his feet scrambled the cave boy. 
He ran toward the forest. Yes, it was his father, Je. Ja 
was carrying something over his shoulder. Bo met his father. 
~a was carrying a fresh wolfskin. They walked together toward 
the fire. Many questions asked Bo. His father said nothing. 
Now they were at the fire. Ja slipped the wolfskin to 
the ground. It moved. Scared by this strange movement was 
Bo. With wide-open eyes he watched the wolfskin. His father 
shook it gently. Out on the ground fell two furry little 
animals. They were the young pups of the dead mother wolf. 
Then Bo understood. His father was giving him the little 
pups. They were his now. With joy jumped the cave boy. Train 
these little wolves he would. In a few months they would be 
his hunting dogs. With their large teeth they could kill 
real game for him. 
The cave boy rolled the pups up once more in the skin 
of their mother. He carried them up the cliff to the cave. 
Very hungry were the little wolves. They had always had plenty 
of milk from their mother. Now their mother could give them 
no more. Bo scraped small bits of meat from a large strip of 
dried deermeat for them. He gave them only a little. Still 
tiny and weak were their teeth. 
Soon the pups got very sleepy. Then, Bo wrapped them 
in the skin of their mother with the furry side next to them. 
The cave boy put one of his worn-out moccasins in with the 
pups. Now they would lie all night with the smell of their 
mother and Bo's moccasin in their noses. A good thing was 
this. The smell of their mother ~ould ward off their fear. 
The smell of Po's moccasin would acquaint them with him. In 
a few weeks the smell of th eir mother would die away. Only 
the smell of Bo would remain. Then, belong to the cave boy 
compl e tely they would. Love him they would. Obey him they 
would. Hunt with him they would. 
For the next f ew we eks, Bo kept the pups in the cave. 
Each day h e scraped off more meat for the little wolves. 
Only Bo fed them. In return, only Bo would they love. 
Then came the day. Bo carried the pups down the cliff 
to his favorit e hollow. He re in the sun wrestled the pups. 
Sometimes they would bite Eo's ears playfully. Very happy 
was the cave boy. Growing very fast were the pups. In a few 
months he would have two real huntini· dogs. He could hunt 
many animals with them. Perhaps h~ would become a truly great 
hunter. 
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.APPENDIX C 
OOMPREHEN~ ION CHECKS 
• Who wa s Jamba? 
1 an elephant trader 
3 a native hunter 
2 an elephent 1 2 3 4 
4 a y oun g n e t i v e b o y , • • • • . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
. The trail was made by 
1 many animals using it 
2 the giant bolt of lightning 1 2 3 4 
3 native hunters 4 a great for est fire ....... ( )\ )( )~ ~ 
Why 
1 
3 
4 
The 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Who 
1 
3 
4 
were 
they 
they 
they 
the elephants hurrying along the trail? 
were going home 2 it was getting dark 
wer e afraid of the hunters 1 2 3 4 
liked to run in the for es t ............ ( )( )( )( ) 
herd could have escaped by --
running off through the tr ees 
taking the other trail out of th P clearing 
turning Braund on the trail 1 2 3 4 
sleeping in the clearing ....•.•.•.......•.. ( )( )( )( ) 
shut the gate of tha trap? 
the native hunt ers 2 the wind 
the last el e~hant through 1 2 3 4 
the leader of the elephents ....•........•.. ( )( )( )( ) 
It was dark in the forest hecause 
1 it was nearly midnight 
~ the sun had not come up yet 
3 the trail was so straight 1 2 3 4 
.2.2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
4 the trees shut out the light .............•. ( )( )( )() 6 
Wh y was Jamba suspicious? 
1 it was getting dark 
2 he knew he would be trapped 
3 the trees were so tall 1 2 3 2l 
4 the trail was too stra ight ................ ·' )( )( )( · ) 
did Jamba follow the leader? 
he had faith in him 2 he was afraid of him 
Why 
1 
3 
4 
the other elephants followed him 1 2 3 4 
he could do nothing else .•.....•....•...... ( )( )( )( ) 
Why did Jamba think that this forest was strange? 
1 ne was very frightened 
2 the trees were close together 
3 the forest was ve~y dark 4 he had no leader 
Why did the elephants run shoulder to shoulder? 
1 the trail was narrow 
2 it was saf er that way 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
7 
8 
9 
3 the trees were so straight 1 2 3 4 
4 the cl~aring was so small ..........•. . ..•.. ( )( )( )( ) 10 
.0 
1. Why was Jamba glad when he got into the clearing? 
1 he wanted to be captur ed 
2 he had followed th e l eader 
3 he was oroud of t~e herd 1 2 3 4 
4 h e had pl enty of room ...••...•...•......••. ( )( )( )( ) 
2. Wh e re was Jamba when the door wes shut? 
1 on the trail near the clearing 
2 near th e entrance to the cl earing 
3 in the c ent er of the cl earing 1 2 3 4 
4 on the far side of . the cl earing ....•....... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
3. The author wrot e thi s story to t e ll th e r ead e r 
1 how the e l ephants lived in the jun gle 
2 how the natives ca u~h t wild e lephants 
3 how Jamba followe d the tra il 1 2 3 4 
4 h ow t h e j un g 1 e go t dark at n i g h t . . . . . . . . . . • ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
~. Th e sudden loud sound was mad e by --
1 th e shutting of the gat e 
2 t he be llowing of th e h e id 
3 the shooting of th e guns 1 2 3 4 
:.:· . 23 
11 
12 
13 
4 th e fallin g of th e hu ge tr ee s ••.......•.... ( ) ( )( )( ) 14 
l . Jamba 1 s fath e r an rl mothe r we r e 
1 tr apped with thP h e rd 
2 not mentioned in th e s tory 
3 in a circus in America 
4 far away from th e cl ea ring 
1 2 3 4 
........... ...... ( )( )( )( ) 
'· How did th e hunt e rs fri~ht en the e l ephants? 
15 
1 by l ong whips 2 by sho oting guns 1 2 3 4 
3 by waving fla gs 4 by loud cal l s ........•. ( )( )( )( ) 16 
When did Jamba r ealize tha t h e was trapped? 
1 when h e S 8 W the clos ed gat e 
2 wh en h e s aw th e str a ight trail 
3 wh en h e was told by t he l Pad e r 
4 wh en h e was running with his ne i p:hbor 
The gat e to th t- cl earing was clos ed wh en 
1 the leade r gave the s i gna l 
2 the hercl was in the cl ea rin g 
...... ( 
1 2 3 4 ) ( ) ( ) ( 
3 th e herd wa s aslee n 1 2 3 4 
) 17 
4 the herd wa s on the trail •.... . ............ ( )( )( )( ) 18 
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L. This story tells about --
1 the killing of a crocodile 
2 Alug 1 s adventure with the crocodile 
3 the life of a crocodile 1 2 3 4 
4 Alug swimming the river ......•....•....•.... ( )( )( )(.) 1 
Alug's father --
1 was not living 
2 helped Alug kill the crocodile 
3 was not mentioned in the story . 1 2 3 4 
4 gave Alug the barong ......•.......•.....•... ( )( )( )( ) 
!. Alug used the new barong to 
1 cut the grass along the river 
2 kill the crocodile 
3 cut off the crocodile's tail 
4 feel his way across the river 
1 2 3 4 
............... ( )( )( )( ) 
. How does the author describe tho crocodil e ? 
1 smooth 2 friendly 3 ugly 4 beaut iful 
The author wrote the story to t Pll t he r eade r 
1 how Alug cut off the crocodile's tail 
2 how Alug killed the c r ocodil e 
1 2 3 4 
... ( )( )( )( ) 
3 how Alug lost his new barong 1 2 3 4 
4 how Alug got across the river ....•......•... ( )( )( )( ) 
did the crocodile wak e up? 
Alug stru~k him ~ith his barong 
he was hungry 
. Why 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Alug slid down the bank with a shout 1 2 3 4 
Alug grabbed him by mistake ................• ( )( )( )( ) 
. Why was Alug so frightened? 
1 his barong was covered with blood 
2 the water was over his head 
3 the mud was very soft 
4 he thought the crocodile was going 
1 2 3 4 
to bite him ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
. What had made the river bank so smooth in that one olace? 
1 the crocodile had slid down it many times 
2 Alug slid down it 
3 the river made it smo oth 1 2 3 4 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
4 the wind made it smooth ..•..........••.•..•. ( )( )( )( ) 8 
. The old Moro belief. said that --
1 the barong must be kept clean 
2 a blooded barong cuts better 
3 a clean barong sparkles in the sun ~ 
4 the barong should not be cleaned ..•......... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 9 
).Why did Alug feel sorry f or the crocodile? 
1 he had no tip on his tail 
2 he was dead 3 he would not fight back 1 2 3 4 
4 he would not wake up .•...........•.......... ( )( )( )( ) 
'0 
1. Why did Alug have to sit down on the river bank? 
1 he was tired 
2 he sat down to clean to clean his barong 
3 his leg hurt 1 2 3 4 
4 his knees were kno cking 
• • • • • • • • •• • e • • • I • I • I I ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
2. Why did the crocodile slide down the bank and into the water? 
1 the sun was too hot 
2 his tail hurt 
3 Alug startled him 1 2 3 4 
~ .25 
11 
4 he was thirsty ...............•.••••.••..•••• ( )( )( )( ) 12 
3. Why did Alug pull on the crocodile? 
1 he wanted to wake up the crocodile 
2 he thought the crocodile was a log 
3 he was seeking an adv enture 1 2 3 4 
4 he did not s ee the crocodile .•....•....•.•.. ( ) ( )( )( ) 13 
4. What was the 11 barong 11 ? 
1 a heavy knif e 2 ~ sharp stick 
3 a war club 4 a heavy spear 
1 2 3 4 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
5. Why did Alug wade carefully across t h e river? 
1 he was watching the cro codile 
2 he did not want to step in a hole 
3 he enjoyed the warm water 1 2 3 4 
4 he could not swim ...... · .. . .•.....•.•....•..• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
) , What happened after the ripples cleared away? 
1 bubbles c8me up 
2 blood stained the water 
3 the fish swam around madly 1 2 3 4 
4 nothing happened •........•.....•.••..•••.••. ( )( )( )( ) 
7, Why did Alug stare at the crocodile? 
1 he was frozen with fear 
2 h~ was stuck in the mud 
3 he was watching the blood 1 2 3 4 
4 he was cleaning his barong ................•.. ( )( )( )( ) 
!. The crocodile --
1 watched Alug wade across the river 
2 was asleep on the river bank 
3 bit Alug in the arm 1 2 3 4 
14 
15 
16 
17 
4 chased Alug across the river •..............• ( )( )( )( ) 18 
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L. 11 Bankiva 11 is another name for the --
1 Philippines 2 jungle fowl 
3 native village 4 deep jungle 1 2 3 4 ............. ( )( )( )( ) 
~. When did the bankivas have their strange power? 
1 every day of the leap-year 
2 the first day of each month 
3 on one day of each year 
Ll every other year .......................... . 
1. Why did the gods give the bankivas 
1 they liked the bankivas 
2 the bankivas were beautiful 
3 they owed the bankivas a debt 
4 the bankivas were trustworthy 
The children wer e bewitched by --
the power'? 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1 their fear of th e forest 2 the gods 1 2 3 4 
1 
2 
3 
3 the bankivas' singing 4 th e bankivas' beauty( )( )( )( ) 4 
·. The leader of the banki vas 
1 was very beautiful 
2 liked the little children 
3 would not leave the children alone 
4 stayed with the mothers all day •••..•..•.... 
. Why did the children join the line of bankivas? 
1 they wanted to leave the village 
2 they were seeking adventure 
3 they liked the dark jungle 
if they w ~re bewitched. . .••.................... 
did the children never reach home again? 
they were happy in the jungle 
their r'n"others - rHd not lnok for them 
1 2 3 4 
( )( )( )( ) 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
. Why 
1 
2 
3 
4 
they lived forever after with the bankivas 1 2 3 4 
no one knew the way out of the forest ....... ( )( )( )( ) 
. Why do the Filipino mothers tell this story to 
their children? 
1 to keep them away from the jungle 
2 to amuse them 3 to make them eat their meals 1 2 3 4 
5 
6 
7 
4 to get them to take walks in the jungle .... ( )( )( )( ) 8 
. Why were the Filipino mothers not bewitched? 
1 they could not dance 
2 they could not hear the music 
• 3 they did not like the jungle 
4 they were asleep in the village ·~·········· 
O.The hankivas were called "wicked" beceuse 
1 they left the children in the forest 
2 the gods did not like them 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
3 the other birds were afraid of them 1 2 3 4 
9 
4 _they were so beautiful •.......••.•..•...••• ( )( )( )( ) \ 10 
:o 
1. This story is --
1 a true story 
3 history 
2 told by the fathers 1 2 3 4 
4 a fairy story .•..•.... ( )( )( )( ) 
2. The fathers of the lost children 
1 were all killed in the war 
2 looke d for the lost children 
3 wer e not mentioned in the stcry 
4 we r e bew itched when th ey were childr en 
3. Why 
1 
2 
3 
4 
did the bankivas wait until 12 
the mothers we r e asleep then 
their power began at that time 
the children were playing then 
the sun was bright at that time 
o'clock, noon? 
4. Why is the bank i va the best known· bird of the 
5; 
Philippines? 
1 this story i s told many times 
2 the bankivas now liv e in zoos 
3 this story is true 
4 there are no more banki vas ............... . 
The children awaken ed from th e ir enchantment wh en 
1 the mothers found them in the forest 
2 th e bankivas fl ew away 
3 morning came 
4 they lost the path .................. ...... 
1 2 3 4 
( )( )( )( ) 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1 2 3 4 
( )( ) ( ) () 
--
1 2 3 4 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) 
5. Why ~ere th e jungl e go ds inde bted to the bankivas? 
1 th e gods had bo rrowed money from them 
2 the bankivas were beautiful 
3 the bankivas had saved the gods' lives 1 2 3 4 
·: .27 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
4 the story does not say .......•..... . ...... ( )( )( )( ) 16 
7. What did the bankivas do before 12 o'clock came? 
1 they gloat e d 
2 they slept 
3 they flew about the forest 1 2 3 4 
4 they watch ed the children •..... . .......... ( )( )( )( ) 17 
3. Why did not the mothe rs warn th e ir ch ildr en to stay 
away from the bank iva s on that first day? 
1 they were t oo bu s y 
2 they did not know about the dan ge r 
3 they did not care what happened 1 2 3 4 
·4 they were sleeping •................•.....•• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 18 
40 
1 Bo was pl aying --
1 by the river 
3 in the cave 
2 by the campfire 
4 with his friends 
?. When ~id the wolf pups get sleepy? 
1 after wrestling in the sun 
l. 
2 after smelling Bo's moccasin 
3 after they had eaten 
4 after they were wa rmed by the fire 
This story tells about 
......... 
. . . . . . . . . 
1 the wolf pack 2 life in the future 
3 life long ago 4 the killing of a wolf 
I • How did Ja carry the little wolves? 
1 in e large bag 2 in his erms 
3 in 8 wolf skin 4 in his pockets ......... 
) . Bo's mother --
1 was not mentioned in the story 
2 Wf. S not livir g 
3 helped J a ki l l thP mother wolf 
4 helped Bo fe ed the little wolves ........... 
' • ·How 
1 
2 
3 
4 
l ong did Bo keep 
s eye ral months 
the pups i n the cave? 
a few dt>ys 
over a yeer 
a few weetcs ... ... ............ . ............. 
·-The pups would belong completely to Bo 
1 when the smell of their mother was gone 
2 when they were in the wo lfskin 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1 2 3 4 
( )( )( )( ) 
1 2 3 4 
( )( ) ( )( ) 
1 2 3 4 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1 2 3 4 
( ) ( )( )( ) 
1 2 3 4 ( )( )( )( ) 
3 when t h e moccasin was taken away 1 2 3 4 
- .28 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
:4 n h eri they we r Ert hungry . . , .. • ;, .... · . . . . • • . • . . . . • . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 7 
. Why did Bo want hunting dogs? 
1 his father had huntin g dogs 
2 he want ed someone to play with 
3 his brother wes a great hunter 
4 h e want e d to be a real hunter 
. In time the wolf pu? s would --
1 be turn ed lo oe 2 to r oam in 
2 become Bo's hun~in~ do gs 
3 become fat and l azy 
4 bec ome wild and disobedient 
O.Why was Bo very happy? 
the forest 
1 he would have t wo hunting dogs 
2 the pup s were he~py 
3 the pupa bel onged to his father 
4 he liked to live in the cave •....•••••.. 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) '( ) 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
8 
9 
10 
~0 
~ 1. This story was written to tell the reader 
1 that wolves were fierce anioals 
2 how men built the first campfire 
3 about animals that lived many years 
4 how the cavemen got their hunting dogs 
1 2 3 4 
..... ( ) ( )_{( ) ( ) 
2. Why were the wolf pups hungry? 
1 they had had no meat all day 
2 they had not eaten for weeks 
3 their mother could give them no milk 
4 they had been wrestling ................... 
3. Bo wrapped the PU'J?S in their mother's skin so 
that they 
1 would be warm 
2 would not be afraid 
3 would be afraid of Ja 
4 would hate their mother .............. .... .. 
4. Why did the pups eat just a small amount of meat? 
1 their teeth were not strong 
2 they were not hunp:ry 
3 they disliked meat 
4 they had no teeth ......... ~ ............... 
) . Why did Bo put his mo~casin in with the pups? 
1 because Ja told h iL.1 to do it 
2 so they would learn his smell 
3 so they would le a rn to chew leather 
4 because hw wanted to get rid of the moccasin 
>. What were thf pups afraid of? 
1 the skin of their mother 
2 the campfire 
1 2 3 4 
( ) ( )( ) ( 
1 2 3 4 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( 
1 2 3 4 
( )( ) ( )( 
1 2 3 4 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( 
3 the fuli-gr own hunting dogs 1 2 3 4 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
4 the cav e pe ople • • . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 16 
Why 
1 
2 
3 
4 
would the wolf pups become good huntin~ dogs? 
they would be fierce and obedient 
they would he small an1 tame 
th ey would be wild and hungry 
they would be. auiet and timid .. . ....•..•.• 
. Why would th e pups love 
1 he slept with them 
2 h e fed them 
3 h e l oved them 
4 he kept them in the 
anly Bo? 
cave ....... · · ~ ........ . 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
17 
18 
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APPENDIX D 
S.AlviPLE ~rEST BOOKLETS 
Readi ng Comprehension ~est 
Trial Form 
Lincoln Fish 
Boston University 
me School ____________ ~--------------------= 
x ___ ~ _  Age on last birthday Number of months since 
last birthday __________ __ 
·m or City Date ________________ ~-
:r3ct:i..ons: 
In thL,; test there is one story for you to rE!ad o Afte r tbe story 
a~ a is s short t e s t ove r the storyo Read the story through cere-
11:r snd then answer the ouest ions a You may not look bAck to the 
orJ after you have finished read j ng it a 
~aeh quest ion hss fou r possible answers~ but only one of the 8 e i s 
:,·r·q.;; ct . You s h ould choos e the answer that you think is better -cu t:! •• 
- other a a Not ice the number of the answer that you choose . Find 
is number on the right side of the page and put an X in the space 
J.r.r,:r t h e number o 
Johnny wen t for a wa1 k in the woodso He cros sed a smel l brookg 
ta ll tree grew besi de the brooke Johnny sat down under t ha tree to 
st a Dinute n ~hen e f urry li ttle animal with a l ong bushy tell 
1e down the t re~. Johnny tried to pat thq little animelo The 
ttle snin1e: bi t hie finper end rRn back up the tree. Johnny TI8S 
~J Giseppointeda H8 welked home very sedlyo 
J~:.>.nny· :.'m s f:L ·::: t ing 
~ on & ~ou sh log 2 by a sm811 brook 3 on t he tree stump 1 2 3 4 
'·~ 5_}:";: t!1& e :las of -t1l 3 "'J ~B ter Ot)e ~e~•ot>!!t.&•c e e eoef.~~ · ~·t<~;J-~( )f ~r) l 
- 1:" ' • ' • > ' 
.· ..... --· 
v ... l c: 
Jotn~y wslk h ome sAdly? 
~sb~it ~2d ~un · a~ay 2 his bend hurt 
~~u~~re1 hed not trusted him -J. 3 4 
. ! ~ \ · C 1 ·: ! 1. ·- ,3 -f 8 8 t tV 0 ..rL o . o C; o o c o o c. o o n o o ~ c e c. ... "' .... .,. c c c o a a (', ~- o e ~ .. ( ) ( ) < } ( ) 
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THE WI CKED BANKIVAS 
The best known of all the birds of the Philippines is t he 
jungle fowl~ or bankivao All the mothers of the Philippines 
have in their hearts a fear of this birdo Thi s is not strange 
for t h e:v rnus t keep thei r children away from this evil birdo 
Th ey t ell thi s story t o their little oneso 
Once » long ago 9 the gods were indebted to the bankivasc 
'i'he bank i vas demande d oayment ~ but t h e gods could not pay the 
banki veso So t h ey gave the evil birds a great powe r o The ban -
ki ves could have t his great power on only one day of each yesrp 
end on t ha t day 9 they could bewitch li ttle childreno 
Th e Filipi no mothers we r e not told about the bankiva s 1 
Jvil p o~e ro They did not keep their children in the h ous es on 
thGt spec i a l day » and they did not warn them ab6ut th~ 1icked 
·oBnk t vas o The moth ers did not v,·norv ahout the sweet muBJ.c: of 
the banl.dva s 9 song il f or they could not hear t h e s ong c. Only th e 
c':l:i. l d:ren could heal" it~ and l t could call to them-illyeteX'ious1y o 
It . could be11 itch them o 
- .32 
2 
The first spee1B l d8y came and hundreds of birds g£thflred 
in · t .s jun·le. They sel ected the most beautiful of their flock 
for their lesder~ and 1 with their heeds held hi gh» they strutted 
ebout ·ll the jungleo They gloated ove r their ev il power . Soon 
it wes twelve o 1 c lo ck 1 noon. Th en they follo wed their l eader 
to~ard a small villege o 
rrhe strange procession of bankives approached t he edge of 
th·a v t llage clearing and thay were a'l l singi-ng their we i rd 
muslco The children heard the mtH>ic and they looked a t t he evil 
blrdsa They coul d we ~ the beautiful leader~ for he was s t r utting 
townrd t h em. He wa s singin g the s weet song. The child r en wetched 
f':rom a distance end they liked this musice Then they moved 
closer end they j oined the lon~ parade of bankiva so 
Soon 2l l the ch ildren had joined the birds. ~hen the leader 
c~2nced off into the j ungle D and the banki vas end ch i ldren 
follosed him. Soon they were fer from the vi llage. but they 
~9re still sinping j oyfully. They danced on to the wildest part 
of the fores t . 
Beck in the vill age tha mothers were looki ng f or their 
eh ll dren, but they could not fi nd them. Evening was aporoaching, 
The parade w.nt on and on a Then it was dark an d t he ben~ 
l\i V~S fl e.;•; off into t h e trees wi th C1 \1 ~<:. cri es a rf'he chi 1 d ren 
~~ re le~t elono in th e jun gle ~ They awakened fr om their be~itch­
ment . and their cries e choed t h rough t he j ungl e. 
-T. y cried all night. Mo r ni ng came and the children lootod 
:or ~heir homes , but they became very t ired. No one kne~ th~ 
· ·py out of the forest p a nd only a few child ren wandered back 
~o ~hQ village. The others never reached t heir homes agaip. 
No~ ~ each y0~ Pp on the special day of the benkives, the 
?'ll1u.·,n.c ;,-~c.."'(n '31'S gather their ch:llc'ren l~lose to thorn, and tl1eT 
·~....:1 ~.- :::··1 ..:ii1 th:t::; s e d story of the wi cked 'bank: vas an d the los ·c 
;'br.nkiv t: '' i s t=:J notber n Gme for the ---
1 ~hlliopi n e s 2 jungle fo wl 
3 nati ve v ll lege 4 deeo j ungle 
Ghe n di d the banki ve s hav e their stren~e po wer? 
1 svary do y of t he lesp-yeer 
2 the fir st dey of e Ach month 
3 on one day of e s ch year 
!1 \.3Ve r y other y- e a r .... C} c (;. ~. t> te' «:; •• f'." 0 c: • •• e" Cl II 0 0 0 fl t; c. e II .:l 
~hy did t h e god s gi · ~ the bankivss 
1 they li ked the b8nkivss 
the power? 
2 t he be nk i vFs w9re beaut iful 
3 they o~ed the banki ves 0 debt 
~ tte b~nkivss ~2r- trustworthy 
7he ch i ldren were bewi tched by - --
1 the b· . . 1ki V:? s' be9u.ty 2 t h e p:ods 
3 th~ bs~klvas: singinz 4 their fe8r of t he forest e . 
rf';- ··) l3F (: 8 r o f the b8nk i V B 6 
1 ~2a vary ~ezu~if~l 2 l ikad t h e lit t le ch i ldren 
.3 , .. _. ..._-:..d .!J.Gt L::::::7a the chi l d r en a l one 
~}s.r~d~{·?.d .;"J i th tl18 motl1 e r "'-' all €Jay e If • • t:. e C1 G C e c o ~e n f' f" (. 
. -,:c ~; i c1 t h0 c1·1 i ld:t~ {:m jo in the 1 in e of benki v a s?. 
i. chey v.;r; nt.._d to 1.::; -:v,_, the v1. l l cge 
? t~ey w~re seek in g edventu r a 
~ they ~ ikad the de rk jungl e 
4 t 1-1 & y \oiJ e :r :_3 1.1 ~ i!V i t c he d ( I l Cl '-' I; C C C .. ~ :. • 8 C· t. t. tJ • tt e 0 0 e ., C Cl I) I, ~ 9 
I ··h~· -Jid th>:1 ch ·". J. dren n;:;ver r ec) Ch home f, ga in? 
, thay ~ere hsony in t he jungl e 
2 their moth9rs did no t look fo r them 
3 they l ive : for~ve r after with the benkivas 
~DO 0~3 knew the ~py OUt Of the fOrP s t o ••• • •• • • •••• 
~ ·.~~:- ((, th•.· ?lliplnc mo;.::h e rs tell thls story to t h e lr 
('·~:. ~-.:: :r' 3.t1? 
.. .J_ b:'l;:: J ·~h -:::;t ~··-.;,y f r om the jungle 
,_ ::.-a .. ·-~·;3 tJ~~tY.i"".l 3 ttJ mal-\ e t 1·1er.o. etrt their me .:: 1s 
· ;o ~~~ ths~ t0 t9~e walks in the jungle • • • •••• o ••P 
p_.: ior:'} 
.1,1-, -:-.- ... 
.... ~..v., 
: ::;;1'9~l 
.•8y 
tn : :>'i 'd_" ~I<~ :no t he rs not bf'!v.r it ch e cl'l 
~~u ld not ~ · c0s 2 th ey ccJl ~ not h8 3r t~~ mu2lc 
dld not llks th s jungl e 
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~his story is - ~ -
B true story 2 told by thr fsthJrR 
3 his t ory 4 A feiry story l)eeeeAO~ • o• • • 
Th e fathers of the los t children 
l were e ll ki ll ed in the war 
2 lo okad fo r the lost children 
3 C':are ~1<Yt !"lsn t ion eo in the story 
.4 H3re b e ·,v i t ch t.:;d when they were chi l dren ••r ~:~•u• •~o.:.c 
" ~~y old the b~nkl vos ~ait until 12 
1 t~e onths ~ s ~e r e s sleeo then 
2 ~~eir ~ower be g ~ n At that time 
3 ~~E c~t l ~rGn ~ere play i ng then 
4 ~he s~n wa s t ~ip~c e t thst time 
o'c lock, noon? 
o c o c ~ • • • ~ ~ • • ~ • • c e e 
·' •) AI' 
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.-J'' j_;:; the br- nk i Vt} the best k .own bt:rd of the PhiJ.iou ince'1 
1 thin story i s t old many times 
·;1 t h e bniid V8! t i O ''I l ive in zoos 
3 chis s t ory is t rue 4 there are no more b~nki v As 
. T~~ 0hild~en a~0kon a d from t heir enchAntment when -~­
tl;,;:; moti"Jer·;:, r~Jund them in the fo r e s t 
2 ~~s b-nkive ~ fl e~ away 3 morni~g CBme 
4 thsy io~ t t~e ne th •••••••• • •••..••••• • •••••••...•• 
.. h~.- ·· :.l'e ti-1 ~· junf1 e e'O d"" indebted to the b?.nkivas? 
, t·:1e fc.dc h::d hJr :,~o wecJ money from them 
2 the 1:>!!1'', j_ ve s ,,. T'G beFJuti f 11l 
3 th-~ 
4 ·l;hB 
•;:·:.n\1.: i v E. s h? r~ ss ved the p.od s 1 i ves 
Rt c ry does not sa y · · · · ···· · ·· ·••••• • •• • • •o•••• 
, ~~h::t u]d ·()19 bFnl ~ l vez do before 12 o ' c l ock c r.~me? 
1 t~.--1e~ glop·ce d 2 they slept 
3 t:-;. ?Y fl JVI :cbo~ t t h e forest 
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Reading Comprehension Test 
Lincoln Fish 
Boston University 
Name 
--------------------------------
Form /2- ...2-:L J s/ f/~ 
Score ' 
Totals IX IX 
School 
---------------------------
Sex _____ Age on last birthday Number of months since 
last birthday __________ __ 
To wn or City ______ __ Date 
Directions: 
In this test ther e are four stories for you to vead. iou 
will read the first two now and the last two later today. After 
each story there i s a short test over the story. Read th e story 
through carefully and then answer the questions. Yo u may not 
look back to the story after you have finished reading it. 
Each questi on has four uossible answers, hut only one of 
these is correct . You should choose the answer that you think 
is better than the others. Notice the number of the answ e r .. that 
you choose. Find this number on the right side of the oage and 
out an X in the spac e be low the numbe r. 
3ample story and questions: 
Johnny went for a walk in th e woods. He cr oss ed a smAll 
brook. A tall tree grew beside th e brook. Johnny sat down under 
the tree to rest a minute. Then a furry littl e animal with a 
long bushy tail came down the tree. Johnny tried to pat the little 
3nimal. The little animal bit his finger and ran back up the tree. 
Johnny was very disanpointed. He walked home vsry sadly. 
L. Johnny was sit t ing --
1 on a rough log 2 by a small brook 
~ .35 
3 in th e edge of the wat e r 1 2 3 4 
4 on a t r e e s turn p . • • . . • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • . • . • • • . • . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
2 • Why 
1 
3 
4 
did Johnny walk home sadly? 
the r abbit had run away 2 his hand hurt 
the squirrel had not trusted him l 2 3 4 
he got his fe e t wet ..............•........... ( )( )( )() 
12 
TRAPPED 
A heavy forest of breadfruit and mahogany loomed ahead of 
the e lephants. The leader plunged into it with the herd follow-
ing close in his wake. To either side the forest was dark. It 
was almost impenetrable. A broad, well-worn trail, stretching 
far ahead, led directly to the front. The elephants thought so, 
anyway. 
Hurrying along this trail, t he elephants heard the calls 
of the hunters behind them. Jamba, a husky young elephant, was 
filled with doubt. But he went on with the herd. The trees 
blotted out the sunlight, leaving everything in semi-darkness. 
This darkness added to Jamba 1 s fear. Then, too, something was 
strange about this f orest. Jamba had seen many other forests. 
This forest was unlike all the others. The treil, going on a 
line through the tall trees, Was tob str?i~ht. Maybe a ' giant 
bolt of lightning had cut it with a single stroke. The trail 
- .36 
was free of obstacles. The trees on both sides were close together. 
An elephant would not be a ble to fit between them. 
Now the narrow tr a il was dwindling. After having been so 
inviting, it grew narr owe r and nprrow er. The eleph8nts slowed 
down to a wa lk. After having tr ave led four and five abreast, 
they formed a line of two abre ast. 
Shoulder to shoulder with his neighbor, Jamhe, feeling very 
susoicious, . s ew something Phead. This gave hi~ e great feeling 
of relief. After coming t o its ne rrowest ooint, the treil 
broadened into a wide cl ee rinF. The clea ring would hold the entire 
herd of elephants. 
Rushin g t hr ough the norrow ga p, the l eader pounded out 
into the open. J ambs , not f 2r behind, took his turn through the 
opening. He was glad to be rid of the ti ght trail. That tight-
ness had given him an unple psent feel i ng . He had felt confined, 
the treil having presse~ against his breath. 
It was dusk. The gloom was thickening. Jamba looked around 
the clearing. He was in the center of it. Trees surrounded it 
on . both sides. The trees were very close t ogether. Having 
foll 0wed the leader in blind faith, Jafuba still had faith in 
him. The leader wo uld find a wa y out. Behind hi~ one elephant 
after another came through the na rrow gateway. At last every 
one of them had entered. 
Slam! 
J emb a heard a sudden thumping sound coming fr om the re a r. 
It came fr om the entrance to the clearing. After plunging in 
wild fear, Jamba check ed his panic. Cr aning his neck, he lo oked 
ba ckward . His worst fe prs were r ea lized. 
A narr ow gat eway hod be en ther e befor e . Thr ough it J pmba 
~nd his f e ll ow e l e oh ants h a d entered the cl ea ring. Now the entrance 
was gone. It was clos ed. A hug e do or of tr ees WP S in its place. 
Jambs was trapped. 
) 
• Who Was Jamba? 
1 an elephant trader 
3 a native hunter 
2 an elephRnt 1 2 3 4 
4 a young nBtive boy . ..... ()()()() 
The trail was made by --
1 many animals using it 
2 the giRnt bolt of lightning 1 2 3 4 
3 native hunters 4 a great for est fire ....... ( )\ )( )~ J 
. Why we r e th e elephants hurrying along the trail? 
1 they were going home 2 it was getting dark 
3 they wer e afraid of th6 hunters 1 2 3 4 
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1 
2 
4 t h e y 1 i k e d t o run i n t h e f o r e s t . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 3 
herd could have escaped by --
running off through the tr e es 
. The 
1 
2 
3 
4 
taking the other trail out of th P clearing 
turning around on the trail 1 2 3 4 
sleeping in th e cl ea ring ..•.•.•.•.......•.. ( )( )( )( ) 
Who shut the gat e of the tr ap? 
1 the native hunt e rs 2 the wind 
3 the last elephant through 1 2 3 4 
4 the leader of th e elephents ...•............ ( )( )( )( ) 
It was dark in the forest hecause 
1 it was nearly midnight 
~ the sun had not come up yet 
3 the trail was so straight 
4 the trees shut out the light 
Why was Jamba suspicious? 
1 it w~s getting dark 
2 he knew he would be trapped 
3 the trees were so tall 
4 the trail was too straight 
Why did Jamba follow the leader? 
1 2 3 4 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1 2 3 .<4 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1 he had faith in him 2 he was afraid of him 
3 the other elephants followed him 1 2 3 4 
4 he could do nothing else ................... ( )( )( )( ) 
Why did Jamba think that this forest was strange? 
1 he was very frightened 
2 the trees were close together 1 2 3 4 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
3 the forest was very dark 4 he had no leader ( )( )( )( ) 9 
Why did the elephants run shoulder to shoulder? 
1 the trail was narrow 
2 it was saf e r that way 
3 the trees were so straight 1 2 3 4 
4 the clearing was so small .....•.........•.. ( )( )( )( ) 10 
LO 
.1. Why was Jamba glad wh en he got into the clearing? 
1 he wanted to be captur ed 
2 he had foll owed the leader 
3 he was oroud of the herd 1 2 3 4 
4 he had pl enty of room •.....•.....•......•.. ( )( )( )() 
2. Wh e re was Jamba wh en the door W8S shut? 
1 on th e trail near the clearing 
2 near th e entrance :to the cl earing 
3 in the cent e r of the cl earing 1 2 3 4 
4 on the far s i de of the clearing ......•..... ( ) ( )( ) ( ) 
3. The author wrot e this story to t e ll th e r ead e r --
1 how the e l ephants lived in the jun ~ le 
2 how the nat ives caught wild elephants 
3 how Jamba followed th e trail 1 2 3 4 
11 
12 
4 how th e jungl e got dark at ni ght ..•......•. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 13 
4. Th e sudden l oud s ound was mad e by --
1 the shutting of the gat e 
2 the be llowing of th o h e rd 
3 the shootin ~ of th e guns 1 2 3 4 
4 th e fallin g of th e hu ge tr ee s •••.........•. ( )( )( )() 14 
5. Jamba 1 s fath e r an rl mothe r we r e 
1 trappe d wi th thP h e rd 
2 not mentioned in t h e s tory 
3 in a circus in Ame rica 
4 far awa y from th e cl ea ring 
1 2 3 4 
. . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
), How did the hunt e rs fri~hten the e l ephants? 
15 
1 by l ong whips 2 by sho oting guns 1 2 3 4 
3 by wavin g fla gs 4 by loud calls •..•....•. ( )( )( )() 16 
When did Jamb a r ealiz e th a t h e wa s trapped? 
1 when h e s e.w the cl os ed gat e 
2 wh en h e s aw th e stra i ght trail 
3 wh en he wa s tol d by thc l Pad e r 
4 wh en h e wa s running with his n ei p:hbor 
1. Th e gat e to th ~ cl earing was clos ed wh cn 
1 the lead e r gave the signa l 
2 the herd was in the cl ea rin g 
...... ( 
1 2 3 4 ) ( ) ( ) ( 
3 the herd wa s a slee o 1 2 3 4 
) 17 
4 the herd was on the trail .......... . ...•... ( )( )( )( ) 18 
22 
.A NARROW SC.APE 
The trail led across a wide, sluggish river. The water 
was murky with mud. The banks wer high and sloping. In one 
place the mudbenk was worn to a smpoth slant, something having 
slid down it many times. Sitting on the smooth place, .Alug, 
a Mo ra boy, skidded down it with a shout into the warm water. 
Wading slowly, he enjoyed the wate . He liked to feel the soft 
~ .39 
mud on his feet. In the middle of the stream the water was deeper, 
coming just under his arms. Pushi g steadily toward the opposite 
side, .Alug felt ahead carefully with his foot not wanting to step 
unexpectedly into a hole. 
No w he reached the other bank, the water be ing still fairly 
deep. He crawl ed out. .A rough bro wn log lay across the path. 
Putting his hand on the log, he p lled himself up on top of it. 
The log gave a jerk, one of the rough places on it flying open. 
It was an angry red eye. The fro t end of the log swung around • 
.Alug saw an ugly, pointed head. e also saw sharp white teeth 
in the big mouth. 
Screaming, .Alug sprang back into the deeper water. He 
was frightened. His heart poundi~g wildly, he could not move 
any farther. The big. head swun~ erround. The short, scaly legs 
digging into the soft mud, the long body slid slo'lrly into the 
~ater. Then the Mora boy kn ew. ~ t was a crocodil e . It could 
not be anything e lse . 
.Alug stared at the gr eat bo y sliding ov e r tho smooth bank. 
The front legs were in th e wat er. Th en half the body was in 
th o wat er. Finally .Alug r eached ~or his barong. Snatching it 
fr om its she ath, the young Mora s~ung at th e crocodil e with all 
his might. He h eard a crunching ound. Th e last twelv e inch. es 
of the crocodile's tail stayed be ind, the rest of him disappear-
ing with a swirl into the water. 
Scrambling out onto the gra~s, the Mora boy pulled the 
tail along after him. His knees l nocking with exciternerit, he 
sat down . He wat ched the river a long while. looking for the 
croc odile. Then the ripples cl ea ed away. He saw no signs of 
life. Wond e ring about th e crocodil e , .Alug f e lt sorry for him. 
Th o crocodil e might still be aliv +. He might be dead. Pe rhaps 
h e woudl not miss such a sma ll pi r ce of his lortg tail. Maybe the 
wound did not hurt to o much. 
His new barong lay on th e ground beside him. Having 
f orgott en it in his excit ement, h lo oked at it now. Th e shiny 
blade , splotched with blo 0d, made a now f ee ling sing inside him. 
The feeling was very strange and ild. .At last his blade was 
blooded. .Alug had heard the old ~or o belief. .A bl ooded bl~de 
cuts better. After scrubbing his weGpon cle an with a handful of 
gr ass, Alug thrust it deep int o t e ground. Th en, efter h r ving 
been polished on .Alug 1 s trousers, the berong sp orkled fi nd fl a shed 
in the sunlight. He cerefully pu it ba ck in its sher th. 
Now he wr s going bAck t o hi home. His adventure would 
mrke e fine st ory. 
0 
. This s to ry tells about --
1 the killing of a crocodile 
2 Alug 's a dven t ure with the cro .odile 
3 the life of a crocodile 
4 Alug s wimming the river 
1 2 3 4 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ; ) 
Alug's father --
1 was not living 
2 help ed Alug kill the crocodile I , 3 was not mentione d in the storr 1 2 3 4 
4 gave Alug the barong ......•...•............. ( )( )( )( ) 
Alug used the new barong to 
1 cut the grass elong the river 
2 k ill the c r ocodile 
3 cut off the crocodile's tail 
4 feel his way across the riv e r 
1 2 3 4 
............... ( )( )( )( ) 
. How does the author describe the croc odil e? 1 2 3 4 
... ( )( )( )( ) 1 smo oth 2 fri endly 3 ugl y 4 beauti ful 
Th e author wrote the s tory t o t P 
1 how Alug cut of f th e c ro codi 
2 how Alug kil l ed t h e c r ocodi l 
3 h ow Alug lost his n ew barong 
4 how Alug got across the rive 
did the croc odil e wa ke up? 
1 t he r ea der 
e's tail 
1 2 3 4 
............... ( )( )( )( ) 
, Why 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Alug stru~k him with h i s bar ng 
he wa s hungr y 
A1ug slid down th e bank with a shout 1 2 3 4 
Alug grabbed him by mistake ................. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Why was A1ug so frightene d? 
1 his barong was cover ed wi t h 
2 the water was over his head 
3 the mud was very soft 
4 he thought the crocodile was 
lood 
1 2 3 4 
go i n g t o b j_ tJ h ; JJ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
What had made t he river bank so smooth in t~a t on e nla ce? 
1 the crocodile had slid down it many t i 0 es 
2 Alug slid down it 
3 the river made it smooth 1 2 3 4 
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l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
4 the wind made it smooth .........•...••.•.... ( ) ( ) ( )( ) 8 
The old Moro belief said that -
1 the barong must be kept cle n 
2 a blooded barong cuts bette1 
3 a clean baron g sparkles in ~he sun M 
4 the barong s hould not be cleaned .......•..•. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 9 
~ . Why did Alug feel sorry f or the l crocodile? 
1 he had no tip on his tail 
2 he was dead 3 he would n t fi ght back 1 2 3 4 
4 he would not wake up .. . .................... ( ) ( )( )() ' 10 
1. Why did Alug have to sit down on the river bank? 
l he was tired 
2 he sat down to cl e an to clean his barong 
3 his leg hurt l 2 3 4 
4 his knees were knocking .... e • I • • I • I I •• I I e • I I ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
2 . Why did the crocodile slide down the bank and into the wat e r? 
1 th e sun was to o hot 
2 his tail hurt 
3 Alug startl ed him 1 2 3 4 
- 41_ 
11 
4 he was thirsty •••..•............•••....•.••. ( )( )( )() 12 
3. Why did Alug pull on th e crocodi e ? 
1 he wanted to wake up the croc pd ile 
2 h e thought th e crocodile was a l og 
3 he was s e eking an adv enture 1 .2 3 4 
4 h e did not s ee the crocodil e ·········~······< )( )( )( ) 13 
4. What was th e "barong "? 
1 a heavy knif e 2 a sharp stick 
3 a war club 4 a heavy ar 
1 2 3 4 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
J . Why did Alug wade carefu ll~ aero s t he river? 
1 he was watch ing t h e c r oc odile 
2 he did not want to step in a ole 
3 he enjoyed the wa rm wat er 1 2 3 4 
4 he could not swim ........ . .........•........ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
l . What happened after the ripples cleared away? 
l bubbles c8me up 
2 blood s ta in e d the water 
3 the fis h swam around madly l 2 3 4 
4 nothing happened ...............•......•...•. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Why did Al ng s ta re at the crocodile? 
1 he was f ro ze~ with fear 
2 he- was s ·cuck i n t t e mud 
3 he was W3 tch i ng th e bl ood l 2 3 4 
4 he was cl e ani ng his barong ................... ( )( )( )( ) 
: . The croco dile --
1 watche d Alug wad e across the 
2 was asl e ep on the river bank 
3 bit Alug in the arm 
4 chased Alug across the river 
river 
l 2 3 4 
................ ( )( )( )( ) 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
THIS IS AS FAR YOU ARE TO GO 
AT 'I'HIS TIME. P EASE CLOSE YOUR 
BOOKLE'I' AND HOLD UP YOUR HAND SO 
YOUR BOOKLET MA BE COLLEC'I'ED. 
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THE WICKED ANKIVAS 
The best known of all the irds of the Philippines is 
the jungle fowl, or bankive. Th t all the mothers of the 
Philippines have in their hearts a fear of this bird is not 
strange, because their children ~ust stay away from this evil 
bird. They tell this story to t eir little ones. 
Once, long ago, the jungle gods were indebted to the 
bankivas. The b~nkivas demanded payment. Because the gods 
could not pay the bankivas, the~ gave the evil birds .a great 
power. Tha bankivas could have this great power on only one 
day of each year. On that day he bankivas could bewit~h 
little children. 
Since the Filipino motherl were not told of the bankivas' 
evil power, they did not keep t eir children in the houses on 
that special day. They did not warn th em about the wicked 
bankives. They did not know abut th e sweet music of the 
bankivas' song because they cou d not hear the song. Only the 
children could hear it. It cou d call t o them mysteri ously. 
It could bewitch them. 
When the first spacial da came , hundr eds of hankivas 
gathered in the jungl e: Arter they had selected the most 
beautiful of their flock f or t e ir l eader, they strutted about 
in the jungle with their heads erect. They gloated over their 
evil power. As s oon as it was tw elve o'clock, noon, they 
followed their leader toward a small village. 
As the strange processio of bankivas apDroached the 
~ .43 
edge of the village clearing, t hey were all singing their w~ird 
music. When the children heardl the music, they looked at the 
evil birds. They could see th~1 beautiful leader as he ~as 
strutting t o~e rd them. He was singing the sweet s ong. The 
children wa tched from a distan e. BecAuse they liked this 
music, they moved closer . The~ j oi ned the long parade of 
bankivas. 
Wh en all the children had j oined the birds, the leader 
danced off into the jungle. he bankivas and children foll owed 
him until they were far fr om he village. They were still 
singing joyfully as they dane d on t o the wildest part of the 
forest. 
Back at the village the mothers were lo oking for their 
children. They could not fin them. Evening was approaching. 
The parad e w~nt on and pn until it was dark. Then t~e 
bankivas flew off 1nto th e tr re s with crual.cries . . The ch1ldren 
were l eft alone in th e jungle t When they awakened fr om their 
bewitchment, their cries echo~d through the jungle. 
They · cried a ll night. /When morrl'ing came, the children 
looked for their homes. They became very tired. Because no 
one knew the way out of the ~orest, only a few children wandered 
bac~ to the village. ~he o t~ ers never reached their homes 
aga1n. 
Now, each year, on the speciel day of the bankivas, the 
mothers gather their childreq close to them, as they tell 
them this sad story of the wr cked hankivas and the lost children. 
. • i1Bankiva 11 is another name for the --
1 Philippines 2 jungle fo 1 1 2 3 4 
3 n~tive village 4 deep jungfe •..........•. ( )( )( )( ) 
When did the bankivas have their ~trange power? 
1 every day of the leap-year 
2 the first day of each month 
3 on one day of .each year 1 2 3 4 
4 every other year ...........•...•..•.••..•.. ( )( )( )() 
. Why did the gods give the bankivas 
1 they liked the bankivas 
2 the bankivas were beautiful 
3 they owed the bankivas a deb 
4 the bankivas were trustworth 
. The children were bewitched by -
the power? 
1 2 3 4 
( )( )( )( ) 
1 their fear of the forest 2 the gods 1 2 3 4 
J)l4 
1 
2 
3 
3 the bankivas' singing 4th . bankivas' beauty( )( )( )( ) 4 
The l eader of the bankivas 
1 was very beautiful 
2 liked the little children 
3 would not leave the children alone 1 2 3 4 
4 stayed with the mothers all ay •••..•..•.•.. ( ) ( )( ) ( ) 5 
. Why did the children join the line of bankivas? 
1 they wanted to leave the village 
2 they were seeking adventure 
3 they liked the dark jungle 
4· they w~re bewit ched .••••................... 
. Why did the children never reac home again? 
1 they were happy in the jung e 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
2 their m.·o th8rs · riid not l nok for them 
3 they lived forever after with the bankivas 1 2 3 4 
4 no one knew the way out of / he forest ....... ( )( )( )( ) 
their children? 
1 to keep them away from the jungle 
. Why do the Filipino mothers tel~ this story to 
2 to amuse them 3 to make them eat their meals 1 2 3 4 
4 to get them to take walks ·n the jungle .... ( )( )( )( ) 
. Why were the Filipino mothers bewitched? 
1 they could not dance 
2 they could not hear the mu ic 
3 they did not like the jung e 1 2 3 4 
4 they were asleep in the village . ~ . . . . . . . . . . ( ) ( )( ) ( ) 
) • The bankivas were called 11wickd 11 beceuse 
1 they left the children in he for est 
2 the gods did not like them 
3 the other birds were afrai of them 1 2 3 4 
4 they were so beautiful . . .................... ( )( ) ( ) ( ) 
6 
7 
8 
9 
' 10 
J 
2 told by the fathers 
1. This story is --
1 a true story 
3 history 4 a fairy story .•..•..•. 
2. The fathers of the lost children 
1 were all killed in the war 
2 looked for the lost children 
3 wer e not mentione d in th e story 
4 were bewitched when they were childr en 
3. Why 
1 
2 
3 
4 
did the bankivas wait until 12 
the mothers wer e asleep then 
their power began at that time 
the children were playing then 
the sun was bright at that time 
o'clock, noon? 
~. Why is the bankiva the best known ' bird of the 
i ; 
Philippines? 
1 this story is told many times 
2 the bankivas now live in zoos 
3 this story is true 
4 there are no more banki vas .....•....••.... 
1 
The children awaken ed from th e ir enchantment when 
1 the mothers found them in the forest 
2 the bankivas fl ew away 
3 morning came 
4 they lost the path ................ " ....... 
1 2 3 4 ( )( )( )( ) 
1 2 3 4 
( )( )( )( ) 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1 2 3 4 
( )( ) ( )() 
--
1 2 3 4 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
>. Why ~ere th e jungl e gods indebted to the bankivas? 
1 the gods had borrowed money from them 
2 the bankivas were beautiful 
3 the bankivas had saved the gods' lives 1 2 3 4 
~ .45 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
4 the story does not say •......•............ ( )( )( )( ) 16 
What did the bankivas do before 12 o'clock came? 
1 they gloated 
2 they sl ept 
3 they flew about the forest 1 2 3 4 
4 they watche d the children •..... , • . . . . . . . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 17 
. . Why did not the mothers warn th e ir children to stay 
away from the benkives on that first day? 
1 they were too bus y 
2 they did not know a bout the danger 
3 they did not care what happened 1 2 3 4 
4 they were sleeping ........................ ( )( )( )() 18 
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THE WOLF PUPS 
As Bo was olaying by the campfire, he looked toward the 
dark forest. He saw at the edge of the trees someone who 
looked like his father. The cave boy scrambled to his feet. 
He ran toward the forest. Yes, it was his father, Ja. Ja 
was carrying something over his shoulder. Bo met his father. 
Ja was carrying a fresh wolfskin. As th ey walked together 
toward the fire, Bo asked many questions. His father said 
nothing. 
When they were at the fire, Ja slipped the wolfskin to 
the ground. It mov ed. Bo was scared by this strange movement. 
With wide-open eyes, he watched the wolfskin as his father 
shook it gently. Two furry littl e animals that were th e young 
pups of the dea d mother wolf f e ll out on the ground. 
Then Bo underst oo d that his father was giving him the 
little pups. They were his now. The cave boy jumped with 
joy. He would train th e wolf pups. In a few months they 
would be his hunting dogs. With the ir large te eth, they 
could kill real game for him. 
The cave boy rolled the pups up once more in the skin 
of their mother. He carried them up the cliff to the cave. 
The little wolves were very hungry because they had always 
- _46 
had plenty of milk from their mother. Now, because their mother 
could give them no more, Bo scraped small bits from a large 
strip of dried deermeat for them. He gave them only a little 
because their teeth were still tiny and weak. 
Soon the pups got very sleepy. Then Bo wrapped them 
in the s kin of their mother with the furry side next to them. 
The cave boy put one -of his worn-out moccasins in with the 
pups so that they would lie all night with the smell of their 
mother and Bo's moccasin in their noses. This was a good 
thing because the smell of their mother would ~ard off their 
fear and the smell of Bo's moccasin would acquaint them with 
him. In a few weeks the smell of their mother would die 
~way. Since only the smell of Bo would remain, they would 
belong completely to the cave boy. They would love him. 
They would obey him. They would hunt with him. 
For the next few weeks Bo kept the pups in the cave. 
Each day he scraped off more meat for the little wolves. 
Since only Bo fed them, they would love only Bo in return. 
Then the day came when Bo carried the pups down the cliff 
to his favorit e hollow. Here the pups wrestl ed in the sun. 
Sometimes they would bite Bo's ears playfully. The cave boy 
was very ha~ oy. Sinc e the pups we re growing very fast, in 
a f ew months he would have two r eal hunting dogs. He could 
hunt many animals with them. Pe rhaps he would become a truly 
great hunter. 
40 
. Bo was playing --
1 by the river 
3 in the cave 
2 by the campfire 
4 with his friends 
~. When did the wolf pups get sleepy? 
1 after wrestling in the sun 
2 after smelling Bo's moccasin 
3 after they had ea ten 
4 after they were wa rmed by the fire 
:. This story tells a bout 
......... 
1 the wolf pack 2 life in the future 
3 life long a go 4 the killing of a wolf 
.. How did J e ca rry the little wolves? 
1 in s l a rge ba g 2 in his arms 
3 in 8 wolf sk i n 4 in his pockets 
, . Bo ' s mother - -
1 was not ment ioned in the st ory 
2 wc.s not liv irg 
3 h e lped J a kill t he mother wolf 
4 helped Bo fe ed the little wolves ........... 
• ' How 
1 
2 
3 
4 
l ong did Bo keep 
s eve ral mon t hs 
the pups in the cave? 
a f ew d2ys 
ov er a year 
a few weelcs ... ............................. 
The pups would be long completely to Bo 
1 wh en the smell of t heir mother was gone 
2 whe n they wer e in th e ~olfs k in 
1 2 3 4 
( )( )( )( ) 
1 2 3 4 
( )( )( ) ( ) 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
3 when t h e moc ca sin was taken away 1 2 3 4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
. :4 wheri th ey werEri hungry . ·.· •.. ; •. .• ' . . . . • . . . . . • . • . • ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 7 
. Why did Bo want hunting dogs? 
1 his father h ad hunt in g dogs 
2 h e want ed s o~eon e to pl ay with 
3 his brother W8S a ~ r est hun t er 
4 h e wante d t o be a r ea l hunt e r 
. In time th e wo l f ~u~s would --
1 be turn ed l o cP0 to roa~ in 
2 be come Bo ' s huntj. ~1g dogs 
3 be come fat and l azy 
4 be c ome wild and dis obedient 
O. Why wa s Bo very hsppy? 
the for est 
................ 
1 h e woul d h av e tw o hunting dogs 
2 the pups we ro he~?Y 
3 t he pupa bel ongeC to his father 
4 he liked to lj.ve in t h e cav e •....•.••... 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
8 
9 
10 
0 
1. This story was written to tell the reader 
1 that wolves were fierce an i mals 
2 h ow men built the first campfire 
3 about animals tha t lived many years 1 2 3 4 
4 how the cavemen got their hunting do gs • • • • • ( ) ( )J<' ) ( ) 
2. Wh y were the wolf pups hun gry? 
1 th ey had had no meat all day 
2 t h ey had not eaten for weeks 
3 their mother could give them no milk 
4 they had been wrestling ..•....•.•...•...•. 
3. Bo wrapped the pups in their mother's skin so 
that they 
1 would be warm 
2 would not be afr a id 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
3 would be afr a id of Ja 
4 would hate t heir mother 
1 2 3 4 
................... . ( ) ( ) ( ) () 
. . Why 
1 
2 
3 
4 
did the pups ea t jus t a small amount of meat? 
their teeth wer e not strong 
they wer e not hun ~ ry 
t h ey dislike d meat 
t hey had no t ee th •.....•.•••.•......••.•.. 
. Why did Bo pu t hi s moccasin in wi t h t hA pups? 
1 be c aus e Ja tol d h im to do it 
2 s o they wouli l esrn his smell 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
J.48 . 
11 
12 
13 
14 
3 s o th~y woul d l ea r n to chew l eather 1 2 3 4 
4 be caus e hw want e d t o ge t rid of th P moccasin ( )( )( )( ) 15 
. Wha t we r e thr pups afr a id of? 
1 t he skin of t he ir mo th er 
2 the c air.. -p f i r e 
3 the full-gr ow n hunting dogs 1 2 3 4 
4 the cav e people • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • ... . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 16 
. Why would t he wolf pups be come goo d huntin g do gs? 
1 the y wo 1~ld be fL~ r ce 8'1d ob edient 
2 th ey wou ld he smEl l anl tame 
3 th ey wo uld be wil d and hun gr y 1 2 3 4 
4 t he y wou ld be au iet and timi d .. . ....•..... ( )( ) ( ) () 17 
Why wo uld t h e pups love 
1 h e slept wi th th em 
2 h e fed t hem 
3 h e l oved th em 
4 h e kept th em in the 
anly Bo? 
cav e ......... ~.~ ........ . 
1 2 3 4 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 18 
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